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Rupp convenes Athletic Review Committee; faculty not notified

by Shaila K. Dewan
Recently President George Rupp
appointed an Athletic Review Committee (ARC) to survey the athletic
department in terms of its relationship to student life, academics, and
the university's overall financial picture. Faculty members have expressed dissatisfaction with the
makeup of the committee, the procedures used in making appointments, and the short time the committee has to accomplish its task
The president's office has issued
no official statement about the committee, its makeup or its charge.
Faculty Council Speaker Joe
Hightower said Rupp did not ask the

council to recommend appo intees for
the faculty committee members. "I
wish that [Rupp] had contacted the
Faculty Council," he said, though he
added, "The quality of the people
who are on [the committee] is outstanding."
Director of managerial studies
Stephen Zeff, who serves on the
Faculty Council and the University
Council, said Rupp had consulted
neither body regarding any aspect of
the ARC. "I'm quite puzzled by the
fact that there's so much secrecy
surrounding this...It's a rather
strange way to form a committee."
Zeff said that while Rupp is not
required to consult the councils about
ad hoc committees, he would have
expected the president to do so about

the ARC because the issue "is of
great importance to the university
community."
He said he thought the only public acknowledgement of the committee was Student Association
President Spencer Yu's announcement of it at Monday's SA meeting.
Associate Director of Academic
Advising Mark Scheid, who also
serves as athletic department advisor,
said he had heard several faculty
members express dissatisfaction with
the procedures used to form the
committee.
Committee members said Rupp
asked them to serve by phone.
Presidential aide Jackie Bourne said
she had had no dealings with the
committee. If there had been a writ-

ten memo concerning it she said, "I
normally would have typed it, and I
have typed nothing."
Rupp was out of town and unavailable for comment

Alumni and administrators
T h e six-member c o m m i t t e e ,
chaired by physics professor King
Walters, includes Yu, Dean of Students Sarah Burnett, Associate Dean
of the Jones School Duane Windsor,
Board ofGovernors member J. Evans
Attwell and Governor Advisor
Catherine Hannah.
When questioned about his involvement with Rice athletics, Attwell
said he was "mainly a spectator."
However, Attwell chaired the c o m
mittee which selected head football
coach Fred Goldsmith to replace
Jerry Berndt in early 1989, and he
served on the athletics panel of the
self-study committee in 1983-84.
In the late 70s Hannah served on
a committee whose task was to make
sure athletic facilities complied with
Title DC requirements.
Walters has served as the dean of

by Kurt Moeller

The Central Committee of Lovett College decided recently to display its concern for the safety of American
troops in the Middle East. Last weekend, this decision was carried out in the form of a large, yellow ribbon
wrapped around the college. The ribbon expresses neither support for nor opposition to government policy.
It is the committee's purpose to express its concern for the safety of the individuals personally involved in the
crisis in the Persian Gulf region and to express our hopes for their safe return to their homes. The America a
flags and the letters "USA" displayed alongside the ribbon have been placed by individual college members.

Psych services to add psychologists
Psychiatric Sendees will undergo
several changes next year that will
diversify the services offered and will
make the new center, which has yet
to be named, one that offers not only
psychiatry but also psychological
counseling, education, and outreach
programs.
The major component of the
change, Director of Psychiatric Services Stan Deen said, will be the addition of one clinical psychologist, one
counseling psychologist, and one
masters-level psychologist. The
number of psychiatrists will be reduced from the current equivalent of
3.2 full-time psychiatrists to the
equivalent of 1.5 full-time psychiatrists, Deen said.
Deen said the equivalent of one
full-time psychologistwill be responsible for working with colleges and
masters in developingprograms, and
half the time for the counseling psychologist will be spent working in
outreach and educational programs.
The total ihimber.of personnel,
psychiatrists and psychologists c o m
bined, will be 4.5, which Deen said is
adequate to handle the needs of students.
The changes that will be implemented are a result of regular reevaluation of all of student services,
coupled with the fact that Rice's contract with Baylor College of Medicine, the current provider of psychiatrists for Pyschiatric Servidfes,

was up for renewal this year, said
Dean of Students Sarah Burnett
Burnett said that every year a different area of student services is
evaluated and changes are implemented if necessaiy, including in
recentyears the addition of the Health
Education Office and changes in the
Career Services Center.
As part of her evaluation, Burnett
said she surveyed other universities
and learned that many had large
counseling centers that do more than
simply treat psychiatric disorders.
"Our psychiatric services have
been narrowly defined as treating
psychological disorders. This year in
considering the contract [with Baylor
College of Medicine], afterwe looked
at other universities, we decided to
move in the direction of making the
center a better resource," Burnett
said.
Deen said part of the impetus for
the change is that Burnett is a psychologist who is interested in that
componentthathas not been present.
"[Burnett] has a strong and good
interest in providing services for
students that have not been available
in the past She has been a strong
leader in making positive changes,"
Deen said.
"Psychiatrists approach their
work from a bio-psycho-social level.
A lot of people think psychiatrists are
doctors who just push pills. While
some students need pills, we also
deal with things from the psychological and social point of view and
provide an interface between three

SEE ARC, PAGE 11

Next year's meal olan to
include 4 pre-paid dinners
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by Shelley Fuld

the physics department, a rotating
deanship. In addition, he is currently
chair of the standing committee
which oversees athletics. He said he
will resign this position in order to
chair the ARC.
Except for Yu and Burnett, all the
committee members are Rice alumni.
"Would you rather have had an
Aggie?" Assistant to the President
Carl MacDowell said when asked
about the number of alumni on the
committee. "My view is that the
president did not pick these people
because they were alums, but because they had a set of abilities and
perspectives that would be useful in
the conduct of the study," he said.
"I think [the alumni majority] is
also strange," Zeff said. "If they were
thinking that by getting Rice alums
they would get people that would
understand the temper of Rice undergraduates, I don't think that is
valid."
History professor Thomas Haskell
said the preponderance of alumni, as
well as the fact that three members of
the committee were administrators

areas," Deen said.
"The disadvantage of current
service is that it is very onedimensional...We want more services, people that represent different
orientations than what we have now
to add to what we have now. The
purpose of this is enhancement,"
Burnett said. She added that the
change is not a conflict of disciplines,
of psychiatry versus psychology.
Deen said the move would also
provide interaction between the disciplines. For example, the psychiatrists can help the psychologists deal
with problems that may require
medication, and the psychologists
can help psychiatrists deal with more
behavioral issues.
An important component of the
changes, Deen said, is to keep
emergency service intact, in order to
handle any student who needs hospitalization, crisis intervention, or a
variety of other emergency actions.
The change in Psychiatric Services also includes the strong possibility of relocating to the Rice Memorial Center to allow more integration with other student services.
One concern expressed with a move
to the RMC is the lack of anonymity
afforded studentsatthecurrentoffice
on the third floor of Lovett Hall.
Deen said w h e n the former
Placement Center (now Career Services Center) was located in Lovett
Hall, there were times that lines of
students would be waiting to sign up
for interviews when other students
SEE SERVICES, PAGE 13

Next year's meal plan for on-campus students will include four prepaid dinners a week and be essentially the same as this year's, said
Food and Housing Director Marion
Hicks Wednesday. The decision,
supported by a unanimous recommendation by the Masters at last
Thursday's meeting, is expected to
be unchanged by the results of
Tuesday's student-initiated referendum
Student Association senators and
guests are tentatively expected to
meet with the Masters at the Masters
and Presidents meeting next Thursday, SA President Spencer Yu said
Wednesday. The conference springs
from a motion the senate passed
asking for an open meeting with the
Masters before spring break, "to
discuss their procedures in formulating policies," and how they use
student input in their decision-making process.
The Masters' recommendation on
the food plan and the next steps the
Student Association should take were
the subject of an 80-minute discussion at Monday night's SA senate
meeting. [See related story, page 12]
The senate also voted to place on the
ballot a referendum asking students
if they want four, two, or zero nights
a week of pre-paid dinners.
Last week the senate narrowly
rejected a motion to hold a referendum, which is similar to one held last
year. However, a petition with the
signatures of more than ten percent
of undergraduates constitutionally
required the senate to hold one.
Earlier in the night the senate
rejected a motion to hold a closed
meeting with the Masters before the
referendum to discuss their action in
this particular case. The motion,
which needed a two-thirds majority
to pass, failed by one vote.
Throughout the meeting, senators, college presidents, and many
interested students, appeared to believe the Masters' decision was the
last word on the matter. However,
the final decision rests with Food and
Housing Director Marion Hicks.
The motion is "really just a recom-

mendation to Food and Housing,"
said Jones Master Walter Isle. But
SA Parliamentarian Todd Ballengee,
a leader in the campaign to put a
referendum on the ballot, said, "They
know that they have the power. When
they tell me that, that makes me think
they think I'm an idiot."
The recommendation was in the
form of a motion which said, "That
this committee supports the Food
Services' wish to keep the current
system of pre-paid meals and that a
review of the system take place in
five years, counting this as the first
year."
Hicks said he could not be sure if
the meal plan would stay the same
for five years, but said, "I would like
that, yes....It's very difficult when
you're changing the basics if what
you're operating with."
Prior to the motion, H icks brought
up his discussions with the SA about
the current meal plan, "asking for
our support to keep the current system for another year," said Will Rice
Master Ed Dough tie. All the Masters
were "very sympathetic because we
see the pre-paid meal plan associated
with higher attendance at dinners,
which we view as helping the college
system," he said.
Brown Master John Brelsford,
who sponsored the motion, said, "I
personally think that this year has
been a remarkably improved situation from last year... .This is the best
food plan I have seen in the last few
years." He added that a good food
plan was vital to the health ^>f the
college system, and "I certainly am
interested in seeing a long-term cons e e POOD, PAGE 12

Elections
Once again, it's time
for the annual Student Association
elections, and
we've got all the
blurbs.
See page 4
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University-wide Student
Association elections
The following is a list of names on this year's SA Ballot,
along with college and year. Please make an educated vote
and read the blurbs, starting on page 4.
Name

college/year

SA President
Mitra Miller
Drew Johnson

J ones/J r.
Hanszen/Jr.

Name

college/year

Honor Council
Senior Reps (4)

Kari Hughes
WRC.
Wendy Burk
Brown.
Todd Ballengee WRC/Jr.
Jaime
SA External Vice President
Fernandez
Wiess.
Merritt
Greg
McReynolds Hanszen/Jr.
McLauchlin Brown.
Eric Leidal
SRC/Soph.
Bradley Shisler Jones.
SA Secretary
Richard Francis Lovett
Patrick Good
SRC/Fr.
Rob LaVohn
Wiess.
SA Treasurer
H o n o r Council
Sara Baack
Brown/Soph. Junior R e p s ( 3 )
RPC President
Korbin King
SRC.
Stan Hsue
Brown/Soph. Andra
RPC Internal Vice
Blomkalns
Hanszen.
President
Tho Anh Dinh SRC.
Jonathan Briggs WRC/Fr.
Tobey Blanton Hanszen.
RPC External Vice
Sajid Haque
Wiess.
President
Benjamin Lynch Baker.
Jill Salomon
Jones/Soph.
Steve Tran
Hanszen.
RPC Secretary
Ryan Brown
WRC.
Conley Wake
Brown/Soph. Honor Council
RPC Treasurer
S o p h o m o r e Reps (3)
Celia Flores
Wiess/Soph.
Cedric Spak
Hanszen.
Thresher Editors
Chad Fargason SRC.
Harlan Howe & Brown/Jr.
Abigail Martin Hanszen.
Ann Zitterkopf Brown/Soph. Melissa Fu
SRC.
Shaila Dewan & Baker/Soph.
Stephen
Lorie l i s t
SRC/Jr.
Hackney
Brown.
University Council ( 2 )
RSVP Chairperson
Daniel Rey-Bear Jones/Sr.
Kathy Williams Wiess/Jr.
Rachel Levitt
WRC/Jr.
RSVP Internal Vice
University Court
Chairperson
Senior Reps ( 2 )
Kay Somers
Wiess/Soph.
Charles Walker WRC.
RSVP External Vice
Rachel Levitt
WRC.
Chairperson
University Court
Tho Anh Dinh SRC/Soph.
Junior Reps ( 2 )
RSVP Secretary
Brad Smith
Lovett
Sunil Shah
Baker/Fr.
Sourav Poddar Wiess.
RSVP Treasurer
University Court
Shawn Young
Baker/Soph.
Sophomore R e p s ( 2 )
Steve ThompsonHanszen.

SA Internal Vice President

Kurt Moeller, Jay Yates
Editors-in-Chief
Harlan Howe
Managing Editor
NEWS
Shaila Dewan Editor
Amy Keener Assistant Editor
Alicia Butler, Shelley Fuld, Heidi
Heuttner, Marc Kossover, Jill
Salomon, Sylvia Van
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Ann Zitterkopf Editor
Leezie Kim Assistant Editor
Chad Carson, Ross Grady, Heidi
Heuttner, Sarah Leedy, Shala
Phillips, John Schwetman, Lisl
Sollner, L Evan Spiegler, Judd
Tapley
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Chris Sonneborn Editor
Steve Brittain, Mike Gladu, Chris
Logar, Barbra Solon, James Yao
BACKPAGE
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Christopher Lowe
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Darrell Speck Editor
Paul Abosch, Gus Attwell, Ozgur
Bayazitoglu, Steve Graham, Peter
Howley, Heidi Heuttner, Jay
Isaacson, Ramzi Nassar, A1 Rosen,
Alison Uberecken
PRODUCTION
Josh Denk Manager
Leslie Raneri Copy Editor
Chad Carson Assistant Managing
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Zero pre-paid dinner plan offers choice
To the editors:
On this Tuesday everyone at Rice
will have the unique experience of
being able to choose the food policy
that they feel should be implemented
for the 1991-92 academic schoolyear.
There will be a referendum ballot in
which we, the students, will vote on
what the structure of our food plan
(i.e. how many nights of prepaid dinners) will look like for the coming
year. There have been three proposals put forward and they revolve
around how many nights of prepaid
dinners we will be forced to eat per
week. The three options that have
been suggested are zero nights of
prepaid dinners, two nights and four
nights. The two nights, as has been
suggested by many others, is simply
a compromise between the two plans.
I am not saying that this is bad,
however, I am not sure that this
compromise will be successful in the
future and may simply end up in
another change in the food policy
next year. The other two proposals
represent opposite ends of the spectrum as far as the food policy is concerned. 0 n one side we have the zero
prepaid dinners, which means that
the students are free to make a decision as to whether they want to eat
what is served each night We can go
to dinner, decide if what CK has furnished appeals to us, then make the
choice to either eat there or to eat
somewhere else. On the other side
of the spectrum we have four nights
of prepaid dinners. This means that
no matter what you do decide,
whetheryou likewhatis being served
or not, you have already paid for that
meal and you can choose to either eat
the food that has been presented to
you or you can go out to eat and pay
for both dinners. Four nights of
prepaid meals denies us the right to
decide for ourselves whether or not
we want to eat what CK has prepared.
In this letter to the editor I hope to
expose the facade behind the four
prepaid dinners proposal. Those who
support the proposal of having dinners prepaid for four nights a week
claim that ifwe change to zero prepaid
dinners college unity will dissolve.
However, 1 do not believe that the
colleges will fall apart without requiring us to sit down and eat dinner
for four nights a week and those that
think this is a requirement for the
colleges to be unified have little faith
in the students themselves and the
colleges in general. In addition, lunch
has a much higher attendance than

dinner, so why can't the colleges get
that "sense of college unity"fromthe
lunches instead of force-feeding the
students dinners.
Secondly, contrary to what some
students have been led to believe,
four nights of prepaid dinners does
not give CK any more economic stability than zero prepaid dinners. Since
CK is not offering rebates at the end
of the year, they will keep the money
that they receive at the beginning of
each semester regardless of the
amount of prepaid dinners we have

I can not support four
nights of prepaid meals
knowing that the students have absolutely
no voice in deciding
what they want.

run out of money on their meal oard
before the semesteris over they know
that they can still eat the dinners.
This is true. However, if we had zero
prepaid meals then we would not
have been charged for all of the dinners that we missed during the semester and we probably would have
opted to go out to eat instead of being
forced into eating CKfood every night
but Friday. Therefore, we would have
had money left on our card and probably would not have run out of money
in the first place.
In view of these facts it should be
clear that zero prepaid dinners is the
plan that would benefit the students
most by giving us the freedom to
make our own decisions. I hope that
I have dispelled some of the myths
that have been circulating around
campus about the four prepaid dinner plan. I can not in any way justify
supporting four nights of prepaid
meals knowing that the students have
absolutely no voice in deciding what
they want to do for dinner under this
totalitarian plan. Furthermore, by
voting for zero prepaid dinners per
week for the 1991-92 academic year
we will be demanding a democratic
system in which we are free to make
the decision of where to eat dinner
for ourselves.

each week. The zero prepaid dinners simply allows the students to
make a choice as to where we eat
dinner (if at all). With zero prepaid
dinners we decide whether we spend
our money on breakfast, lunch or
Todd B. Ballengee
dinner instead of being forced to
SA Parliamentarian
spend a certain amount on dinner
and only being able to use what is left
This letter was written and submitover on breakfast and lunch. Some ted before the masters convened and
students have argued that they like made their decision regardless of the
four prepaid meals because if they outcome ofthe student's referendum.
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move Pride and fascination in war machine is perverse
To the editors:

To the editors:
Recenty, the Baylor Athletic
Director apologized for his
students' behavior during the
Texas vs. Baylor men's basketball
game. He decided to move the
student section away from the
visiting team's bench for the
remainderoftheyear.This action
leaves Rice as the only Southwest
Conference school with its student
section behind the visiting team's
bench.
AfterTexas played the Owls at
Autry, the Houston Post ran comments from UT coach Tom
Penders for five straight days
berating Rice students for their
behavior during the game. He
claimed that things said "unfit for
women and children."
It is unfortunate that Baylor
gave in to Penders' complaints. It
is also convenient that Penders
did not notice the less than
•virtuous hand movements with

I implore Athletic
Director Bobby May
to resist the pressure
to move our student
section. Our fans are
intimidating and a
key factor in the
home court
advantage.
which his players taunted the Rice
fans. His players' behavior
represented a complete lack of
discipline. Also, one of the maun
reasons that Rice is the last school
With its student section in this
location is because the other
schools have sold this section to
higher paying alumni and fans.
Rice puts the student first
Our students are not
completelyfreeofblame. Rice fans
pride themselves in being
obnoxious. As we fall behind to
the larger SWC teams, the fans
turn their attention awayfromthe
game and concentrate on the
visiting bench. At times I have
been embarrassed at the
comments some of our students
have yelled.
However, our fans are getting
better as ogr teams become more
competitive. We are realizing that
it is better to yell for the Owls and
not against the visiting bench. I
believe our spirit is at an all-time
high and the more we win, the
more constructive it is becoming.
Ourfans should remainwitty ("No
big words" is a trademark of Rice).
I would hate for Rice to adopt
A&M's "Hump it" or the Hog's
"Soooo-eeeeee." Still, it is
important not to forget that the
fans are there to support their
team and this should be the
primary concern.
I implore Athletic Director
Bobby May to resist the pressure
to move our student section. Do
not let Tom Penders make yet
another decisionfor other schools
intheSWC. UT may be the biggest
schoolintheSWC, butitisnotthe
only school. Our fans are
intimidating and a key factor in
the home court advantage. I hope
Bobby May will discuss any
decisions he plans to make with
the students.

Cameron McKetvey
'93

I have just read a column by
Patrick Buchanan. Of our military he
writes that "we have built something
in which the nation can take
enormous pride."
I admit that I feela certain prideful
fascination with our impressive
machines of war. It's an unsatisfying
pride, though.
True, our laser-guided bombs can
be made to fall not just on a targeted
building, butinto a particular air shaft.
This is astounding.
Our cruise missiles, unseen by
radar, are able to weave their way
through city streets and past amazed
hotel-bound journalists to find their
exact target next door. This is
incredible.
Bombs dropped on airstrips leave
mines that fire shells through

bulldozers that attempt repair: a
fantastic display of technological
innovation.
Three of our B-52 aircraft are able
to completely destroy every single
thing in an area of one and a half
square miles. Imagine it! This is
indeed awesome. Could one stand
on such a patch of chosen ground,
never having seen or heard the
planes, watching the landscape
before him violently swept off the
earth in a single thunderous rolling
puff of flame and shock and shrapnel
and not realize (if only for a moment)
that he had been allowed to feel terror and despair as pure as could ever
be felt?
Our power as a nation seems now
unquestionable. In Iraq the resources
of more than a hundred million
taxpayers are furiously unleashed.

The war is not the only thing that
is different about the news lately. I
have read little in the past few months
about America's weakness in global
trade. I have read little of our
incompetence in science and
engineering, of how we are unable to
produce high schoolphysics teachers
or competitive VCR's. So much used
to be said about these problems, so
much used to be written. More will
be written after the war has ended.
Again the public will be
authoritatively told, or rhetorically
asked, why we are outpaced by the
Japanese and fall behind in the world
marketplace. We need more
engineers and scientists, it shall be
saidy for we haven't nearly enough.
But who will believe this any
longerPThe presentation ofAmerican
technology that we have watched

through the press stands as a clear
and unassailable testament to the
quality and quantity of United States
engineering. In the past few days we
have seen centuries of problemsolving and innumerable lifetimes of
study brought to tangible fruition.
We have seen the triumph of the
American intellect
I do take pride in t h e s e
achievements.
Yet I am sorry. I am sorry that this
pride of mine is based on an
ambivalent and shame-tainted
admiration for tools of destruction
and waste and death.
Proud I am.
Butwhataperverseand mournful
pride it is.
Jesse Carnal
Former Rice student

Critcal look suggests Gulf War is Presidential plot
To the editors:
Since the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
and the American response that it
provoked, the tendency has been to
assign exclusive blame to Iraq's
Saddam Hussein for instigating the
conflict. Without in any way
condoning the brutality of Iraq's
leader, we must also recognize the
role played by the United States and
its allies. First of all, it was in large
part the West that made Hussein
powerful enough to swallow his tiny
neighbor. Western companies sold
Hussein much of his military muscle
and Western governments gave
financial support to Iraq throughout
the Iran-Iraq War. While the Bush
Administration now condemns
Hussein for supporting international
terrorism, for using chemical
weapons against Iraq's Kurdish
minority, and for torturing and
executing thousands of political
prisoners, Bush and his predecessor
Reagan were notably silent during
the years when the acts they now
condemn were taking place. In fact,
as of late 1989, Iraq was the world's
second largest recipient of U.S
Department of Agriculture credits
(The New Yorker, September 10,
1990).
Of much greater importance is
the fact that the Administration gave
a green light to Iraq's aggression by
publicly stating three times in the
week before the August 2 invasion
that the United States would not
respond militarily to defend Kuwait.
On July 26 the Washington Post
quotedgovernmentofficials as saying

I don't want to believe
that our nation's
president would help
start a war to rescue
his popularity and to
keep defense
contractors in the
black.
that an Iraqi attack on Kuwait would
not draw a U.S. military response. In
a meeting with Saddam Hussein the
previous day, U.S. Ambassador April
Glaspie said that the United States
had no position on "Arab-Arab
conflicts like your borderdispute with
Kuwait," and went on to say that
"James Baker has directed our official
spokesman to emphasize this." (The
Nation, October 8,1990). On July 31
Assistant Secretary of State John
Kelly told the House Middle East
subcommittee that the United States
was not obligated by treaty to defend
Kuwait if it were attacked, and
declined to comment on whether it
would do so. (Ibid.)
A charitable explanation of these
statements would be to conclude that
the Bush Administration was merely
incompetent in its handling of

diplomacy in the days leading up to
the Iraqi invasion. In my opinion,
however, the reality is something far
more sinister. In the summer of 1990
Bush's popularity rating was slipping
due to a sagging economy and his
lack of a domestic program. The
defense budget and the militaryindustrial complex that it sustains
were in danger of sharp reductions

as the end of the Cold War was
proclaimed. Suddenly, with the Iraqi
invasion, the nation's domestic
difficulties were forgotten and the
need for defense spending at Cold
War levels reaffirmed. Isn't that
convenient?
I don't want to believe that our
nation's president would help start a
war to rescue his popularity and to

keep defense contractors in the black.
Sadly, however, that'sthe way it looks
to me. But don't take my word for it
I urge those who read this letter to
look at the situation with a critical
eye, to do research of their own, and
to come to their own conclusions.
David Harvey
Wiess ' 9 3

Tancos lectures Leedy on reality
To the editors:
Here I must also make a brief response to the slaying of six Jesuit
In writing this letter my intent is defenseofherotherunworthy target, priests, their cook, and her daughter
to take the opportunity to exercise President Bush, whom Miss Leedy by the National Guard in November
my given right to defend myself also erringly accused of apathy. To 1989. As a matter of fact, to this day,
against the malicious and
suggest that the world's busiest man in spite of the Salvadoran rebels'
unwarranted attack which was does not care about human rights brutal execution of two injured U.S.
leveled against me by certain violations because he too does not go crewmen shot down in their
elements of the Rice chapter of to a bar once a week to write futile helicopter in early January, the $42.5
Amnesty International, namely the letters, shows a very loose grasp on million in military aid earmarked for
President, Sarah Leedy, in lastweek's the concept of leadership, which is El Salvador remains frozen by order
issue of the Thresher. In the Febru- all the more disturbing coming from of the same President who cares so
ary 1 Thresher I wrote an article ex- someone who is president of such an little about human rights violations.
pressing my desire
But I guess I
that all anti-war
shouldn't be too
Because I do not engage in writing useless hard ^n Miss
protestors (whom I
did not, as Miss
Leedy. Perhaps
Leedy asserts, label letters does not mean that I do not know about she is too busy
"unpatriotic") read
writing her allthe Amnesty Interhuman rights violations, or care about them. important letters to
national report outkeep up with world
lining
Saddam
events. (If indeed
Hussein's crimes against humanity, illustrious organization. I would not this is the case, I think I should take
in order to expand their hesitate to say that all of Bush's this opportunity to inform you, Miss
understanding of the reasons behind negotiations and dealings, treaties Leedy, that Nelson Mandela has been
the U.S. decision to go to war. In the and agreements go a lot further to released from prison and Eastern
following week's issue, Miss Leedy promote the respect of human rights Europe is now free.)
proceeded to engage in a personal than a few words on a piece of paper
There
is nothing
more
attack on my character, accusing me, penned by an unknown individual. abominable than any elected official,
among other things, of ignorance ("I Doing something is infinitely better even the president of a small chapter
doubt [Mr. Tancos] could have than the "all talk - no action" approach ofAI, using her position asaplatform
named the leader of Iraq before that Miss Leedy seems to advocate. from which to launch unfounded and
August") and apathy, which she cited
As for the former issue, the unfair personal attackson people she
in my absencefromATsweekly letter question of my alleged ignorance, I does not know and has never even
writing soirees and my "sudden also find it necessary to correct this met As such, I call on Miss Leedy to
interest" in human rights violations. grievous error in judgmentYes, Miss do Rice and AI chapters everywhere
Leedy, I have known who Saddam a tremendous favor and resign from
I will respond to the latter first
First of all, I have never had the Hussein is for quite a long time, the office of president which she so
extreme pleasure of Miss Leedy's although I cannot offer a specific date grievously abused.
acquaintance and so for her to level to counter your delightfully random
Doug Tancos
an accusation about my tendency and uneducated guess of August,
Hanszen ' 9 3
toward apathy in the past, or any 1990.
other personal trait, is beyond her
And finally, I must urge Miss
scope of knowledge. It is precisely Leedy to take her own arguments
this self-righteous attitude and its and apply them to herself so as to
accompanying belief that she can sit examine her own ignorance of world
in judgement of strangers that turns affairs. She accused the USSR of
people awayfromsuch organizations human rights violations in Lithuania,
as AI. Second, my absence from AI's but I would like to set the record
• If you want to listen
little get-togethers is by no means a straight by saying that the use of the
sign of apathy. Because I do not army by any country, even the Soviet
to a tape - go to
engage in writing useless letters does Union, to repossess illegally seized
Sound Warehouse!
not mean that I do not know about state-owned facilities from armed
human rights violatio ns, or care about elementsdoesnotconstitutea human
• If you want to raise
them. It is more the sign of someone rights violation. Furthermore, she
who is aware of reality. In a world in expresses her hope that someday I
your test scores - call
which our letters and opinions barely might be moved by AI reports on
affect our own elected officials, it is violations in Guatemala and El
The Princeton Review
not reasonable to assume that it will Salvador
to
advocate
the
affect the actions and policies of discontinuation of military aid to such
ruthless and tyrannical dictators/
hotbeds of violation. If Miss Leedy
murderers half a world away. Even were as aware of world events as she
believing that these letters get to seemingly claims to be, she would
their destination, or, if they do, are know that the Bush administration
read or taken seriously, reflects an cut off all military aid to Guatemala
PRINCETON
enormous degree of naivete. And, to on December 21. It has yet to be
REVIEW
stoop briefly to Miss Leedy's own renewed. Furthermore, she might
W> Scorf Morr!
level, I've got to wonder about how be surprised to learn that the U.S.
much her own AI chapter really cares Congress also ceased military aid to
small classes 'personal attention
about human rights. I find it ironic El Salvador, with the consent of the
COURSES START SOON
that they meet every week in a bar.
White House, on October 19, in

LSAT • GMAT
GRE • MCAT

688-5500
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ELECTION '91
Student Association

President

MITRA MILLER

DREW JOHNSON

Qualifications: SA Treasurer, '90-'91; SA Faculty Recruitment Committee (Chair); SA Financial Committee (Chair);
Alcohol Licensing Task-Force; SA Permanent Tuition Committee; Appropriations Committee; Telephone Privatization
Committee; Curriculum Committee; Student Admissions
Council, Overnight Hosting (Chair '89-'90), High-school Recruitment Committee ('90-'91); Pre-Law Society V ice-President
C89-'90); KTRU Public Service Announcements Director (Fall
'89); RSVP Outreach Tutor C88-'90); Jones Cabinet Representative ('89)

I suppose I should start off by saying that in case anyone
is wondering whether or not I'm a serious candidate, I am.
Nowadays, the next question most people ask is, "Why?"
Why do I wish to be SA President? Have I turned...
'politico'? (a word whispered blasphemously around me
lately) Well, the answer to that question is "No, I have not
turned politico" —whatever that term is presumed to imply
—yet I am running for SA President not only because I want
to do the job but also because I believe I am capable of doing
a competent job as the leader of the SA. For three years I've
grumbled about the some of the things that bother me at Rice
and now I've decided to try to do something about it. "Put up
or shut up" I told myself, and my campaign started then.
Although it is true that I have not held a political office while at Rice, I have attended enough
SA meetings this semester to gain not only a firm grasp on the current issues but also a good
idea on how meetings are conducted. Furthermore, I like to think a new and different outlook
on how the SA should ran could be a breath of fresh air that will improve the Student
Association.
Finally, on a humorous note, since I've almost used up my allotted blurb space, I'll leave
you, the voter, with one last word: Voteforme.

Over the past three years I have participated in a wide
range of activities at Rice; the positions I have held have made me realize that improvement
in the quality of the undergraduate "Rice Experience" is directly related to the amount of time,
effort, and interest invested. My experience and dedication will help me be a conscientious
and effective president who addresses student concerns.
Most students at Rice would agree that our university is far from being perfect. In my mind,
what this means is that we, as tuition-paying students, have two choices: either to complain
for four years about our plight or to try to improve what we believe is wrong. I have worked
to make improvements on our campus and ask for your support to continue to do so.
As president I would stress communication above all else — at the colleges as well as
campus-wide. I would like to encourage more students to participate in the SA. I believe in
the potential of the Senate, as well as that of the entire Student Association, and 1 am
determined that the issues of importance to the student body become top priorities.

T h r e s h e r Editors

HARLAN HOWE & ANN ZITTERKOPF

SHAILA DEWAN & LORIE LIST

Harlan's qualifications:
Managing editor '90-'91
Production Manager '89-'90
Assistant Production Manager S'89
On Thresher summit planning committee
News writer, production worker
Revived defunct high school paper—Editor, Associate Editor of the Spectrum
High school journalism prize
Worked for Middlesex News and Nashoba Publications
Ann's qualifications:
Arts and Entertainment editor '90-'91
News, features and fine arts writer; production worker
Editor-in-chief high school newspaper, The Spartan Chronicle—three years
Summer internships at Wichita Eagle—two years
Monthly feature column in East Wichita Magazine '88-89
First place state awards at KSPA journalism contest in news and feature writing; first place
city awards in news and editorial writing
Finalist for "KSPA Journalist of the Year"

Qualifications: Lorie—news editor, asst. editor, features editor. Shaila—news editor, features editor, asst.
fine arts editor, photographer, internships at Houston
Press and Texas Monthly.
During all our long nights at the Thresher, we've
become familiar with every section of the paper, and
every section has one thing in common: room for
improvement and change. As editors, we can and will
take a hard look at the Thresher from the inside out.
We'll even clean up the office.
We've put some ideas to work in the news sections.
We've boiled down the long, boring stories about SA
meetings into nifty little boxes. We've done stories on speakers before they've come to speak.
We went beyond the hedges and provided students with a complete election guide. We've
asked the questions that don't get asked—about date rape, sexual harassment, even the MOB.
With a new attitude and suggestions from the staff and the university community, the Thresher
will be a newspaper that's responsive and dynamic.

Student Association

Internal

Vice President

Qualifications:
S.A. Parliamentarian, Chairman for
Beer-Bike 1991,
Chief Justice of Will
Rice College, CoChair of SA Economic
Summit
Committee
After spending a
year on the Student Association Senate as
Parliamentarian I feel as though I have a very
good understanding of what is required to
perform well as Internal Vice President. If
elected Internal, I would strive to achieve
three main goals. First, I would do whatever

is in my power to ensure that the students'
voice is heard and considered in all S.A. decisions. Secondly, I would make a concerted
effort to bring out the inner strengths of the
university and try to unify the campus behind
them. Finally, I would encourage student
interaction with the S.A. I believe that we can
achieve the level of participation that is necessary to make Rice a strong and competitive
university, geared towards the future. Many
people are concerned about the low number
of people that ran for campus wide offices this
year, but last year the same thing happened in
the Honor Council elections and this year
they are the most competitive races. I feel
very confident that the other offices will rebound next year just as like the Honor Council
elections have in this one. I hope that you will
give me your support in my bid to be the
Internal Vice-President of the SA.

store. Concerning the alcohol policy, I strongly
feel that the University shouldn't fall under
the Texas state alcohol laws.
As a sophomore
The book store is a mess, we all know this,
Qualifications:
but change takes time. I am all in favor of the Music and English
SA Foundation
at
Sid
book store revising its policies, but in the major
Course Evaluation
meantime I believe the SA Co-op book store is Richardson ColCommittee, SA
a great alternative. It was a huge success this lege, I am running
Appropriations
year, and I would work to insure its contin- for the position of
Committee, Career
the External Vice
ued success.
Advisor, Member
of the Officeof StuIn addition to addressing these and other President of the SA.
dent Activities
current issues, as well as compiling the Uni- I have been a memLeadership Retreat
versity phone directory and housing guide, I ber of this year's
Spring '91, Cheerleader, Hanszen College have some new ideas that would improve Tuition Committee, where I helped to write
Junior
and extend student services. Something that the feature article in the Thresher on the facts
I am very excited about is the prospect of of Rice's tuition. Also, I served as Sid's escort
I am seeking the office of SA External VP using our ID cards or a similar type of debit representative (until the escort service bebecause I believe that I can make a difference card at the Pub, book store, and in purchasing came a work study program), and this posiand improve the quality of student life at of SA and RPC merchandise. I feel this card tion has made me aware of Rice's needs for
Rice. I have been very involved in student would not only help the students, but these more campus lighting. I believe that my expoaffairs since my freshman year. While on the organizations as well. I hope you will vote for sure to these issues and my leadership abiliOffice of Student Activities Leadership Re- me on February 19.1 would greatly appreci- ties qualify me for this SA position.
If elected, I plan to chair one of these
treat, I became even better acquainted with a ate your support. Thank you.
committees, serve on the other one, and get
wide variety of student problems and interthe University Directories out to the campus
ests. Two of the most heated discussions on
as fast as possible. I would like to establish
the retreat focused on the alcohol policy issue
one of two developments for next year's Tuand the problems with the Campus book

ition Committee:
(1) a student representative to the Board of
Trustees (the board in charge of tuition increases) (2) a permanent annual meeting date
for the Tuition Committee and the Board of
Trustees where the issues of the tuition increase could be presented.
Either plan would increase the communication between the ones charging the bills and
the ones paying the bills. I would also take
responsibility for expanding and solidifying
the Book Co-op. And, as I consider the University Directory to be the main responsibility of the External Vice President's position, I
would make sure the directory was accurate
and delivered on time.
This year I have also involved myself in
other areasof thecampus. I co-advised at Will
Rice, served on Sid's Associates Committee,
and entertained at the piano bar for last
month's Sid Tower Party.
I am aware of the responsibilities for this
important positionon the SA. If elected, I will
be sure to make this my #1 extra-curricular
activity. Please show your support for my
qualifications, and vote ERIK LEIDAL for SA
External Vice President.

Running a successful newspaper requires a lot more than good writing. We do possess
strong writing skills, as evidenced in our articles and editorials, but we can also offer the
Thresher proven editorial and managerial leadership.
As editors, we will be responsible for every word in the newspaper. Thus, we want to
maintain an active role in going over each article before it goes to press and in helping other
editors, instead of merely overseeing others' work.
We will create and maintain an editorial board to determine editorial policies. We will
improve the quality and objectivity of writing. We will maintain Misclass as a forum for witty,
even raunchy, student comments, but not for self-indulgent obscenity. And we will publish
regular student cartoons (yes, Doonesbury, too).
Our strengths balance each other so that we work as a team. More, we believe in and are
completely dedicated to every aspect of the newspaper. We are willing to work on the
newspaper at any time, even on a gorgeous Saturday afternoon or at 8:30 a.m. after an allnighter. We will take time to listen to other people, thereby involving the staff with what is said
in the paper and avoiding an ideological monopoly on the editorial page.
We understand the importance of integrating the production and writing facets of the office
to produce a quality newspaper on time. The job of editor-in-chief involves organizational,
editorial, and personal skills. We have these abilities as well as the initiative and motivation
to improve the paper.

Student Association

External

MERRITT McREYNOLDS

»ELECTION UNOPPOSED

TODD BALLENGEE

Vice President

ERIK LEIDAL
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STATEMENTS
S / \ Seerehir\/

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

PATRICK GOOD
Hey!
I'm
Patrick, and I
would like to be
your secretary in
the '91-'92 Senate.
Through my associations with several of the current
Senate members, I
have learned how
the Senate functions, and I am confident that
I can fulfill the obligations of the SA Secretary.
My enthusiasm, dedication, and hard work
will be the basis for not only the "Good"
minutes, but also the successful fulfillment of
my other duties. The ideas I came up with
during my participation on the Alcohol Licensing Committee exemplify my capabilities, which are sure to carry over into the
Senate. But I can't do this job to your satisfaction unless you talk to me.
So when you see my smiling face walking
around campus — Stop me. Ask me exactly
what is going on. Tell me what you think. Let
me know what you want to see in the minutes, or whatever.
Remember the GOOD vote in the university-wide elections.

SA Treasurer

RPC activities. With more support the RPC
can be more organized and also more innovative. I'd like this to be a year for RPC to try a
few new things.
After all, isn't it about time we all stop and
think "What would my life be without the
RPC?"
Please vote Stan "small hair" Hsue for
RPC President.

RPC I ii tern til Viee Pres

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED

JONATHAN BRIGGS
As theRice Program Council Internal Vice President, I would like
to continue to work
on the many
projects which the
RPC sponsors. I
have had experience this year
working with the RPC in such activities as
sneak previews as well as other programs. I
have also worked as a Thresher news writer
and SA correspondent. I believe that as RPC
Internal Vice President, I will work diligently
to fulfill my duties and also to ensure exciting
and entertaining programs for the next year.

RPC External

Viee Pres.

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

ELECTION UNOPPOSED - JILL SALOMON

SARA B AACK
I am not a seething political mongrel. A brown nosing weasel. A slimy
butt-kissing liar.
That doesn't twirl
my skirt. Flip my
lid. Toot my horn.
You may then ask
"What's
your
story? Give me the lowdown. Clue me in."
Well, rest assured. Cool your heels. Take a
chill. As SA Treasurer, I promise not to steal
the money. Stash the loot. Embezzle the
funds. In addition to my honesty, I am reliable and enthusiastic. A mover and a shaker.
Pretty much gung-ho. And I have experience
in positions of leadership. As top dog. The
big enchilada. I will endeavor to make the
Senate truly representative of the entire student body.
To avoid redundancy, I will clap my trap.
Zip my lip. Put a sock in it. You may think
that my elevator does not go to the top floor.
I'm not playing with a full deck. My lights are
on but no one's home. Perhaps you hit the
nail on the head. Made a bull's-eye. I would
nonetheless appreciate your vote. Thankyou.

RPC President

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

Stan Hsue
Overworked
and under-appreciated, t h e Rice
Program Council
has never had the
glamour and prestige of other campus organizations.
But amidst the
scandal and despite the abuse, the RPC does a fantastic job in
bringing fun, wholesome events with free
food to the students of Rice University. Rice
Program Council is an important part of the
Rice community. It provides plenty of pub
bands, TG's, parties, movies, the calendar,
comedy night, spring break trips— not to
mention, Esperanza, Rondolet, and Beer-Bike.
As Brown representative and a chairman
of the Formals committee I realize the amount
of work needed to put on any event. One
problem with the RPC is simple: there are too
few people doing too much work. I am devoted to gertting more students involved in

I know Big Hair.
For a whole year
she served the RPC
well, fulfilling her
campaign promises to carry out her
duties of RPC External Vice President efficiently and
to be easy to spot
across campus. However, knowing Big Hair
is not quite enough. I know the responsibilities I will have to face in the office of RPC
External Vice President. I understand the importance of making a good RPC calendar and
organizing both Rondolet and Esperanza. I
will work to make the RPC more visible
around campus and to give anyone who wants
to contribute the opportunity to become involved. It is the job of the External VP to
maintain contact between the RPC and the
rest of the world. I have access to the rest of
the world and will make sure that the RPC
does not stay closed and impervious to change.

RPC See re tan/

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

CONLEYWAKE
I. Witty, attention-grabbing
opening joke
II.
Body of
blurb: includes
leadership highlights, i.e. why I
would be a good
secretary
III. Happy closing remarks and concluding joke.
I would love to be your RPC Secretary.
Please remember me when you vote on election day!
Thanks!!
Conley Wake

RPC Treasurer

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

CELIA FLORES
Hi! My name is
Celia Flores, and
I'm a sophomore
from Wiess. Working on the Rice
Program Council
Formals Committee has enabled me
to become familiar
with the organization and its projects. RPC provides many
valuable services for the student body. I would
like to continue serving Rice through RPC,
this time as treasurer. I will persevere in providing Rice with diverse activities. I promise
you won't regret electing me!

University

Couneil

(2)

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED

DANIEL REY-BEAR
The University
Council should not
be confused with
either University
Court or the Honor
Council; rather, it
is one of the standing
university
committees that
consider significant university-wide policy issues. In particular, this committee deals with such issues
as the academic calendar, tenure, and potential
new majors, in addition to making final recommendations to the faculty on the decisions
made by all other standing university committees. It is indeed important for there to be
student representation on this committee because it is imperative that such decisions as
whether or not there will continue to be a
dead weekbe made with full consideration of
students' wants and needs. It is equally important then that such representation be by
students that are committed to remaining
well informed on all relevant issues and who
will firmly represent the students' interests to
the faculty and administration. If elected, I
will serve the SA in such a manner to the best
of my abilities.

RACHEL LEVITT
In the past, the
University Council
student representatives have not
made an enormous
difference in the
way in which University policy has
been set, and it
seems unlikely that
this will change in the future. With that said,
you might ask why I would even want the
position. I want to serve on the University
Council because it is essential that a student
voice is heard in this important policy making body. Although it will be impossible for
me to speak for all of you, I can express a
student opinion that otherwise would not be
heard.

U Court

Senior Rep (2)

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED

CHARLES WALKER

I realize this
blurb will have
absolutely no effect
C a m p a n i l e Editor
on the outcome of
election since I
• ELECTION POSTPONED • this
am basically runNo candidate submitted a petition for the ning unopposed,
office of Campanile editor. Petitions are now
yet I still feel produe March 5 for an election on March 12.
pelled to use this
space advantageously. As a justice since the inaugural year
of the new Court two years ago,! have witnessed the formation of an effective, studentrun judicial body. This body is essential if
student? truly want to govern themselves.

Along with the freedoms of students forming
policies comes the responsibility of enforcement. With that in mind, I hope some of you
might be enticed into running for at large
positions on U. Court next week.
Even though the U. Court has come a long
way in the last two years, I believe we can
improve the consistency of punishment. I am
an advocate of positive community service
instead of fines as punitive measures and will
continue this policy. I am also looking forward to working on internal organization
and financial allocations from our new blanket tax. I can't wait to get started and I thank
you for your support.

RACHEL LEVITT
Qualifications:
Current Student
Association Secretary and Concerned Student
The University
Court has evolved
into an institution
responsible for addressing many significant issues. Through its
judicious application of punishments, the
University Court can insure that our alcohol
policy has meaning and will remain intact.
As part of the University's judiciary, the
University Court should see that sensitive
issues such as Date Rape are dealt with in a
reasonable manner. I feel very strongly that
our justice system (even on the university
level) reflects the values of our community.
As a reflection of our community, the University Court must insure that those who are
accused of crimes are treated fairly. I will be
the responsible University Court justice you
deserve.

U Court Junior Rep (2)

ELECTION UNOPPOSED

BRAD SMITH
Qualifications:
University Court
Sophomore Rep.,
Speech
Team
Treasurer.
I feel that this
past year on the U
Court has given me
the- experience
necessary to continue as Junior Rep. It is not easy to pass
judgement on fellow Rice students when those
decisions can dramatically affect your college
career. However, I feel that I can be fair (at
times) and non-vindictive (when I want to
be). So, I would appreciate the opportunity to
serve as a representative of the junior class.
P.S. I want to extend my deepest thanks to the
people in MUDD who signed my nomination
form in my hour of need.

SOURAV PODDAR
The University
Court is an integral
part of Rice. Correspondingly, in
RICE I also fathom
the genuine spirit
of the Court. I do
not mean Rice in its
literal sense as an
academic institution, but rather as an acronym whose individual letters dictate the qualities I feel are
necessary in a Univexsity Court representative. R stands for responsibility... 1 for integrity. .. C for character... E for energy. I do not
see the need to explain these attributes, but 1
sincerely believe that as your University Court
Junior representative I can offer these and
other qualities to help serve you on one of the
vital systems at Rice University.
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il Court

Sophomore

Rep (2)

* ELECTION UNOPPOSED

STEPHEN THOMPSON
I am running for
the position of
sophomore justice
on the University
Court. During this
year, I have served
as a freshman justice on the Court
and have the expeV If-;rience necessary to
perform the duties of justice.

Honor

Council

Senior Rep (4)

KARI HUGHES
Qualifications:
Junior
Honor
Council Representative -trial clerk
(1990-91);
Junior Will Rice
Diet Representative (1990-91).
Fellow Juniors:
I am Kari Hughes and I am running for the
position of Senior Honor Council Representative. As Trial Clerk this year, I learned a
tremendous amount about the inner-workings
of the Honor System which we have all come
to cherish. Each trial and hearing raises new
questions about our system, such as: What
factors may legitimately weigh into our decisions? What are the outer limits of our jurisdiction? Are consensus penalties intended
to be punitive or rehabilitative? These are
difficult questions, but they must continually
be addressed in order to best serve the rights
of the accused and the integrity of the university. I am committed to the maintenance
and improvement of a fair and unbiased
Honor System. I hope that you will allow me
to continue to represent you in the coming
year. My door is always open to questions
and suggestions. Thank you very much.

WENDY BURK
Qualifications:
Junior
Honor
Council Rep. (internal vice-chair),
Sophomore
Honor Council
Rep. (trial clerk),
Freshman
Honor Council
Rep.

the Honor Council. INTEGRITY is defined as
adherence to a code of values, and throughout my life, I have strived to adhere to a code
of values based upon honor and respect. I
will continue this pattern as a member of the
Honor Council. KNOWLEDGE of the Honor
Code and Council procedures are vital to the
smooth operation of the investigations, hearings and trials. As both an ombudsman and
an appointed Honor Council member, I have
garnered the all-important knowledge of the
procedure and process of the system.
LEADERSHIP is perhaps the most important
thing a Senior representative should provide
the Council. Again my leadership roles at the
Pub have taught me how to be a strong,
decisive leader. In addition, I will be at Rice
for a fifth year to complete my Chem E. and
Poli Sci. majors. Thus I will provide not only
leadership, but continuity to the Honor
Council. I, like most of the Rice community,
feel the Honor Council is an integral part of
our university. It makes the Rice experience a
unique one. Juniors, thank you for your votes.
I am certain I can make a difference.

GREG McLAUCHLIN ~
Dear Valued
Customer:
My name is
G R E G
MCLAUCHLIN,
and I am running
for Senior Honor
Council Rep. I
have been with the
Honor Council for
two years now as an ombudsman (don't feel
badly if you don't know what an ombudsman
is — only in Scandinavia does the position
receive the respect and prostrate adulation it
deserves). And in that time I have had a
valuable opportunity not only to learn how
the Honor Council operates but also to formulate ideas about how it ought to operate.
When I first joined, there was a great deal of
doubt here as to the value of the Honor Code.
This is obviously a part of the University we
can ill afford to lose. It is in part the Honor
Code that draws the best students to Rice, and
it is the Honor Code that makes a Rice diploma
so satisfying to achieve. In the past two years
we've managed to turn some of that doubt
into conviction. But there is still much that
needs to be done. So I ask you to help me
contribute my experience to keeping the
Honor Code alive. I appreciate your vote.

JAIME FERNADEZ

Count

il junior

Rep

KORBIN KING
As a representative on the Honor
Council for two
years, I have
gained experience
and knowledge
about what it takes
to fulfill the
position's responsibilities. Many
cases demand long hours and full dedication
from Council members to insure fairness. As
this year's secretary, I have given that dedication.
Recently, I attended the 1990 National
Honor Conference held at West Point, New
York, where I gained fresh perspectives on
how to improve our Honor System. These
ideas included making and using a video
presentation for student/faculty orientation,
addressing apathy through campus-wide
campaigns, and avoiding professor/student
misunderstandings by increasing awareness
of respective duties under the system.
The present Council has already begun to
turn these ideas into action. As a member of
the Video and Orientation committee, I am
helping to promote this process. If elected
again, I will continue to devote my efforts to
both this committee as well as the Honor
Council and its code of principles in general.
Vote Korbin King for Junior Representative. Remember; Experience counts.

ANDRA BLOMKALNS ~
The
Honor
Code defends fundamental and essential academic
aspects of Rice
University. It endo ws us with many
freedoms, but at
the same time, a
very important responsibility. For the sake of personal and
academic integrity, each of us should be
compelled to fervently defend the Honor
System. We should protect the system by not
only admonishing breeches of the code, but
more importantly, promoting academic
honestly ourselves.
Once again, I will embrace the opportunity to represent you with vigor and pride
necessary to uphold the code of this institution. My respect for the Honor System has
only increased through my experience this
past year. By contributing time and effort
exceeding that expected of me, I will lend
myself to the aspect of Rice that I value most.
Vote Andra Blomkains — Honor Council
Junior Representative.

One of the main
reasons that I was
attracted to Rice
University was the
Honor Code. I
wanted to attend a
university in which
This is the third year that I have served on I was considered
the Honor Council. As I think my service and "innocent" before
THOANHDINH
involvement indicate, I am very dedicated to the trial, and not
the
other
way
around.
Rice
is
one
of
the
few
the Council and the system it embodies. I
No, I haven't
believe the Honor System to be one of the universities in this country in which we are died. I just got back
most important and unique assets of Rice and given an opportunity to demonstrate that we from a semester in
have no doubt that most students here share can be trusted with our own work, and if I am Chile, and I love the
the same sentiment. The administration of elected, I will always assume that the suspect Honor System now
the Honor System requires a grat deal of is innocent, and thus I will make the accuser more than ever.
responsibility and fairness. I feel that my prove beyond the reasonable doubt that
Why? Because
experience with the Council and knowledge suspect is guilty.
I've
attended
of how the system works are valuable. No less
schools where
important, however, is my desire to help our RICHARD FRANCIS
there is no Honor
Honor System run effectively by contributing
Code—where rampant cheating occurs. This
The
Honor
both the time and the dedication that is rehas made me realize that our system is one to
quired. I hope that you will again trust me to Code is an integral
be
prized. The Honor System promotes a
part of Rice Unirepresent our class on the Honor Council.
trusting academic atmosphere integral to the
versity and withRice Experience.
out it we would all
BRADLEY SHISLER
As a Junior Honor Council Representabe worse off. If
tive,
I hope to devote myself to upholding this
there
was
not
an
Qualifications:
aspect of our university.
Honor Code there
Honor Council
I'm committed and energetic in my beliefs.
would no longer be
Ombudsman
Thank you.
agonizing take
(1990-91), Assishome tests where the prof says, "just take as
tant
Manager
long as you need" (Normally for me about 2.2 TOBEY BLANTON
~
Willy's Pub (1990years) or students scribbling "On my honor I
91), Head BarI would like to
have neither given nor received any aid on
tender Willy's Pub
this..." as they scramble to turn in a test or be a Junior Repre989-90).
paper. With the Honor Code everybody has a sentative to the
In four words, I will tell you what the sense that he or she is working in a fair en- Honor Council beHonor Council needs in a Senior Representa- vironment and that nobody has an unfair cause I believe that
tive. I am certain that I can fulfil all of these advantage over him or her. I would like to our Honor System
is one of the most
needs: COMMITMENT, INTEGRITY, work to see that this tradition continues.
I understand the work involved with be- cohesive factors
KNOWLEDGE, and LEADERSHIP. COMMITMENT is a big word. My past demon- ing an Honor Council Representative and that binds the Rice
strates that I honor my commitments. I have pledge to work hard at upholding and enforc- Community tocommitted myself to Willy's Pub, as exempli- ing the Honor Code and telling newcomers gether. It encourages us to be honest by givfied in my two years as part of the manage- about the Code. Overall, if elected Honor ing us the trust and responsibility that we
ment team, including the 625 hours I have put Council Rep., I promise to see that the Honor deserve after reaching this stage in our lives.
It also promotes good relations between proin at the Pub. I am ready to dedicate myself to Code at Rice is upheld.

fessors and students by establishing an element of trust. The professors demonstrate
their faith in us through take-home exams
and other benefits that ease the stress and
anxiety which are already too great at Rice.
This calls for us to live up to these good
standards and merit their trust. The honor
system also attracts freshmen to Rice, as I
remember it being one of the things about
Rice that I was really looking forward to. As
an Honor Council Representative I will try to
uphold this system by showing good discernment, not taking matters lightly, and being
fair and deliberate, so that eveiyone may
enjoy the privileges that have been awarded
to us as Rice students.

SAJID HAQUE
Rice and the
Honor System. The
Honor System
would definitely
not be the same
without Rice, but I
also think Rice
would not be the
same without the
Honor System.
This System is an integral part of the
personality and moral character of the University. The Honor Code provides Rice with
the open, trusting, and relaxed atmosphere
that is often not present at many other schools.
The Honor Council is essential in that it deals
with the unfortunate infractions of the Honor
Code that occasionally occur. Due to its importance, the Honor Council requires class
representatives who are responsible and able
to deal effectively and rationally with the
decisions placed before them.
I will do my best to uphold the principles
of the Honor System if I am elected to the
position of Junior Representative. I think my
experience as a varsity athlete as well as my
double (SE/academ) major gives me a good
perspective of and insight into many different personalities, and will enable me to be an
impartial and just member of the Honor
Council.

BENJAMIN LYNCH

~

Imagine
a
world without take
home
exams.
Imagine a world
without
self
scheduled finals.
When we all
entered Rice we
signed a blue card
that gave us these
unique privileges. The Honor Council is in
place to insure that these privileges are not
lost and to keep the system alive.
As ombudsmen, I have seen how the
council works from the outside. Now, I would
like to more from watchdog to participant to
help maintain this system. Let's keep this
precious system honest and just.

STEVE TRAN
I am asking for
your vote once
again to re-elect me
as a member of the
photo not
Rice University
available
Honor Council.
Having served on
the Council for the
past year, I have
come to that this is
exactly the position that I want to fill for the
duration of my stay at Rice. I have, without
question, fully devoted myself to the upkeep
and preservation of the Honor System, and if
re-elected, I will strive to continue many of
the progressive improvements started this
past years. I hope that my experience and
dedication are enough to convince you to
give my your vote once again.

RYAN BROWN
Despite what
certain Houston
newspapers have
led the world to
photo not
believe, Rice Uniavailable
versity does not
have an incredibly
high number of
Honor Code violators. The vast majority of students here respect the conditions
and stipulations of our unique system. Unfortunately, due to any number of reasons, vio-
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ELECTION STATEMENTS

lations do occur, and these violations must be
dealt with in a way that maintains the integrity of our system. Now, I am neither bloodthirsty nor a bleeding-heart, but I am keenly
aware of the need for both justice and understanding. Our Honor Code is much more
than an external set of rules. If you don't
know me, then talk to someone who does
(rather than voting in a pattern down the
page.) Every position on the Honor Council
exists to serve you, so it is in your interests to
take your vote seriously.

Honor

Council

Soph Rep (J)

CEDRIC SPAK
I am running for
Honor Council
Sophomore Representative because I
appreciate how
important
the
Honor Code is to
Rice students. Although I have had
little experience
with Rice's Honor Code directly, there was an
honor code at my high school which was
based on the Honor Code used at this university. The Honor Code gives us, as students, a
privilege which lessens some of the academic
pressure. As your representative, I will work
hard to preserve the atmosphere of respect
and trust between students and the professors
which results from our Honor Code.

ABIGAIL MARTIN
After observing
the Honor Council
as a freshman representative I am
more convinced
than ever of its importance to academics at Rice.
Personally, the
Honor System was
one of factors which helped me to choose to
attend Rice, and I feel very privileged to have
been a part of this tradition. Although I have
noticed some misunderstandings about the
Honor Code and other similar policies, my
faith has not wavered in the system's ability
to uphold the integrity of our academics.
Instead, I believe that with some minor adjustments the system can be improved in
order to serve the students' needs, for example,
one area which is prone to misconceptions is
the cases dealing with Computer Science
classes, and I am currently on a committee to
address what can be done to help make the
computer policy clearer to students and faculty alike. Being on the Honor Council requires
a large time commitment, but I am more than
willing to make that commitment because I
feel strongly enough about the student's right
to be heard and the importance of the Honor
System in general. I learned a great deal by
serving on the Honor Council this current
year and I hope to get the chance to continue
working with and improving the Honor
System at Rice by serving as a Sophomore
Honor Council Representative for next year.

most Rice students, I value the freedom of
take-home tests, self-scheduled exams, and
open classrooms. Dwight D. Eisenhower once
said, "A people that values its privileges over
its principles will soon loose both." As your
sophomore Honor Council Representative,
my commitment to the Honor Code is to
enforce its principles and ensure its privileges.

STEPHEN HACKNEY
Coming to Rice
and spending a
year in the academic environment here has been
a great change for
me. I came from a
high school where
the concepts of
honesty and integrity were quite absent. Being freshman representative to the Honor Council has allowed
me to gain experience which I consider quite
valuable in helping to preserve the Honor
Code. I am a strong supporter of the Code
and all it stands for, and am hopeful that I will
get the opportunity to continue this work by
serving next year as sophomore representative.

CHAD FARGASON
I am not running for Honor
Council because of
my great love for
the honor system.
Don't get me
wrong. Obviously,
I like the honor
system and am a
strong supporter of
it. However, I think campus awareness, especially freshman awareness, of the system
needs to be heightened. I would like to see
everyone aware of what the honor council
does and why we have an honor system,
because many people sem to forget these
things during the year. If elected, I assure you
that I will serve the council and the university
to my utmost capacity.

RSVP Chairperson

* ELECTION UNOPPOSED

CATHY WILLIAMS

Since 1985, Rice
students have defied their apathetic
stereotype and
joined with each
other in community and social involvement under
the Rice Student
Volunteer Program. R.S.V.P. inspires Rice students to become concerned about the community "beyond the hedges," to understand the needs of
others, and to actively work to meet those
needs.
As an active member of R.S.V.P., I do not
hesitate to do any work needed of me to help
the organization in any way. The office of
chairperson requires working with other officers, staff, and program coordinators in orAlthough Rice
der to smoothly carry out all of R.S.V.P.'s
students may tire
projects. As the R.S.V.P. Chairperson, I will
of the cliche: "a
be fully committed to the program, its activiman isonly as good
ties and its goals. I am willing to work long
as his honor," few
hours for the continued success of R.S.V.P.
would disagree
programs and projects and for increasing
with it. An amazstudent involvement in R.S.V.P.
ing aspect of Rice
is its Honor Code.
I believe that, as humans, we live in an
interconnected community, we are in need of
To me, the pledge
is a symbol of the atmosphere of trust, free- each other, and we constantly affect each
dom, and responsibility which exists in exams. other. I want my effect on the community
The attitude of mutual respect among classes around me be helpful and positive. I am
therefore committed to a lifetime of commuto the University as a whole.
I see the Honor Council's greatest respon- nity service and thoughtful action.
sibilities as enforcement and prevention. AdI feel privileged to be at a University that
mittedly, this is not an ideal world, and viola- offers me the chance to participate in a protions are inevitable. The formal format of the gram committed to increasing student
proceedings and the just decisions both dem- awareness and social action. While at Rice, I
onstrate the seriousness of violations and as- have tutored for the OUTReach program,
sure students that their honesty is not under- volunteered on several Outreach Days, coormined by lax regulation of the Honor Code. dinated an Outreach Day activity, worked in
The council also has a duty to strengthen the a soup kitchen, and helped to teach English as
entire University's faith in the Honor System. a second language.
As this year's Wiess
Although our Honor Code is widely esteemed, College R.S.V.P. representative, I have learned
a greater respect for the Honor Code further about the organization's structure, purpose,
lessens the temptation to cheat.
and direction and I believe that I can follow
When I sign the pledge, I affirm my trust in R.S.V.P.'s traditions and lead the program
the Honor Code and my confidence in the forward in its commitment. Thank you.
integrity Rice's students and faculty. Like

MELISSA FU

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED •

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED •

KAY SOMERS

SUNIL SHAH

The most extraordinary asset of
the Rice Student
Volunteer Program is its ability
to inspire students
to look at the world
with a new perspective and to see
it as a place where
change is possible. R.S.V.P. encourages students to become involved in that change in a
thoughtful, selfless manner. This is what
makes the program unlike many other volunteer programs. My volunteer experience includes literacy tutoring, Amigos, Coordinating the Outreach program, tutoring for the
Chinquapin School, and participating in other
volunteer oriented activities. Serving as a
Wiess College R.S.V.P. representative this year
has allowed me to observe the program from
the inside and to develop a greater respect
and admiration for the organization, its
projects and its goals. As R.S.V.P. Internal
Vice Chairperson, I will actively seek to continue the R.S.V.P. tradition of promoting
student participation in community service.
Thank you.

THANK YOU
— although often
unvoiced, is always beautiful.
From a humanistic perspective,
there is n o t h i n g
more satisfying
t h a n a sincere
"thank you" from
a person or thing in need. Whether it is an
unfortunate victim of the dog-eat-dog world
actually thanking you vocally, or the cleansed
Earth giving silent appreciation via its
untarnished, life giving gifts, we can all partake in the satisfaction that we have given
without materially receiving.
In being elected your RSVP Secretary, I
hope to be able to effect change in a manner so
as to maximize the reasons for which we as
Rice can be appreciated. This year, I am serving as a Baker representative, and I have
gotten some first-hand exposure to the operation of this top-notch organization. Each
successive Outreach Day has been a bigger
success, and I intend to see to it that 1991's is
more inclusive and beneficial. Underlying
any specific goals is my ultimate aim to show
more and m o r e p e o p l e the v a l u e of
volunteerism through direct service made
possible by RSVP.

RSVP Treasurer

* ELECTION UNOPPOSED

RSVP External

SHAWN YOUNG
I p r o m i s e as
RSVP Treasurer to
buy a candy-apple
red Porshe 911
convertible for
RSVP and not embezzle more than a
few hundred dollars.—Wait. This is
going to be printed
in the Thresher?!— In that case I promise....
Seriously, I'm getting my philanthropic energies warmed u p for a year of RSVP activities. Helping the less fortunate is important
work and lack of finances shouldn't impede
it. I'll work hard to ensure the finances are in
order.

Vice Chair

• ELECTION UNOPPOSED *

THOANHDINH
I had thechance
to work with underprivileged children as a volunteer
tutor while in Chile
this past semester.
This experience reaffirmed my belief
that one person can
make a difference—no mattgr where he may be.
As an RSVP officer, I hope to expand the
Rice Spirit to include the larger Houston community.
I offer my commitment, my energy, and
my belief in the spirit of service. Thank you.

I N T E R N S H I P S
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'Larcenists'
defended
GOOP MORNING. MY NAME
15 MAJOR E "BUZZ"F0G6
AND I'LL BE CONDUCTING TODAY'S JIB BRIEFING...

AT 1730 LASTNIGHT, WE RECLIV6P
A JINTACC5 6-2 CONFIRMATION
FROM A FRONTLINE TOC OF THE:
PARTIAL DEGRADATION OF AN
M-60-M0UNTEP HMMWV
PER50NNEL AS3ET.

A CKL'NT

•A 4 /VAT
WOUNDF,

GREAT.
CHEESE'
BURGER'S ANYONE
A CELEBRITY! SEEN H 15
KNEECAP?

CAMJWGf
PHAS
PHAS

BOA
IB

\fgoGG

t
WELCOME
BACK,
RAY...

FIELD SURGICAL- COMPANY. WE JUST
NAH. COMPAREDTO WHAT WE
PATCHED YOU UP. YOU'RE GOINGSEE
TO IN HERE, THIS IS JUSTA
SCRATCH. YOU'RE A LUCKY
NEED FURTHER ORTHOPEDIC WORK
MAN...
OUT ON THE "MERCY."
WHERE
U/HERE
•2

They did not steal it, because
it was already the rightful

BY THE WAY, DO
YOU WANT TO KEEP
YOUR SHRAPNEL ?
/

AMI...
HURT
BAD?

property of Tim and Tom, who

MYTRAN5
MISSION!

M

r±
MORNING, CHARLOTTE!
(MHATCHA GOT
FOR ME, BILLY?

A DEUCE. THE HEAP CASE
15 GOING TO THE ONSHORE
HOSPITAL. HE'S
PRIORITY.

HOW ABOUT
THE OTHER
ONEI
OUT TO THE
MEATFL5ET.
NO RUSH, HE'S

OKAY, LOAD EM! OKAY,
FELLAHS!
I'D HELP IF
ON YOUR
ONLY I HAP
THE UPPER BOD FEET!
STRENGTH

MEAT
FLEE-T?

O
o

M/KE'5
...AND TODAY'S
^ ' ^
BOX SCORE IS WO T^ETHE
DOWNED M 16-29'5,
10 DESTROYED LAVS...
T U

WELL, IT'S PER-B.D:S IN THE
SONAL FOR GULF?MAN, IT
HIM. HE'S REAL5EEMS LIKE EVE
LY WORRIED MEOPY KNOWS
ABOLTTB-D. SOMEONE THERE L

YEAH, MY OLD COLLEGEHI, HO! THAT SHOULD
ROOMMATE. HE TOOK. KEEP YOU OFF THE
NROTC, AND NOW HE'S COURTS A WHIL3,
OVER ON A NAVY
SPORT!
I MUST
HOSPITAL SHIP...
STILL HAVE
A FEVER..

rifc

50 HOW'S ITGOWHA...'2
ING, SOLDIER? DID I GET
POST-TRAUMA M0VEDA6AIN?
CITY, I'M
WHERE AM
&JEEGING!
1?

...ANDWEVEGOT YOU
SCHEDULEV FOR SURGERY
AT FOUR BELLS TOMORROW!
YOUR SURGEON WILL BE...
LET'S SEE... COMMANDER
TORRES!

ON THE U.S.S.
MERCY, SPORT! AMD WHO
THE BEST LITTLE AFFJ°U,
HOSPITAL SHIP
MAN ?
IN THE GULF!

WELL, TAKE CARB, SPORT!
I'LL SEE YOU TONIGHT
DURJN6 ROUNDS!

I>M

ENS/ON TRIPTRIPLER!
BDJ -THE
/V
7H£ SUR6ICAL UNIT
£4^ M "HAUJKBYE"!

YO, MAN,
^ CHIP'S
WHAT IS
MORAUE
IT EXACTLY OFFICER!

NO, WE
DON'T.

To the editors:
I feel I should respond to the Threshers
coverage of the theft of the "No Blood for Oil"
barrel and also to Mark Bennett's letter from
February 8, because no one with the Thresher
seems to be interested in telling the story from
the point of view of the accused (who include
Tom Karsten and Tun League). I guess I
shouldn't be surprised, in light of the animosity
the Threshereditors feel toward them. So much
for even-handed journalism
First of all, the claim that they stole the
barrel is incorrect. It is true that they took the
barrel out of the cloisters, but they did not steal
it, because it was already the rightful property
of Tim and Tom, who had claimed it from the
trash. In fact, they were creating a piece for the
WRC Art Show with it.
While I respect Rachel Nation's desire to

WELL, I'M
ENCOURAGING
THEM TO!

NO, NO. I
YOUMEAN, REALLY DO
A...A
CHEER PEOCHAPLAIN ?
PLE UP!

had claimed it from the trash.
make a public statement about the war, the
barrel was not her property any more than my
car would be if she spray-painted "No Blood for
Oil" on it as an artistic statement Tim and Tom
had already claimed the barrel and were already
using it.
Secondly, Shaila Dewan, in her article from
February 1, was very irresponsible in the way
that she brought to light an event in Tom's past
that was not a matter of public record, and
never should have been, despite Tom's request
that she not print it Further, the event served
no purpose in the article other than making
Tom look bad.
I ask that, in the future, the people in charge
of publishing the Thresher leave their pettiness
off the pages they print I don't want to read it
Clay N. Stallwortfa
Will Rice College '91

Campus Watch
Awareness
Week promotes
prevention
To the editors:
Nextweekhas been dubbed Campus Watch
Awareness Week for the spring semester of
1991. The logic behind having this week-long
activity is to promote awareness of both your
personal safety and the safety of your personal
possessions as you prepare to leave Rice for
break.
Since relatively few widely publicized crimes
take place on campus most students probably
think that Rice is a fairly safe place to be. Do not
be lulled into a false sense of security. Rice is
located very near downtown in the fourth largest
U.S. city, and crime is a major problem Last
semester there was an abduction of a Wee
student at knifepoint in the commuter parking
lot and just a few weeks ago, there was a
robbery at gunpoint in the Sid Richardson
College parking lot These two very serious
crimes should convince Rice students, faculty,
and administration that Wee is not a completely
safe campus at all. It should also be said that
auto theft and burglary has been on the increase
in the past months.
However, prevention of these crimes on
campus can be achieved through general
awareness. Awareness means not walking
around campus at 3 a.m. Awareness means
keeping your doors and windows locked.
Awareness means not leaving personal possessions unattended. Awareness means reporting suspicious persons and/or activities.
Basically, awareness means using common
sense.
It must also be remembered that the campus police are here for your protection. The
campos would always rather be called and not
needed that needed and not called. So as you
prepare to leave Rice for break, be aware that
crime is a serious issue on this campus and
remember to use common sense. Together,
through awareness, we can make Rice a safer
campus.
David Old
Co-Chair, SA Campus Safety Committee
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SA presidential candidates seek support through debate
said that the big problem with the job
is the need for dedication and commitment—both of which he said he
On February 13, the Student As- could provide.
sociation sponsoredaforumbetween
He said that the SA should do the
the two candidates for SA president, things that the students want He
Jones junior Mitra Miller and gave examples of the book co-op, tHanszen junior Drew Johnson. The shirt sales, and getting a food plan
twogroupsofcandidatesfor Thresher that appeals to all the students.
editor as well as a reporter from the
First Baker sophomore Shaila
Dewan, representing herself and Sid
Richardson junior Lorie List as
' I think I have shown Thresher editor candidates, asked
what three issues each presidential
candidate thought were the most
this sort of
important on campus, not counting
the meal plan.
determination.'
Johnson answered first, mentioning the book co-op should to break
the campus store's monopoly, getting the directories out on time and
reforming the SA meetings.
Thresher asked a series of questions
Miller cited problems with combefore questions were taken from munication between the senators in
the floor. Spencer Yu, the outgoing the SA aand between the SA and the
SA president, moderated the forum. students. She also said that the alcoEach presidential candidate be- hol policy is a critical issue and stugan by presenting a short opening dent representation on campus wide
statement Opening the debate, decisions.
Miller described her qualifications.
"Earnest means Vith determina- 'Let's show the
tion,'" she said. "And I think that
exactly sums up my philosophy of
students next year
being a student officer—having the
determination to do what you think
that the SA can
needs to be done, the determination
to listen to what people have to say to
accomplish things.'
you and get things done. I think I
have shown this sort of determination I haVe for the student body over
the last three years in my involvement with everything from KTRU to
Next, Ann Zitterkopf asked a
RSVP to the admissions office to be- questionfortheticketof Harlan Howe
ing on the Senate this past year. And and Zitterkopf. She asked what the
these are the sort of things I'd like to candidates would do to prevent studo next year."
dent dissatisfaction with the meal
Johnson explained his reasonsfor plan for a third year in a row.
running for president differently. "I
Miller said that she was in favor of
for a little over two years now, I have the SA referendum which she said
been an average student," he said. might tell the SA what the students
"I've been going to classes. I've been want Johnson said that, since there
worrying about higher tuition. I've is still student dissatisfaction with
been worrying about whether our the meal plan, the SA should conprofessors are as good quality. I've tinue to change it until everyone is
been worrying about a meal plan. I satisfied.
have been worrying about all these
Dewan also asked afivepart, short
things, and in part I have been grum- answer question. First, she asked
bling about what the SA's been doing how many SA meeting the two candiabout it So, I finally said, 'Listen, dates had attended this school year.
Drew. It's your senior year. You Johnson said he had attended three
might as well do something about while Miller said she attended all but
it'"
one where she sent a proxy.
Second, Dewan asked how many
Johnson, while admitting that he
had no formal experience, said that pub nights each attended. Miller
he was capable of doing the job. He responded that she attended about

by Marc Kossover

—Mitra Miller

—Drew Johnson
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Uh-ohl Someone put up fliers on Wednesday for Will Rice junior Tim
League and WRC sophomore Tom Karsten as a write-in for Thresher
editor. The fliers read "More than one side of the story," "Leam how to
spell," "Thresher, literary combine," "The new blood," etc.

85 percent of them while Johnson
said that he attended all of them—
except one. "But I sent a proxy,"
Johnson quipped.
Third, Dewan asked if either candidate attended the feminist forum
last semester. Both responded no.
Fourth, she asked which presidential lectures they had attended. Miller
said she attended the Henry Cisneros
lecture, Johnson said he had attended
none. Finally, Dewan asked how
many gallery shows at Sewall each
had seen. Miller said that she had
seen two, and Johnson said he had
seen them all.
Regarding the alcohol policy;
"The alcohol policy is in serious
trouble," said Johnson. "It is not being enforced in any way and everybody knows it" He recommends a

committee composed of faculty, students and the master with everyone
having equal say. He said that the
committee's decision should be the
final one.
Miller supports the decision of
the college masters and feels that all
students need to learn to work with
the policy and that the campus police
need to start enforcing the policy.
Zitterkopf asked how the SA
should increase interest, considering how few races were contested
this year. Miller said that the SA
should start during orientation week,
educating students to the possibilities
available in the SA Johnson said that
we should make the SA able to sell
itself. "Let's show the students next
year that the SA can accomplish
things, that it works in an efficient

manner, that it is not just a waste of
time."
Dewan pointed out that neither
candidate mentioned race relations
asoneofthebiggestissuesand asked
if that was an oversight or if they
thought it wasn't an important issue.
"There is no question there is a
problem, and there will always be a
problem as long as there is any discrimination at any level," Miller said.
Johnson said that it is also a problem He recommended that the minority students at Rice work to recru it
minority students from their high
schools. But, he said, the administration and faculty need to do most of
the work on the issue.
Miller and Johnson will both attend a conference on race relations
this month, they said.

Demography is destiny,' Cisneros says
by Jill Salomon
Former San Antonio mayor Henry
Cisneros spoke Monday nightat7:00
p.m. in the Grand Hall of the Rice
Memorial Center as part of both the
President's Lecture Series and the
Office of Minority Affair's "Unity
Through Diversity^ Week
The crowd for Cisneros was not
as big as was originally expected.
RMC officials set up the Kelly and
Minor lounges as well as the
Farnsworth Pavillion with television
monitors to catch the overflow. Neither of the lounges were full and the
pavilion was empty.
Security around Cisneros was
tight Officials gave out tickets as
early as 5:30 and once a ticket was
given out, the recipient was not allowed to leave and re-enter the
building.
Kathy Clack, director of the 0 MA
introduced Cisneros. She explained
that the OMA scheduled "Unity
Through Diversity" Week around
Cisneros' schedule as he was the
"overwhelming first choice as the
key note speaker who would draw
large crowdsfromthe community as
well as the campus."
Cisneros spoke fortwell over an
hour on the topic of "Cultural Diversity and America's Role in the Changing World."
Cisneros used a great amount of
audience participation. As well as the
usual question and answer period at
the end, theformer mayor frequently
asked the audience to call out answers to his questions.
He started off his speech with
several anecdotes including an abbrieviated history of the world powers since 1500, an story claiming
George Washington was a native
Texan, and a question posed to the
audience as to why America's promi-

nence may decline in the 21st century.
Education, complacency, negativism and moral decay were among
the answers to his question.
Cisneros then gave his theory of
the two paradigms of American society. The first paradigm is the technological elements in our society and
the second i> the paradigm of demography.
"We are living in a world driven by
technology; it's an engine pulling
America's future foreward...People
are expected to be more entrepreneurial," Cisneros said.
The crux of Cisneros' speech,

deal of statistical evidence to show
that the percentage of minorities is
rapidly increasing nationwide.
While many of his audiences, he
said, are critical of the fact that the
U.S. will still be a world power in the
year 2050, Cisneros said, "We are the
only true world power and the events
in the Persian Gulf prove it If we
want our country to remain as strong
and financially sound as it is, we need
to be talking truthfully, not critically."
Cisneros also talked of the importance of knowing the increasing importance that minorities will have in
American society.
"If young people leave a college

Former San Antonio mayor Henry Cisneros autographs books for students.

however, was the importance of education. He referred not only to the
need to keep kids in school, but to
f
he significance of teaching college
students about minority relations.
"We are going to have to prepare
new populations for the challenges
that lie ahead," Cisneros said.
The former mayor used a great

campus without a sense of respect
for other cultures, then they won't
know how to deal with the modern
society," Cisneros said.
In his closing remarks, Cisneros
summarized, "Demography is
destiny...we are going to have to get
over the obstacle of race," Cisneros
said.

Petition asks police to enforce policy
by Eric Home
Continuing their effort to forge a
new level of cooperation between
campus police and students in the
enforcement ofthe university alcohol
policy, the college presidents have
presented to the campus police a
student statement of support for police involvement in the enforcement
of the policy.
The presidents circulated the
statement in all eight colleges with
the goal of acquiring 200 signatures
per college. The movement fell
slightly short, garnering approximately 1550 signatures. The petition
was presented to the campus police
this week.
The presidents' proposal was a
response to signals from the administration and the Masters that the
current level of compliance with the
alcohol policy is unacceptable. The
most likely alternative to the alcohol
policy is reliance on state law.
Lovett College President Eric
Packwood, who initiated the pro-

posal, said the college presidents are
confident that this level of support
for campus police involvement will
help to allay police reluctance to enforce the policy. It is not expected,
however, to completely eliminate difficulties with police involvementwith
the alcohol policy.
"The campus police have been
reluctant to step into situations of
enforcement ofthe alcoholpolicy out
of concerns over possible violations
of student civil rights as well as out of
a desire to avoid an adversarial relationship with their community.
The issue of the legal right of the
police to enforce the policy will have
to addressed as well," said Packwood.
Teddy Adams, president of Will
Rice College, will be representing
the presidents in meetings with the
campus police to work out the details
of how the student/police agreement
will be put into practice.
"We haven't established any formal responses to specific violations
yet, but we expect to do so before the
mid-term break," Adams said.
In the interim, campus police en-

forcement practices are not expected
to change. "At this time, there have
been no changes in campus police
policy based of the presidents' initiative," said Sargent Robert Putzke of
the campus police.
Proposals to amend the alcohol
policy are expected to be the next
step in the effort to secure the cooperation of the campus police. Particularly, the presidents are suggesting that students at public parties
should be clearly marked as minors
or non-minors.
T h e police have indicated to us
that the use of age markers would
give them the probable cause necessary to enforce the alcohol policy
without violating civil rights," Adams
said.
Responsefromthe administration
to the presidents' initiative has been
positive. "I feel that these are positive
steps that are being made.
Hopefully this will move us towards a strengthening of the effectiveness of the policy," said Director
of Student Activities Sarah Nelson*
Crawford.
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Panel of six discusses gulf crisis with students and community
controversy over a Palestinian
homeland, create a situation which
by Sylvia Van
"no military might" will be able to
The long-awaited Gulf War Fo- alleviate.
rum was held on February 13,1991 at
The second speaker was John
7:30 p.m. in Sewall Hall 301. The Dickerson, a founding member of
forum was sponsored by the Student the Houston chapter of Veterans for
Association and presented a diverse Peace. Dickerson was a member of
panel of speakers who had facts and the U.S. Army for two years before
opinions to contribute on the situa- founding the organization. He was in
tion in the Middle East
college while the Vietnam War
Mike Fain, coach of the Rice Fo- started and was later drafted but never
rensics Society, introduced each of went to Vietnam.
the six speakers and served as modDickerson decided during his
erator for the discussion.
time in the army that "killing was a
The forum lasted nearly two serious business," and that the rehours, and close to 175 people at- cipient of force must be someone he
tended. Spencer Yu, president of the "seriously disliked." He saidthatvery
Student Association, said that he was few agreed with his views on military
pleased with the forum since it al- intervention duringthe Vietnam War,
lowed "different views to be interact- and that more people agree with him
ing in front of us." Yu felt that the today. He admitted that while "Iraq is
forum was, overall, "a beneficial en- not Vietnam," there is one similarity
deavor."
between the two situations—"us and
The first to speak was Dr. Mehti the U.S. role."
Abedi, an anthropology professor at
He made this affirmation: "VeterRice. Abedi, an Iranian, came to the ans for Peace is calling for an immeUnited States in 1976. He began the diate supervised cease-fire."
forum with a prayer, calling on AlThe next panelist was Dr. Karim
mighty God, our common forefather, Alkhadi, a professor of physiology at
to help us "understand and avoid the University of Houston. Alkhadi, a
misunderstanding," and to "make us U.S. citizen originally from Baghdad,
part of the solution and not part of the
stated in the beginning of his speech
problem"
that he was a pacifist, and that he
Abedi said that he would try to believed that war is just "an orga-

'By the time the war is over, George Bush
will have snuffed out a thousand
points of sacred light.'
—Dr. Karim Alkhadi
represent "those who are not represented here, the people of the Middle
East." He went on to explain that
those in the Middle East suffer two
Western-related problems: the artificial division of ethnicgroups, aresult
of Western imperialism, and a lack of
technology of quality comparable to
that of Western technology.
"You can see poor countries and
rich countries side by side," Abedi
noted. All of these problems, combined with the seemingly eternal

nized violence."
He described January 16,1991, as
the day on which "George Bush's
kinder and gentler America watched
a thousand points of light in the skies
over Baghdad." Alkhadi went on to
make a prediction: "By the time the
war is over, George Bush will have
snuffed out a thousand points of sacred light"
Alkhadi also deplored the rise of
what he called "McCarthyism or
Simpsonism"—the trend, exempli-

fied by Alan Simpson's criticism of
the less-than-conservative network
CNN, of branding as unpatriotic any
person or organization with an opinion different from the one the government has given. The International
Red Cross is being accused of abetting the enemy; Arab-Americans are
being harassed.
Alkhadi cites as an example
American Airlines' refusal to allow
Arab-Americans to board their airplanes.
Alkhadi said that there were problems in the United States that should
be remedied before spending time
and money on military intervention—
public education, the drug war,
medical care, poverty.
The next to speak was Lt Colonel
Michael Harvin, an Air Force Research Fellow at the Mosher Institute for Defense Studies (Texas A &
M University.) Harvin made it clear
that he was presenting the views of
the Mosher Institute, not the views
of the Air Force.
He said that it was too late to
discuss "theproprietyofthe situation"
and gave a chronological summary
of the diplomatic and legislative
events leading up to U.S. military
intervention in the Gulf.
Harvin recounted U.N. Resolution 678, which gave the anti-Iraq
coalition permission to engage in
warfare against Iraq, the vote of the
U.S. Congress, which authorized the
use of force, and finally the last attempts of Secretary-General Cuellar
to negotiate peace. On January 16
the anti-Iraq efforts started.
Harvin said that so far, "the military operation has been successful,"
as is has effectively destroyed much
of Iraq's military capability without
many Allied casualties. But as long
as Saddam Hussein remains in Kuwait, "ground war will be necessary."
According to Harvin, the real crisis is "not a military one but a political
one." Even if Iraq leaves Kuwait, it
may still stand up to the West and win
the political war.
The next panelist was Attorney
Anne Clutterbuck, District Director
for Congressman Bill Archer. She
emphasized that it was essential to
understand the Congressional role

CSI expands computer facilities
by Heidi K. Huettner
The Center for Scholarship and
Information is expanding its facilities, hours, and staff, in order to
better serve the Rice community.
CSI, located in the basement of
Fondren Library, includes a 12-station Mac Plus lab, an audiovisual
center, and the new Mac Classroom,
a twelve-station room designed to
integrate teaching and technology.
Lovett junior Sean O'Connell, a
CSI employee, said people may
overlook CSI: "People think of it as
an alternative to Mudd, and that really doesn't do justiceto CSI, as far
as I'm concerned."
O'Connell added, "I truly believe
[CSI] is the best-kept secret at the
university." He said, "Duringfinals,
we make the Mac Classroom available."
CSI Director Chesson Olawaiye
said, "If business picks up and the
lab is filled up easily, we'll send
people to the Mac Classroom [regardless of the point in the semester]. The Mac Classroom is an expansion: it started last semester."
He also said, "If we have greater use
of CSI then the administration will
say there's justification for expansion."
Rice Professor of English Linda
Driskill was a member of the committee that directed the startup of
CSI three years ago. She said, "We
wanted the goal of this facility to be
a way fo enhancing student scholarship. What we needed first was a
pilot project We anticipated that this
facility would eventually occupy
space on the first floor [of the library] and would of course be much
larger.. .The real goal was to create

a place where students would be important."
Driskill said, "They're now going
to upgrade the equipment in CSI, so
that we'll have Mac II's," adding, "I
don't anticipate anything beyond the
equipment upgrade in this calendar
year."
Olawaiye said that last semester
1,393 students used the classroom
for a total of 260 hours, including
students in biology, English, and statistics classes.
O'Connell noted that CSI's Mac
lab is particularly convenient "When
you're working on a paper, you're
able to go and do your research and
do your paper all in the same
building...For people who want to
workonpapers, it's really quiet Most
people who catch on to CSI keep
coming back."
The lab has laserprinting available at 12 cents a page. In addition,
programs such as Microsoft Word,
MacWrite, MacDraw and Excel are
on hard drive.
CSI has a log-in protocol that
charts usage and may soon prevent
the spread of computer viruses to
machines in the lab. Each person
who uses the lab signs in a log book
and trades his or her Rice ID for a CSI
startup disk. "Nothing goes unchecked around here," said
O'Connell.
O'Connell added, ^"We're trying
to get to where we ask everyone who
comes in to scan their disks for viruses." Herecalled instances at Mudd
when he has lost papers due to viruses Which can spread through the
many nationwide information systems Mudd is a part of.
CSI's system is basically self-contained, so maintaining virus-free
hardware is a plausible goaL

In addition to the Mac's, CSI also
has four IBM machines, along with a
laser printer that Olawaiye says
should be on the Vendacard system
soon (it's free for the moment).
These machines have both 3.5
and 5 inch disk capabilities, and have
WordPerfect Microsoft Word, Lotus, and Harvard Graphics on hard
drive.
The "other half of CSI," as
O'Connell puts it, is the audiovisual
division. CSI orders and stores videotapes requested forvarious classes.
A reserve shelf holds tapes currently
in use, and students may come in and
watch these tapes on one of four
viewing carols which can serve potentially four people each (only professors may take tapes out of the
office).
O'Connell said that this year usage of the reserve shelf has increased
dramatically. He also noted that some
students come to watch movies that
aren't required for classes.
CSI also has a "multimedia station," a laser disc player that plays
movies on disk, as well as disks with
photographs for art classes on them.
In addition, CSI coordinates the
delivery of audiovisual equipment to
classrooms (VCRs, overhead projectors, etc.).
Driskill also said, "We hope to
become a Beta site for Stanford's
Shakespeare project" The Stanford
project features everyfilmtreatment
of Shakespeare, as well as pertinent
maps, dictionaries, etc, on CD Rom.
Users of the project could access
specific lines in specific versions of
Shakespeare's works (for example,
the "To be or not to be" soliloquy
from Olivier's Hamlet could take up
half a computer screen while the user
typed in notes on the other).

in the Persian Gulf Crisis.
Clutterbuck described Iraq's invasion of Kuwait as an "unprovoked,
unwarranted" act. The United Nations passed resolutions calling for
the unconditional withdrawal of Iraq
from Kuwait, economic sanctions
against Iraq, and finally Resolution
678, which authorized the use of force
to compel Iraq to leave Kuwait
Clutterbuck said that the debate
in Congress over whether or not to

the majority of them do.
Czarlinski reminded theaudience
of the hundreds of thousands of refugees in the last several decades: Arabs fleeing Israel and Jews fleeing
Arab nations. He said that Israel was
"eager and ready for direct talks with
Arab nations." In his opinion, the
Gulf War presents, finally, an opportunity, or at least an incentive, for
"face-to face negotiations" and perhaps even peace in the Middle East

Three of the six panel members discuss questions from the audience

support continued economic sanctions and/or U.N. Resolution 678was
a "hotly contested debate."
Clutterbuck said that many Congressmen expressed that it was one
of the hardest votes they had ever
taken.
Congress considered three factors in making its decision: the oil in
the region and its relation to the world
economy, restoration of the sovereign government of Kuwait and the
continued threat of Saddam Hussein.
The Congressmen considered the
Amnesty International report which
gave accounts of the brutality of Hussein toward the people of Kuwait.
In the end, Congress voted to use
force into the Gulf because not doing
so would have given Hussein time to
take advantage of the month of
Ramadan and split coalitions in Arab
nations.
A six-month delay would have
caused problems for Allied military
leaders, who would have to decide
between "co mbat readiness and troop
rotation," and a delay of a year would
have allowed Hussein time to develop nuclear weapons.
The last panelist was Randall
Czarlinski, director of community affairs of the Jewish Federation of
Greater Houston. Czarlinski stated
that he was an American Jew, and
was not at the forum as a representative of Israel. Czarlinski said that he
supported George Bush's objectives,
and also deplored tactics against
Arab-Americans.
Czarlinski mentioned that twenty
out of,twenty-one Arab nations have
not recognized Israel as a nation, and
that Palestinians cheered "as Scuds
hit Israeli Jews." He stated that while
all Palestinians do not support Iraq,

Following the speeches of the six
panelists, the asked questions of
each other. Some of the issues addressed included whether or not the
United States was hypocritical in getting involved in this conflict when it
had ignored others in the Gulf,
whether or not Hussein's invasion
was forunspecifiedreasons, whether
or not Palestinians celebrated the
bombing of the Israelis, and why the
question of whether money should
go to the Gulf or to higher education
had never been asked.
Then the audience had the opportunity to address questions to the
panelists. Yasmine Ballantyne, a
member of an educational group
about the Middle East, questioned
Clutterbuck about the demand that
Iraq withdraw from Kuwait, in light
of the fact that the United States had
given "the green light to Syria" to
destroy the last free enclave of
Lebanon.
"We support Israel in Lebanon
and Syria in Lebanon as well,"
Ballantyne noted. Is our goal to establish sovereign nations, or is it only
"clobber Iraq?"
Clutterbuck answered that Congressman Archer supports "Israel's
right to exist as well as the concept of
a Palestinian homeland," and that
Congress did have the goal of establishing sovereign nations in mind,
since it looked at the Amnesty International document
One member of the audience
questioned the rights of conscientious objectors, and Archer explained
that everyone had an obligation to
their country but he could advocate a
choice of paying it back in other ways
besides military through mandatory
military service.

Repeat offender arrested
in front of Fondren library
by Alicia Butler
On Monday afternoon, the Rice
University Police arrested a man in
Fondren Library on charges of
criminal trespass. After receiving a
complaintfromlibrary personal about
a "suspicious person" in the library,
three campus police officers arrived
at the scene tofindthe suspect asleep
on a couch with some of his belongings.
When asked to leave the library,
the suspect refused and instead got
on an elevator and went deeper into
the library. When asked again to
leave, he repeated his refusals.
Campus police then arrested the susCSI is in the basement of Fondren
Library, Room B40, Ext 2877. CSI's
new hours are Monday-Thursday, 9
a.m. to midnight; Friday, 9 a.m. to 9
p.m.; Saturday, 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday, 2 p.m. to midnight

pect and took him to the Harris
County District Attorney's Office for
processing. He was placed in jail
with a $1,000 bond.
Records at the District Attorney's
Office showed that the suspect had
two prior convictions, one for assault
and one for theft
Campus police have had several
encounters with the suspect in the
past, although he had never before
refused to leave when asked. The
arresting officers noted that as the
suspect was removed from the area,
he said, "I'll be back again." According to Campus Police Chief Mary
Voswinkel, complaints of suspicious
people in the library are common.
"We have an ongoing problem of
loitering there and the staff is normally on the lookout," she said.
Voswinkel commented that the
suspect seemed "eccentric" and
probably did not pose a threat of
physical harm to students in the library.
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Advising office promotes study abroad; participation increasing
for the same amount of financial aid
normally received, explained Martin.
Since 1985, the number of stuThe Office of Academic Advising dents participating in study abroad
is promoting foreign study programs programs has increased substanthis semester through presentations tially—from less than 20 students in
given by students at each college. 1985 to over 70 this year. Martin
The talks are "just to stimulate in- identified many causes for the interest and to point to where you can crease.
get more informationexplained Pat
"Thefactorsthathave contributed
Martin, director of academic advising. have been the emphasis this office
Application deadlines for fall and has put on studying abroad and the
full-year Rice exchange programs are Chile program," she explained. "The
February 22. Rice has exchange pro- faculty have been very cooperative,"
grams with Swarthmore College in Martin added. For two years Rice has
Pennsylvania, the University of Lan- offered a fall semester study abroad
caster, England, University of Wiir- program to Chile through the Spanzburg, West Germany and other ish department
major West German universities.
Despite the substantial increase,
These programs involve a student Martin predicts that even more stufor student exchange between Rice dents will participate in similar proand the partner institution. Rice stu- grams in the future and she anticidents pays Rice tuition and are eligible pates changes that will allow more

students to take advantage of these
opportunities.
"The next big break will occur
when it [study abroad] is integrated
into majors," she explained. "For
example, the Ancient Mediterranean
Civilization major encourages students to spend one semester in Italy
or Greece."
According to Martin, more departments have considered study
abroad as an enhancement of the
requirements for a major. She also
looks towards coherent minors that
could be completed abroad as a possible stimulus for increased participation.
The increase in the number of
students participating has also allowed the academic advising office
to build on experience to make the
transitions for students easier.
"It is getting easier and easier to

review of thedepartment's integrity.
The second is to perform a promised
investigation of the department in
response to concerns expressed by
the faculty.
Rupp asked the committee to look
at four aspects of the program,
Walters said. The first is the relationship of the athletic program to
student life, including relations between athletes and nonathletes and
student spirit The second is the relationship of the athletic program to
academic programs and offerings,
including admissions standards,
distribution ofathletes among majors,
grades and graduation rates.
The third is the relationship of
athletics to the rest of the academic
community, including alumni. The
fourth is the relationship of the athletic program to theoverall university.
Walters said the committee did
not have to deliver a recommendation, but rather an evaluation of athletics at Rice. Burnett said the
committee's charge was "to consider
not only the current situation but
also alternatives."
Yu and Walters said this would
probably include an examination of
Rice's Division I-A status in the
Southwest Conference, which pits
Rice against schools such as the
University ofTexas andTexas A&M.
"I don't think we would address it in
those terms," said Walters. "We
might look at the comparable costs
of a program such as we have now
and a program that might be at a
different NCAA division level, for
example."
Jim Harris, the director of alumni
fundraising, said he did not think
Rice's Division I-A status made a
difference in alumni contributions. "I
think our alumni are loyal enough
that they would give no matter what
conference we were in," he said.
Harris said the Owl Chib, a booster
club which helps raise athletic funds,
is about 65 percent alumni.
Yu said the first meeting of the
committee included a discussion of
the people the committee would interview. He said the committee recognized the need to consider the
opinions of those who might oppose
athletics. He also said the committee
noted that athletic scholarships are
one way, but not the only way, Rice
attracted minority students.
Walters said he was told the
committee would be privy to any information they asked for. May concurred. "We'll be as forthcoming as
we can be," he said. "We welcome a
self-study."
Burnett said Windsor would look
mainly at finances, Yu would look at
student life, and she was to investigate the department's relation to
academics.
Walters said he expected Rupp to
make the committee's report public.

in arms about it," Klineberg said.
In 1979-80, electrical and com
puter engineering professor Sidney
Burruss did a study on the Honor
Council, reporting that one-third of
Honor Council cases involved
scholarship athletes.
As late as 1983-84, applications for
scholarship athletes were not reviewed by the admissions committee.
In 1983, seven of 32 football players
admitted to Rice scored above 1000
on the SAT.
In 1983, President Norman
Hackerman proposed academic
"practicums." "I wanted practical
courses that would teach people how
businesses are actually run,"
Hackerman said in the December 2,
1983 issue of the Thresher.
Earlier, Zeff had said, "These are
the kinds of courses that tend to be

by Amy Keener

ARC
FROM PAGE 1

or ex-administrators "suggests a cozy
quality."
He said that though the committee members were highly regarded,
"There is some concern that the extent and depth of the faculty's opinions will not be represented."
MacDowell said, "Given that the
majority of the members are faculty
members, I think that the faculty are
going to be well represented by their
colleagues."
However, Zeff pointed out that
one of the faculty members was the
committee char, and thus would only
vote in orderto breakatie- notlikely
to occur with five voting members.
Yu said that Burnett represented
the viewpoint of the administration.
Walters said, "Sarah Burnett,
Duane Windsor and myself all think
of ourselves as primarily faculty
members."

Delays and recruiting
The committee, which metfor the
first time Friday, February 8, is expected to complete its review by the
end of the semester, but can write its
report after graduation, said Walters.
"I can't imagine they would have
sufficient time to study such an issue
[between now and the end of
classes]," Zeff said. Haskell also said
the time allotment is inadequate for a
thorough study.
Walters said he thought the job
could be done, but admitted that time
was short
Zeff said he thought the committee was convened so late in the year
in order to avoid a conflict with football recruiting.
Wednesday, February 6, was the
first day that high school football
players could sign letters binding
them to accept athletic scholarships
at Division I-A sohools such as Rice.
Head football coach Fred Goldsmith said that news of a review
committee would have hurt recruiting efforts. "Why would Rice want to
do something negative for itself?" he
said.
Sociology professor Stephen
Klineberg agreed, saying he thought
there was no question the timing of
the committee appointments was
related to the recruitment period.
"The fights for these blue-chip guys
are just unbelievable. If there had
been any inkling of this committee,
that would have had a serious impact
on their ability to get the players they
wanted."
Goldsmith said he was not consulted aboutthe timing or the makeup
of the committee. Athletics Director
Bobby May said he spoke with Rupp
about the committee before appointments were made, but that decisions
had been Rupp's. Neither had been
given any written statement concerning the committee.

A four-part review
The ARC serves two purposes,
Walters said. The first is to perform a
routine, NCAA-required review ofthe
department May described this as a

A history of contention
There is a long history of contention between the faculty and the administration on the issue of student
athletics. Klineberg cites a "major
rash of violations of the honor code"
eight or nine years ago, as well as low
SAT scores for men's basketball and
football athletes. "The faculty was up

transfer credit but we definitely need ported 324 foreign applicants out of
to control for quality," Martin ex- 5906 applicants as of February 13.
plained. "The registrar and the de- Currently, 51 foreign students are
partments bend over backwards to studying at Rice.
cooperate."
Rice does not pursue an active
The trend towards international- policy of recruiting foreign students,
ization is evident in many ways in the but does not limit foreign student
academic world. Not only are more admissions to any certain quota acRice students going abroad, but more cording to Eric Heineman, assistant
foreign students are coming to Rice. admissions director. In fact, Rice
Jane Dunham, foreign student advi- policy prohibits extending financial
sor, explained that in many graduate aid to foreign students and will not
departments, Americans are a distinct accept any student until they furnish
minority.
proof of ability to pay.
"Out of 700 applicants for grad
Students interesed in a multi-culschool, only a handful may be tural experience but not wanting to
American," she said. Particularly af- spend a semester away may pursue
fected are the civil engineering, elec7 other options, for example, working
trical engineering and chemistry de- in another country over the summer.
partments.
The International Summer Jobs
The increase in applicants is not Committee through Career Services
the result of Rice recruiting, but is Center is available to assist students
more due to word of mouth accord- looking for employment abroad.
ing to Dunham. "We do not have a
Also, many scholarships are
very aggressive stance telling about available for summer travel including
Rice abroad," she said.
the Brotzen scholarship for $2500,
The increase in foreign graduate Parish scholarship for $2500 and the
applicants has been paralleled by an Go liard for $500. Application deadincrease in undergraduate applica- lines and further information are
available through the Office of Acations from other countries.
The admissions office has re- demic Advising.
The Student Association regrets to have left oil the following positions
in last week's Thresher

MANAGERIAL STUDIES STANDING COMMITTEE
2 undergraduate positions
Applications a r e d u e Feb. 22 in the SA office. Call 527-4079.

C H I C A G O PIZZA
THE ORIGINAL PIZZA PLACE

'I'm quite puzzled by
the fact that there's so
much secrecy

COME TRY OUR DELICIOUS
BURETS!

surrounding this...It's a

$3.75

rather strange way to

form a committee.'
—Stephen Zeff
found in the weaker state universities and colleges. And indeed, in the
evening business colleges."
In January, 1984, the faculty "resoundingly" voted to send a petition
to the Board of Governors which
stated, "We do not believe that special curricula or courses should be
introduced nor special admissions
standards maintained for the sake of
the athletic program," according to
the Thresher.
Most of the debate centers on
Rice's participation in Division I-A of
the Southwest Conference. The
faculty's biggest concern, said
Klineberg, is "whether it is possible
to play the level of, basically, professional football at an academic institution that has some of the highest
standards."
When Watson Brown was hired
as head football coach in November
1983, the faculty gave himfiveyears
before a seriously re-evaluatation of
the athletic program. When Brown
left after the second year of his contract, the clock was restarted. When
Berndt departed in December 1988,
the clock was not restarted, making
spring 1991 the promised time for a
review. In January, however,
Goldsmith's contract was extended
f6r a second time, through 1996.
Haskell said the idea that "you've
got to give the new coach time" had
become a joke among faculty members.
In the November 9,1990 Thresher
the SA Tuition Committee reported
that the athletic department lost over
$2 million in the last school year.
Heidi K. Huettner and Kurt Moeller
contributed to this report.

PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, & SALAD
MON-FRI 11AM-2PM
NIGHT
5-8PM
| - — — — EVERY
— —
— — — — — — — - — ——-j
I Three 12" Pepperoni Pizzas i

Only $9.99!
(plus tax)

Dine In, Pickup, or Delivery
Expires 2/28/91

I
I
I
I
I
-I

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL!
Acapulco

$366°°
includes

Airfare,

Hotel, and Transfers

223-0400
Uniglobe
Pharaoh Travel
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Senators, constituents ignore food quality, Masters' precedent
by Kurt Moeller
Monday night members of the
Student Association Senate and their
constituents argued contentiously,
and seemingly interminably, the
qualifications of the Masters to make
a recommendation on next year's
meal plan without waiting for a student consensus, as well as how the
senate should respond to that recommendation. But two crucial points
were brushed over in the raucous
and occasionally chaotic meeting: the
precedent the Masters' unilateral
decision could set, and the original
goal of student participation in formulating the food plan: improvement
of food quality.
When the meal plan was first
changed to allow refunds, after the
1986-87 year, the reason for the
change was to give
NOWS
Central Kitchen an
incentive to cook betAnalySIS ter food, said student
leaders at the time.
Every year since then but one, the
meal plan has been substantially different from the previous year's, a fact
several senators pointed out.
In 1986-87, students paid aflatfee,
ate all they wanted, and received no
refunds. The next year, they paid a
flat fee, ate all they wanted at meals
they attended, and received refunds
for meals they skipped. The result:

CK lost nearly $500,000.
Two years ago, base costs and a la
carte pricing went into effect The
system remained essentially the
same in 1989-90, the last year refunds were given. This year has seen
the end of refunds and the beginning
of pre-paid dinners, which students
are charged for regardless of their
attendance.
Last year, when the idea of
pre-paid dinners was submitted to a
non-binding referendum (losing
overwhelmingly); and this year, debate about the meal plan has focused
the role of dinners in the college
system, CK's revenue stream, and
the amount of power the senate
should exercise. Scarcely mentioned
has been the issue of food quality,
the original reason for modifying the
ali-you-can-eat meal plan.
At the meeting Thresher
Editor-in-chief Jay Yates mentioned
the genesis of refunds, saying "the
real goal of any food plan is to have
good quality food." Yates said regardless of the meal plan, students,
by praising and criticizing CK, were
the ones who pressured CK to improve food quality.
Coming at the halfway point of
the 80-minute debate on food policy,
this comment was the first time food
quality was directly discussed. Itwas
the last time, too. Sid Richardson
President D ave Fisher followed Yates
by talking about what course of action

the senate should pursue to best influence events.
What was also notable by
near-omission was mention of possible intervention by the Masters in
the future. Beyond the hedges, and
even within them, supporters and
opponents of the Persian Gulf war
are using historical parallels as foundations for their arguments; yet the
idea that this unilateral action by the
Masters could set precedents in other
areas was hardly ever voiced.
One exception was Executive
Vice-President Sean O'Connell, who
started the discussion by saying,
"What if the Masters say, We're not
going to have a book coop because
we think the bookstore's doing OK?"
His argument was picked up only
once more, 45 minutes later, when
Treasurer Mitra Miller asked, "What
if they decide to change something
else [e.g. matriculation]?...Where
are we going to be if we don't say
something now, when it first happened?"
Instead the senators, presidents,
and students attending the meeting
spent nearly 40 minutes arguing
about who was better qualified to
make a decision on the meal plan,
Masters or students.
One side was led by Wiess senator Joy Hines and college presidents
Fisher, Dave Old of Baker, Teddy
Adams of Will Rice, and Dwight
Gaston of Brown, who called them,

DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE
"An unchallenging
8-to-5 job ? I
couldn't do that."
I came to
Woodward-Clyde to
work on a diversity
of water resource
projects - water quality,
hydrology,fisheriesI haven't been
disappointed yet.
Diversity in a career,
at least to me, is crucial

At Woodward-Clyde
you can find
vanety, diversity,
challenge. More
importantly, they
encourage it, they
make it worth it. I
can't imagine working
any other way.
Eric Stiecker.
Senior Project Scientist

Woodward-Clyde
is People!

Woodward-Clyde
Consulting Engineers • Geologists • Environmental Scientists

We will be on campus March 6,1991.
Please see your career services office to arrange an intervie_w.

Short-term credit

"the most well-informed and objective part of the administration.. .They
realize that this is a decision that we
as students are not able to make."
Leading the other side were Parliamentarian Todd Ballengee ofWRC,
Hanszen senator Ron Chapman, and
a group of interested students, many
from Hanszen, who argued students
were as well-informed and cared as
much about the college system as
did Masters. The idea that Masters
are better informed and care more,
said Hanszen sophomore Chris
Odell, "is ridiculous." The corner of
presidents groaned.
LovettfreshmanMike Woodbury
said, "If the people are so gung-ho [to
support the Masters], why didnt they
say last week, *Why don't we go back
and ask the Masters, because they're
such clairvoyant people?'"
"The master is not at dinner very
often," stated Hanszen junior Mike
Sandfort "And while I'm certain that
he has a profound care about the
students, I don't know how well he
knows about the food plan." Sandfort
added that the Masters' decision,
coming after the work that he, Odell,
and others had done to put a referendum on Tuesday's ballot, reinforces
the typical Rice apathy and "creates a
feeling in me that it does not matter
what I do, that the decision is going
to be the same regardless....I think
it's unconscionable."
Fisher said the Masters and Food
and Housing Director Marion Hicks

Food
FROM PAGE 1

tinuation of the college system."
Hicks also said he favored four
pre-paid dinners because "I feel it
helps the college system overall,"
and because "we can predict with a
lot more accuracy the number of
people that are going to show up on
any one night"
Hicks stated, "I've just got to be
very careful [financially]. I cannot
lose money like I did that year." In
1987-88, CK lost nearly $500,000,
mainly due to refunds.
When asked how CK was doing
financially this year, he said, "I don't
have good, hard figures yet It looks
like "we are breaking even. We're
better offfinanciallythan we were at
this time last year." Last year there
were refunds, no pre-paid dinners,
lower base costs, and higher & la
carte prices.
Hicks said he opposed a referendum because students "don't know
all of the problems with the finances
of the program. They're not totally
informed....It could lead to financial
disaster....I'm not saying students
are not informed, by any means," he

Earn credit in one, two, three, four, six,
seven or eight weeks this summer.

may have said, "'Enough. We dont
have faith. WeVedonethis [haggling
with students] for the last two, three
years.' That is a valid perspective."
Hines said, "I don't see this as
meddling... [TTie Masters are] a
group of people who have a far larger
perspective on what goes on here
than we do. They've participated in
the college system for much more
thanfiveyears, as associates."
Wiess President Stephen Eubank
said the Masters meet every two
weeks. "Fromwhat I hear," he added,
"they're lucky to get out of the meetings in five hours."
For a time it appeared the SA
would match that last night, but about
45 minutes into the meeting debate
began to focus not on the Masters or
the college system but on the SA's
next step. Before the SA voted to ask
the Masters for a meeting to "discuss
their procedures in formulating policies" and how they involve students
in their decision, the SA narrowly
voted down a motion to ask for a
closed meeting with the masters to
discuss their intervention before the
referendum
As the motion was coming to a
vote SA President Spencer Yu said
testily, "We can't keep adding on and
amending or we're going to be here
all night" A dull roar engulfed the
crowd and he banged his gavel,
shouting, "Okay. Dammit! Listen!"
Senators and concerned students
laughed, then applauded.
continued. "I think they would vote
for what they want and not know the
impact financially."
Hanszen sophomore 'Nikki
Britton, a leader in the referendum
drive and a member of the SA Food
Committee, disagreed with the idea
that students could not be wellenough informed, calling it "condescending. The food plan effects everybody every day, directly."
Referendum supporters think the
outcome of the vote will not change
thefinaldecision. "The only thingwe
can accomplish is to show the Masters that they were wrong in assuming that everyone was going to be
happy with four pre-paid dinners,"
Ballengee said.
Britton said, "I'm not even sure
that there's going to be a two-thirds
majority in any case." She felt the
referendum may have been too late,
even if the Masters had not made a
recommendation.
The committee'sfirstmeeting this
semester was February 1, Britton
stated. Until then, while the issue of
next year's meal plan "was brought
up ail along...we never really addressed it because several members
of the committee didn't feel there
was a problem with this year's meal
plan," she said.
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would be leaving Psychiatric Services.
"It is a concern that we are aware
of. We will try to architecturally plan
the space so there will be reasonable
anonymity. The space there is now
offers that, and we will work with the
architect so there will be relative
comfort in coming in to service. We
want to be sensitive to that," he said.
Two advantages Deen noted were
a convenient location and ease of
referral between services. Deen said
a fair number of students come to
Psychiatric Services from Health
Services, and from Psychiatric Services to Career Services or Academic
Advising.
"Location and question of privacy
is an important one, but even now if
someone has a problem with anonymity and would like to go to a
psychiatrist over at Baylor, they can
and still will be able to do that with
this plan," Burnett said.
"When the new center gets in
place, there will be a lot more information circulating, and people will
have a better idea what these options
are. A lot more people will be using

'If it is in the RMC
where other student
services are, students
would see it as more
normal to go there.'
- Karen Kuper
the center for things besides just
treatment We're hoping it will not
have the same kind of stigma, and if
we do a better job of the education
and outreach, people would know
about the options," she sad.
Karen Kuper, Jones College senior who is the student coordinator
of the peer counseling program, also
saidtheimpactofmovingtothe RMC
would be positive in that it would
eliminate some of the stigma about
the current office on the third floor of
Lovett Hall. "If it is in the RMC where
other student services are, students
would see it as more normal to go
there," Kuper said.
Deen said that Psychiatric Services was established 25 years ago
after four students had committed
suicide and it was clear that a mental
health program was needed. At that
point, Baylor College of Medicine
was hired to provide the service.
Approximately six percent of Rice
students currently utilize Psychiatric Services, Deen said. The average
usage of psychiatric services for

American colleges and universities,
according to several studies, is three
to sue percent of student population,
Deen said.
Rice conducts a university-wide
self-study every seven years, and in
the last one, compiled in 1984-1985,
Psychiatric Services had the highest
rating of any student service on cam
pus.
"Six percent of the student body
is the high end of norm, so one must
think we must be doing pretty well.
This is not a result of terrible dissatisfaction, or any big uprising. What
Dr. Burnett wants to do is expand the
services. Rice has not always had the
services that other schools have had,
and she has encouraged improvement," Deen said.
Burnett said that in a major study
done in 1977, people all over campus
were interviewed and asked what
they would like to see at Rice. Some
of the suggestions were more counseling services, particularly from
masters who said they would like to
have someone they could consult
with on a regular basis.
Kuper said this is potentially a
very positive change.
"Some people are turned off by
psychiatrists, who may have the
reputation of being really Freudian
and psychoanalytic...Psychiatrists
have an important role, but some
people might benefit from psychologists, because a lot of the problems
Rice students go through are more
temporary, not deep rooted. Some
people need a way to get through
temporary problems, like dealing
with stress and are not necessarily
looking for long-term psychotherapy," Kuper said.
Burnett and "Vice President of
Student Affairs Ronald Stebbings
initiated the changes, worked with
Deen and Baylor, and then presented
the proposal to the university standing committee on student health,
which includes one undergraduate
and one graduate student representative.
Gavin Clarkson, Lovett College
senior and undergraduate representative to the committee, said that
whileStebbings and Burnett initiated
the changes, the student voice was
adequately considered.
"Initially it seemed that the administration had made a decisio n and
wanted a rubber stamp approval, but
once the committee sad they wanted
to consider the proposal, we found
o u t i t w a s n o t a fa it d'accom pli. W h i l e

I was the only undergraduate representative, I was a very active member
of the committee, and as a representative of the student body I tried to
make sure that whatever was done
was in the best interest of the students," Clarkson said.
"The Baylor residents are not as
much a part of the Rice community,
but hopefully with this new system
they will bean integral part," Clarkson
said.
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SPORTS
Owls work upset magic
over Houston, short for UT

by Peter Howley

One second on the clock, Rice down by one, Sam Campbell shoots ... and the ball bounces out.

The Rice Owls men's basketball
team almost pulled off two huge upsets over conferencerivalsthis week,
but had to settle for a win and a loss.
Their record stands at 10-12 overall
and 4-7 in the conference after they
blew a chance to upset the 24thranked Texas Longhorns in Austin
Tuesday night and did upset Houston Sunday in Autry Court
Against Texas, freshman guard
Sam Campbell missed an open eightfoot jump shot at the buzzer to
squander the last of many Owl
chances at an upset He pumped once
to fake Texas' Joey Wright after being fed the ball by guard Dana Hardy
near the top of the circle, but the shot
bounced off the inside of the rim and
fell to the floor.
"As soon as it left my hand I
thought it was all bucket," said
Campbell, "I thought about going all
the way to the hole, but I didn't think
I had time."
"I thought it would go down, but
the ball didn't bounce our way," said
Rice head coach Scott Thompson.
Rice had trouble with officiating
and free throws in the last three
minutes of the game, and M e d to
capitalize on numerous Texas miscues. Center Brent Scott, who led all

Everybody gets a win when men's tennis plays
by Gus Attwell
Last Saturday, the men's tennis
team extended its auspicious spring
start by skunking UT-Arlington 9-0
in a dual match at Jake Hess Tennis
Center. After knocking off UT-Tyler
7-2 the week before, the hot Owls
assembled a wide-ranged attack,
taking all five singles matches in
straight sets and giving up only one
set in three doubles victories. Most
importantly, the players built their
confidence in time for this week's
individual tournament in San Diego.
Leading the charge, junior Steve
Campbell breezed past UTA's
Edmundo Rinc6n (6-3, 6-0) in the
number one singles, followed by
sophomore Jesco Von Heintze, who
whipped Oscar Onchoa (6-1, 6-0) in
the number two singles match.
Freshman Ryan Gately, the third
seed, continued the Owls' dominance
with a win over Ruben Rodriguez (63, 6-4), while fourth-seeded sophomore Juan LaValle followed suit,
beating UTA's Scott Brooks (7-5,61). Finally, as thefifthand sixth seeds,
respectively, freshmen Pascal Hos
and Jos6 Medrano iced the team's
perfect singles outing. Hos edged
Wally Devereaux (7-5, 6-2), while
Medrano blew by Aaron Layman (62,6-1).

The doubles results reflected
Rice's continued success. Gately and
LaValle teamed up to make a fine
new top-seeded pair; they easily defeated Rinc6n and Ochoa (6-2, 6-2).
In the number two match, junior
Wayne Faver and Von Heintze came
out on top in what seems like the only
close match, sneaking past Brooks
and Rodriguez (7-6,6-7,6-4). As the
number three duo, Medrano and
sophomore Matt Berry overcame
UTA's Devereaux and Chris Jauz (64,6-0).
The scores make UTA seem
hopeless from the start But Pascal
Hos, who has won two straight impressive matches as a newcomer,
stated, "They're not a bad school.
They have good players, but they
just can't win the matches. We had

some close [ones]; they just couldn't
win them." Hos, initially feeling unhealthy and ambivalent about playing,
worked his way back from a 5-2,1540 deficit to find his groove and win.
With two victories under his belt,
coach Larry Turville is pleased. "Right
now we're trying to build confidence,"
he said. "At the-moment we're playing pretty well.... I hope they feel
good about it." But he added, "we
have no reason to rest on our laurels
at all.... We got a long way to go, and
we've got to get better."
Agood opportunity to make some

progress comes this weekend in
California, where the Owls will participate in the San Diego Invitational.
This flighted, individual-based event
offers a host of competitive talent,
comprised of players from top-20
schools like Irvine and San Diego. "It
will be a really good experience for
us; [it] will test ourselves as far as we
can go," said Coach Turville. "It
should tell us a lot about whether
we're ready to take on the big boys or
not."
The tourney's format offers a nice
change of pace. Unlike the dual

matches, the individual set-up lets
the players relax and forget about
the pressures of team play. It also
gives the coaches a chance to work
on the line-up, particularly in the
lower seeds, since each player will
play at least two singles matches.
The guys will keep busy there
Thursday through Sunday, but-they
return to the friendly courts at Jake
Hess the following Friday (February
22). The University of Southwestern
Louisiana, which barely lost to the
Owls last year, comes to town for
what should be an excellent match.

Golf to extend fall success into spring
by A1 Rosen
After its most successful fall season in history, the Rice University
golf team is ready to tackle a challenging spring schedule.
The team finished the fall season
with two wins and a second place
finish out offivetournaments. One of
the victories was their own tournament the Rice University / Columbia
Lakes Invitational, the final event of
the fall. The Owls won by ten shots.
The team's other victory was the
Falcon Invitational in Colorado, and
they finished second the Stanford
Invitational.
A "team effort" appears to be the
main reason for the squad's success.
Every starter finished in the toptfli&nty at least twice, and three second place finishes were recorded by
three individuals. Someone always
seemed to play well when the team
needed it
Along with impressive team results, the fall was also highlighted by
some fine individual performances.
Senior Blake Johnson led them in
scoring average at 74.2 strokes per
round. Johnson also finished in the
top-twenty four times, including second place at the Falcon Invitational.
Brad McGuire, another senior,
also registered four top-twenty finishes including a second place finish

at the Stanford Invitational.
James Hanse, Jeff Makohon, Alan
Rosen and Scott Gilreath contributed
to the team. Hanse is fresh off a
second place finish at the Rice/Columbia Lakes Invitational. Hanse's
tourney included a dazzling 67 in the
opening round. "I made some good
rolls early and got a lot of putts to
fall," said Hanse about his 5-under
par round.
Makohon finished in the toptwenty three times while Rosen's
fourth place finish at Stanford helped
guide the team. Gilreath also contributed to the Owls' second place
finish at Stanford.
The spring season began yester-

day for the Owls in Monterrey,
M exico where they are playing in the
International Intercollegiate. Eighteen teams, including Southwest
conference rivals Texas A&M and
TCU will be competing. The following week the team travels to Miami
for the Taylor Made / Doral Park
National Collegiate Invitational.
During spring break the team will be
in Laredo for the Border Olympics
tournament
Hanse, Johnson, Makohon,
McGuire, and Rosen will play in the
first two events. Gilreath will join for
the six-man Laredo tournament
Al Rosen is a member of the Rice
Golf Team.

Track readies for SWC
by Ali Uberecken
The Rice women's indoor track
team has placed third or better at the
Southwest conference championship
over the last six years. This year, due
to the lack of experienced runners on
the team, holding on to that record
will be difficult.
Last weekend, Rice placed ninth
out of 17 teams at the Barnett Bank
Invitational in Gainesville, Florida.
Perhaps the most promising note of

the meetwas Julie Jiskra's 3000 meter
race. Although the time of 10:05.19
minutes was farfroma personal best,
the time does show a steady im-»
provement after her injury earlier
this season.
The team will be traveling to
Denton this weekend for the SWC
championships. Returning point
scorersfromlastyear include Desiree
Woods in the 55m and 200m,Jiskra
in the 5000m, Claudia Haywood in
the triple jump, and Cherrise Taylor
in the triple jump.

scorers with 24 points and eleven
rebounds, made only one of six foul
shots in the closing minutes. Guard
Dana Hardy was called for travelling
after stealing the ball and driving to
the basket Campbell fired a pass
inside that bounced off Scott's hands
and out of bounds.
Texas escaped with a one-point
margin of victory, 65-64, leaving the
Owl players lying dejectedly on the
court
After the game, Thompson said
that he told the team "nobody lost the
game; in fact everybody got us where
we were." He explained, "I'm not
going to let them start feeling sorry
for themselves."
The Owls took an eight-point lead
in the first half after an 11-2 run, but
Texas countered with fifteen unanswered points to lead 34-26 at the
half. The Longhorns came out strong
after the intermission, building on
their lead, and Rice seemed doomed
to another road defeat
But the Owls steadily worked their
way to within a pointwith 7:30 to play.
After that the teams remained even,
trading the lead three times until
Texas eked out a win.
The story had a happier ending
Sunday afternoon at Autry Court as
the Owls held off Houston's comeback attempts and won 79-69. Rice
never trailed the Cougars and turned
in one of their best defensive performances of the year to earn the upset.
The stage was set at the tip-off,
which guard Marvin Moore grabbed
and took all the way to the basket for
a 2-0 lead. The crowd was completely
ignited by the time Houston coach
Pat Foster was called for a technical
foul and Chase Maag sunk both foul
shots to put the Owls up by 14.
Houston fought back to within
seven by the end of the half, holding
the Owls scoreless for nearly six
minutes at one stretch.
"We just quit running our offense
for a little bit," explained Scott, who
scored 17 points and totalled 14
boards, "After a while we got back
into the rhythm."
Rice came out of the locker room
with more than their usual intensity,
and doubled their lead in 4:24 minutes. Then Houston threatened again,
cutting the Owl lead to three and
then tying the game at 57-57 with
7:02 to play.
Chase Maag sunk a three-pointer
to put Rice back on top to stay and
silence the Houston fans in attendance. The Owls never looked back
after that, slowly pulling away and
winning for only the fourth time in 43
meetings between the teams.
"We were mature and tough
enough to get the momentum back,"
said Thompson. "We can get restarted again."
Maag led all scorers with 24 po ints,
hitting 5 of 8 three pointers, while
Scott led in rebounds, as usual, with
14 for the game. But the key to the
game was defense.
"Thiswasourbestdefensivegame
in as long as I can remember," said
Thompson. "The guys were tough
when they needed to be tough."
"Wecame outand did it on defense
today," said'Scott
Tlie Owls travel to Lubbock to
play Texas Tech tomorrow night at
7:30 p.m. The Red Raiders lost 70-58
last month in Autry, and they need to
beat Rice to take sole possession of
sixth place.
Rice returns to Autry ^Tuesday
night to face Texas Christian, the
conference's third place team. TCU
beat the Owls when the teams last
played, 78-68, and the Owls need this
win for better position in the conference tournament Game time is 7:35
p.m.
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Streaky, 6 - 6 beginning for baseball
by Paul Abosch

Tony Spears offers gritted teeth to accompany his fastball.

Once again David Hall's baseball
team is on its way to a mediocre
season. This season, as the last,
started with five wins and five loses.
Following a 1-3 start against Pan Am,
it seemed the Owls came together as
they defeated Hardin Simmons in a
double header by scores of 204 and
6-0. After those slaughters it seemed
Rice was on a roll. In the home opener
at Cameron Field on last Saturday
the Owls kept their win streak alive
by putting down the Texas Southern
Tigers with a 10-1 final. The streak
would not pass three games as the
Indians of Northeastern Louisiana
broke a 4-4 tie with 3 runs in the top
of the ninth. The final two games of
the four game home stand were split
between Nicholls State and Rice.
The final game of the NSU series
turned out to be a tough pitcher's
duel butjim Miller (1-2) gottheworst
of it The freshman throwing his second complete game loss lowered his
ERA to 2.82 as he gave up but four
hits, two walks and one run. That run
came in the second inning and was
due to a wild pitch.
The Owls were down 1-0 in the
bottom of the eigth inning when they
started to rally and were ready to
take the lead. Antonio DiGesualdo

Rugby rolls Houston, now goes for state
by Ramzi Nassar

Not to be shown up by the first
sidateam, the Rice seconds came out
on thefieldwith something to prove.
Having tied their first three games,
the seconds decided this was as good
a time as any to reap their first victory
of the semester.
Darrel "I ran track in high school,
so eat my dust" Pierce ran circles
around the Cougars for thefirst score,
only about 5 minutes into the game.
Not to be outdone, captain Jason "I
want to score so they can zulu me"
Ockerman, had several murderous
tackles and'then ripped the ball off of
Jeff "skinny boy" Gaskin, driving in
for the score. Ockerman kicked his
own conversion, and the Owls went
into half time up 10-0.
Coming out for the second half,
the ruggers continued to dominate.
After a Houston penalty, Ockerman
nailed a beautiful kick from 30 Ramzi
nose-lengths to put Rice up 13-0. The
Cougars battled down the field, how-

With a 19-8 victory over the University of Houston this weekend, the
Owls are on a roll. This is the fourth
consecutive victory for Rice, and no
one seems to have a chance at stopping them this weekend during the
Collegiate Championships in Lubbock. Even though the Owls are likely
to be placed in the Southern division
along with the likes of Texas, Texas
A&M, and SWT, having defeated
those clubs decisively already this
semester should give Rice the mental edge.
Early on in the game it was pretty
even, but the ruggers were prepared,
and they went outfighting hard. Early
penalties, which seemed to come in
abundance for both sides, slowed the
pace of the game down a little, ..but
Rice jumped to a quick lead. Pat
"sweet feet" Courtney started off the
scoring with a penalty kick, putting
Rice up 3-0. Another kick for three
points extended the lead as they
capitalized on the Cougars' mistakes.
Houston managed to score a try on a
fast break, coming at the Ricedefense
hard, but a pathetic drop kick by by Steve Graham
their hooker (who was too much of a
wimp to know how to place-kick), left
With the rise of the sun over
the Owls in the lead. Courtney Galveston Bay, Rice Sailing team
rounded out the first half with his members began assembling boats
third penalty kick, the score standing fortheir annual "Frozen Butt" regatta.
at Rice 9, UH 4.
Contrary to the name, the day was
Coming out for the second half, warm and sunny with a 10 knot wind.
the ruggers were determined to get Races started at 10:30 a.m. and inthe ball into the try zone and cut volved nine schools from the South
down on the number of penalties. It Eastern Intercollegiate Sailing Asdidn't take too long as a jerking, sociation. Team captain and Jones
juking, swerving, and dashing Bob junior Julio Salcedo led Rice in diviBifulco ran the ball down to within sion A with sophomore Wiessman
three yards of the try zone. After Todd Moore as crew. Sophomores
being molested and violated by some Eric Sachs from Brown and Bill
of the Cougars, Bifulco was awarded Cressman of Hanszen alternated as
a penalty try. Courtney converted skipper and crew in division B. After
sixteen races and a few unavoidable
the easy kick.
collisions,
the points were tallied, and
As the game progressed, Rice
continued to dominate the slower, Rice had established a fourth place
weaker Houston team One of the finish in the regatta, thus qualifying
most exciting plays was yet to come, for the Old South Regatta to be held
however. On a Houston scrum, Rice atUniversity of Florida in Gainesville.
scrumhalf Mick Giangiorgi stole a The total results of "Frozen Butt"
from first to last place were Texas,
UH ball, passing off to flanker 1
Baylor,Texas A&M, Rice, LSU,Texas
"Hombre" Haines. After Haines :
A&M-Galveston,
Sam Houston State,
tackled, all-American candidate Jason
Hardin picked up the ball and passed SMU, and UT-San Antonio.
The regatta ran smoothly and on
to Teddy "Ramblin" Adams, who
bulldozed his way into the try zone time with the help of Baker alumnus
Ed Graham and friend Steve Sauter.
for a beautiful score.
Houston managed another score Recently graduated Karl Kilborn also
before time expired, but of course played a key role by making omnimissed the conversion. Rice had won scient "over the line early" calls at the
yet another hard battle, and they left start of the races.
Anyone interested in joining the
the field with visions of state trophies
sailing club is more than welcome.
dancing in their heads.

ever, and managed a try and a conversion to bring the score to 13-6.
Now pissed off that the Cougars,
I mean pussycats, had scored, Pierce
caught a Houston kick and ran about
40 yards, blowing away the amazingly slow second team for his second try of the day. Jason "now you
can zulu me—please" Ockerman
converted with a kick. Final, Rice
seconds 19, Houston seconds, 6.
The ruggers are heading out to
Lubbock this weekend for the state
championships. They need not worry
as long as they play at the level of
rugby they have been this semester.
Well inform you next week on exactly
who we defeated on our way to being
named state champs, but until then,
thanks to all of our fans who came to
the games. If you see a rugger, wish
him good luck, and give him a big ole
titty hug!!!
Ramzi Nassar is a member of the
Rice Rugby Football Club.

was up to bat to pinch hit for Greg
Duran to lead off the inning. Tony D.,
who has good speed on thebasepaths,
took one for the team as he was
beamed with a pitch.
With a man onfirst,and Rice down
by a run, the number nine hole hitter
Joe Racina, batting .259, did what
was expected ofhim Racina laid down
a bunt in an attempted sacrifice but
NSU's catcher bobbled the ball, and
both runners were safe. It was a perfect opportunity for the Owls to take
the lead as the next batter due up was
centerfielder Donald Allen.
Allen brought into the game an
eight game hitting streak, a .368 batting average and a basehit from him
would tie the game. Coach Hall called
for the junior from Wharton to bunt.
The ball was laid down the middle
and went straight back to the pitcher
who made an easy out with a throw to
third. Score itafielder's choice. Again
Rice had runners on first and second
with only one out Jamie Cook, a
powerhitter, was up for his turn but
before he could do anything Racina
was picked off at second. For an inning that seemed to be going good
for the Owls they now had a runner
on first with two outs. Cook ended
the inning with aground ball to short.
In the game the Owls only managed
two hits and no walks.
This game not only ended Allen's
and Jason Ogden's eight game hitting streaks but it also brought an
end to an impressive errorless game
streak by third baseman Greg Duran.
The stretch lasted for thirty two
games going back to last season. It
ended in that dreadful second frame
on a bobbled ball. Duran recovered

but a fraction of a second too late as
his throw was not in time and the
runner was ruled safe by less than
half a step.
The previous day the Owls did
succeed in coming back from being
down a run. Rice, down 4-3 in the
bottom of the seventh, scored three
runs on four hits. Earlier in the game
Jason Ogden belted his first and the
team's third homerun of the season.
Jamie Cook hit one two days before.
The first four bagger of the season was credited to Donald Allen as
he hit an inside-the-park homerun
against Hardin Simmons on Feb. 6.
In that game Darrell Richardson
pitched the first five innings striking
out 11 batters.
Richardson, who is also a
placekicker for Fred Goldsmith's
football team, is leading the team and
the conference in K*s with 23.
That day began with a 20-4 performance by the Owls. In the game Rice
had 14 hits, with nine of them for
extra bases. Ogden pounded out two
of four triples and picked up six runs
batted in. Greg Duran contributed
two doubles and scored three times
in the game. In an 11-run fifth inning
three Owls, Allen, Duran, and Jamie
Cook, scored twice.
The Owls today begin a series
against the nation's number one team
with a trip to Palo Alto, California.
Following Stanford, Rice will return
home for a Texas Southern rematch
Wednesday at 4:00. Spring break for
Hall's team begins with a home series against tough Cal. State Fullerton. Later in the week the team will
venture out to oppose another topfive team, Arizona State.

Women's b-ball is young
by Ali Uberecken
The Rice women's basketball team
faced Houston last Saturday, and the
Cougars narrowly beat the Owls, 64-

60.
Once again the team's youth has
hampered their performance down
the stretch. Although the Owls led
by seven points at the half, the Cougars came back to tie it up at 60-60.
Houston's LaSonya Conley then
buried a ten-foot jumper with 23
seconds remaining. With 11 seconds
to go, Rice's Bernie Otting could have
tied it up but missed the first of a one-

and-one free throw.
Even though Rice got the rebound, Rice was not destined to win
this one. Freshman Jen Ellis turned
the ball over to Houston who carried
it down court for another score.
The team will face Texas Tech on
Saturday at Lubbock.
The ten healthy players on Rice's
roster include five true freshmen,
two first-year transfers, two sophomores, and one true junior. Obviously, the team's youth has led to
many last minute losses. However,
with a little experience the team is
expected to unite into a powerful
force.

Frozen Butt' regatta is not so unbearable for sailors
Meetings are held in the Sewall Hall
sculpturepitat6:40p.m.onThursday
nights. The Rice Sailing Club offers

both recreational and competitive
sailing. Very little time commitment
is necessary. Members can sail on

11

1 1
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Part of the fleet in Galveston Bay last weekend.

almost any weekend they have free.
Steve Graham is a member of the
Rice Sailing Club.
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Pressed Ham loses intramural Softball game, wins mass following
by Jay Isaacson and
Heidi Huettner
Pressed Ham played its men's intramural Softball season opener
against Token Opposition V Friday
afternoon, losing "11-4, that sounds
good," according to Joe Castro, umpire. The team, the "longest existing
tradition at Sid," according to sixthyear Quinn Brock, has not won a
game in its 14-year history.
HAM sters appeared in traditio nal
attire of orange spandex shorts and
Mardi Gras beads for game preparation, which started an hour before

the game. Members and Ham
Huggers (Ham's female moral support auxiliary) honed their quickness
and timing skills while listening to
inspiring music.
Will Rice Master Edward
Doughtie complained that the music
was disturbing him, and Ham immediately responded with a lunar balcony salute and best wishes.
At 4:30 (gametime), Ham cried
out its sacred motto: "A Ham never
walks, a Ham never slides, a Ham
never rats... PRESSED HAM,
PRESSED HAM, PRESSED HAM
[ad infinitum/nauseum]and hastened to the field, where over 50

team members, Huggers, and other
SRC followers (including distinguished associate Stephen Zeff)
awaited the start of the game; sophomore Matt Fishbane set a new record
for consecutive chug-yack sequences
en route.
The game was unfortunately cut
off as the predetermined one hour
time limit expired at the end of the
second inning, but stunning plays
were executed throughout
After pitcher Steve Hanson's first
strike, on WRC freshman "Dan-Dan
the Party Man" Gargiulo, team mem
bers and huggers converged on the
mound for the first U-bangie of play-

Rice Lacrosse victorious again
By Ozgur Bayazitoghi
Two weekends ago the Rice Lacrosse Club increased their record
to four wins and zero losses by defeating both Houston and Sam
Houston.
Thefirstgame was played at home
on Saturday afternoon against the
University of Houston. The Rice
squad put on what can best be described as a good show for the many
fans who attended the match. To
begin the game, Rice scored seven
unanswered points and continued to
pirate the Cougars to afinallooting of
21 to 4. Later that day, the young men
celebrated their conquest at the traditional post-game orgy of wine and
food in the caves of Wiess.
However, the Rice team knew that
the real test of courage lay ^jhead on
Sunday when Rice played Sam
Houston away. Early that morning,
the team met in the Hanszen parking
lot and started their journey north to
face the "snarling inbred mass Sam
Houston calls a lacrosse team." Several hours later, the defenders of

Sammy's name entered the mystical
land of the Bearcats, charmingly described by the old Teias proverb as
"A great country for men and dogs,
but hell on women and horses."
As the hour approached eleven,
Rice stood ready at the faceoff, knowing but not caring that the blue and
gray colors have not flown victorious
in Huntsville for over six years. They
met the task before them with the
force of a thousand Comanche
braves, scoring the first two goals of
the match. Sam Houston encountered a truly bloodthirsty team, utilizing the varied talents of the Rice
spectrum. George Webb and the
other mature players somehow kept
the raw energy of the younger lads,
namely Greg Darian, focused towards
the other team At halftime, the Rice
encouragingly lead the tally nine
goals to five.
Yet the savages from Sam Houston had not had their final say. like
an alley cat backed into a corner, the
Sam team desperately fought to stay
alive. They somehow managed to cut
the Rice lead down to one point, with
only three minutes left in the game.

Here, the merciless Owl midfield,
led by the athletic Adam Kinsey,
hunted the Sam players like wild
beasts, winning the ball and settling
in the offensive end of the field. Karl
Wolf, running off the secluded picks
set by the complicated Rice offense,
struck the blow that broke the
Bearcat's back, putting Rice up by
two points. A few seconds later, Gery
Hsu later followed with a celebration
goal which only added to the Sam
Houston embarrassment
Once again the Rice Lacrosse
team tasted the sweet nectar ofvictory
and broke the spiritofanotherunhoiy
team. With another weekend of men
colliding and sticks flashing lying
behind them, the warriors delight in
knowing they have out-scored their
opponents 65 to 33.
The resolute boys in blue face the
Tigers from LSU at home this Saturday afternoon at one. The field is
conveniently located behindthegym.
All are invited to this ceremony of
blood, sport, and the quest for righteousness.
Ozgur Bayazitoglu is a member of
the Rice Lacrosse Team.

ing time.
Later in the game, Dave Fisher,
after a period of Zen meditation at
shortstop, fingertip-caught senior
Mike Kelley's throw from far left (the
road, which Kelley braved in spite of
oncoming traffic).
Fisher said, "I closed my eyes and
sensed the ball through my nipples."
Jay Isaacson, after a leaping
ground catch at second, masterfully
avoided the out by throwing the ball
ten feet over first baseman Henry
Jackson's head.
Joel Webber, in the climax of the
game, hit a home run, batting in
Isaacson and two others who spontaneously appeared at third.
The most impressive show of anatomical prowess was Katy Greanie

and Sarah Jeffries' depantsing of
Kelley (while at bat). Kelley, inspired
by the breeze through his jockstrap,
nailed a line drive to far left
Mel Deaton, spokeswoman for the
Huggers, said, "The Huggers are the
most important We are the bases—
without us, they would not be able to
score. I was home."
After the game, Eric Stotts (who
performed outfield relief) commented, "Balcony boots are cool."
Steve Van Dien said, "We kicked
ass... it was awesome. We had a
damned good time."
Winner of the Best Beads contest,
Dan Cheyette, summed up, "There is
nothing like Ham on this campus.
They can pretend and fabricate, but
they cannot duplicate. Ham is king."

Announcements

A Wild Thing scrambles for the ball in the basketball championship game.

• Congratulations to Touch My Monkey which defeated Wild Thing,
59-52, to capture the men's intramural basketball championship.
• Congrats also go out to the winners of the Schick Super Hoops 3-on3 basketball tournament The winning men's team made up of Mike
Gardner, RoqueTolentino, Brian Bjork, and KurtWey and women's
team of Cat MacPhail, Poppy Moorehouse, Stephanie Green, and
Kara Kane will represent Rice at the regionals at Trinity University
on March 2.

R E E L

I N S I G H T

SPRING 1991 SCHEDULE
February
Babette's Feast
February
Longtime Companion
February
Sex, Lies, and Videotape
March
Citizen Kane
v March
The Breakfast Club
April
St. Elmo's Fire
April
The Big Chill
April
The Graduate

7
14
21
7
21
4
11
18

THURSDAYS AT 7:00pm
F O N D R E N LIBRARY'S KYLE M O R R O W ROOM
I N F O R M A L DISCUSSIONS AND R E F R E S H M E N T S WILL FOLLOW
R E E L INSIGHT is a free program sponsored by the Rice Counseling &
Psychiatric Service and INSIGHT, the Rice Peer Counseling rogram.
INSIGHT is a student group, trained by the Rice Counseling & Psychiatric
Service to help students work through common and not-so-common c a enges,
conflicts, concerns, or crises. All meetings with peer counselors are comp e e y
confidential and private.
PEER COUNSELING OFFICE H O U R S :
Sundays l-5pm, Mondays - Wednesdays 7-1 lpm
Room 517, Fondren Library

• Men's head tennis coach Larry Turville cordially invites any interested students (or faculty) to a free tennis clinic on Tuesday,
February 19, at 4:00 at Jake Hess Tennis Center.
The coaches and the men's varsity team mil put people on the
courts, hit balls to them, look at their strokes, and offer one-on-one
instruction. Afterwards, they will discuss how a college match is
played and scored..-^
As a grand finale, students will play one another in a tie-breaker,
whilafhe others (plus some spectators) will provide the cheering,
just luceTthe-scenario of a varsity match. Prizes will be awarded as
well.
Please come on out and enjoy this rare opportunity.

Su?"!!eeded
"
Mexico, Ecuador, Paraguay,
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Brazil

Work • Share
• Live • Learn
You can have a summer full
of adventure and personal
growth whole improving
health for the people of Latin
America.
Write or call:
Amigos de las Americas
5618 Star Lane
Houston, Texas 77057
800/231-7796
713/782-5290

In the event <<f a Psychiatric emergency, please call the Rice Counseling &
Psychiatric Service at 527-4867 or the Rice Campus Police at 527-60U0.
Application dealine: March 1,1991.
Incentives available for early commitment
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CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
W
Monday League
5
FROGS & FRIENDS
4
SUCK MY BUTT TOO
2
SON OF SPAM
2
VELVEETAS
1
KALYANI
0
WE'RE NOT NAMED
Tuesday League
ROCKY MOUNTAIN OYSTERS 4
3
BUMP, SET, MIKE
3
GRAVITY BOOTS II
3
DIRTY SPIKERS
1
HEAD TO HEAD
0
SUCK & BLOW
Wednesday League
BROKEN LIMBS & DREAMS 4
MORE THAN YOU CAN CHEW 2
DAY At The BEACH
2
HAWK, 2 BUDS, & BABES
2
SET 'EM UP & KNOCK 'EM
1
0
ATEAM of NICE GUYS

L
0
1
2
3
4
4
L
0
2
2
2
4
4
L
0
1
2
2
3
3

CO-ED VOLLEYWALLBALL W
3
SUCK MY BUTT
3
The FEULGEN REACTION
1
GO HOME WANKERS
1
ONE LAST FUNG
1
ANOTHER BRICK
PORK SHREDDED W/FLAVOR 0
0
TIPPY'S GOT GASS TOO

L
0
0
0
1
2
3
3

w

w

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
LOVETT
WILL RICE
GSA
HANSZEN
BAKER
JONES
SID RICHARDSON
WIESS
BROWN
RESULTS
Lovett def. GSA, 54-50
Jones def. Wiess, 52-49
Baker def. Sid Rich, 5045
Will Rice def. Hanszen, 53-23
Men's Volleyball
Monday League
PIT BALLS
THAT FAT GIRL'S FAVTEAM
MUPPETS
COMPUTE SERVERS
WYLD STALLYNSII

W
4
3
2
1
0

W
4
3
1

W
4
3
2
2

L
0
1
3
3
3
L
0
0
2
2
3
L
0
1
2
2

1
0

3
4

MEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER W
3
LOVETT
1
WILL RICE
1
SID RICHARDSON
1
GSA
1
HANSZEN
1
JONES
0
BAKER
0
BROWN
0
WIESS
Jones def. Wiess, 2-0
Lovett def. GSA 3-2

L

Tuesday League
FELLATIO & NAUSEUM
NINJA HANDS OF DEATH
EVIL DUDES FROM HELL
3 QUICK STROKES
The JACKSON NINE
Thursday League
JONESDRUNKS
TEAM STEVE
ROTTING FORESKINS
The SPIKES
RILLi MILLIVANILLI
Friday Competitive League
FROGS
HEIMLICH MANEUVER
NET CRACKERS
WE BE
FUDGEPACKERS
WILD THING II

1
1

W
3
2
2
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2
2

W
1

CO-ED SOFTBALL
W
Saturday 1 0 : 4 5 League
2
MOOSE ON THE LOOSE
1
JAVAUNA'S
1
BLEEDING HEARTS AGAIN
1
LGM
1
BELLY ITCHERS
0
The LODGE TEAM
0
TIMA'STEAM
Saturday 1:00 League
1
BATTING THE MEAN
1
SID ROCKS
1
SCUD BUSTERS
0
ROCK SOLID
0
PEOPLEVILLE
HAWK'S MENAGE A DOUZE 0
W
Saturday 2 : 1 5 League
1
SANJAY ON SHOULDERS
1
SURFER'S ALLIANCE
1
LOSBOBOS
0
THEMSELVES
0
MEN and WRC FRESHMEN
0
The GRAD HOUSE

w

MEN'S SOFTBALL
Monday League
SID VICIOUS
MOO'S DA GRECKO
LOVETT, LOVETT SOX
PUMP and TREAT
MARIO FIELDS FOREVER

L
0
0
0

1
1
2
2
L
0

0
0
1
1
1

L
0
0
0
1
1
1

W

L

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1

Tuesday League
I'M YOUR DAD
1
BIG LUMBERING SAPS
0
CRICKET CLUB
BITCH IF YOU'RE RAGGING 0
0
DUSTIN THE WIND
W
Thursday League
1
VELVEETAS
1
BUNCH of SHITTERS
0
BIG SWINGING STICKS
0
OHM RUNS
0
BIG FRANKS WITH SPAM
W
Friday #1 League
1
RALLY, RALLY
1
GROUND SLOTHS
0
DIAMOND DUDES
0
RADGRADS
0
SYD BARRETT
Friday #2 League
1
TOKEN OPPOSITION V
0
BUTT MUSTARD
MARCUS'S ENGLISH SOCIETY 0
0
THAT'S WHAT SHE SAID
0
PRESSED HAM
W
Saturday League
2
RUNNING DOGS
2
BULLBOOROM
1
DWAYNE'S GONE
1
SUMMER LOVER'S
0
LOS BOYS
0
THIRD BASE
G. HAYE'S & MAGIC TONES 0

w

W "

American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.

4 8 c o n t i g u o u s s t a t e s . A n d y o u c a n fly a l m o s t a n y t i m e — b e c a u s e
t h e r e a r e n o b l a c k o u t d a t e s . But y o u m u s t m a k e y o u r r e s e r v a t i o n s
w i t h i n 14 d a y s of t h e d a y y o u leave. A n d t h e m a x i m u m s t a y is
7 davs/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In a d d i t i o n t o t h i s g r e a t travel p r o g r a m , y o u ' l l a l s o e n j o y all
t h e b e n e f i t s of C a r d m e m b e r s h i p a s w e l l a s o t h e r e x c l u s i v e s t u d e n t
privileges. T h e y i n c l u d e a q u a r t e r l y m a g a z i n e filled w i t h i n f o r m a tive articles o n s u m m e r jobs, c a r e e r s , c a m p u s life. Plus v a l u a b l e
T h e r e ' s o n l y o n e w a y t o c o v e r a lot of t e r r i t o r y w i t h o u t s p e n d i n g
d i s c o u n t s f r o m l e a d i n g retailers.
a lot of m o n e y A n d that's b y g e t t i n g t h e A m e r i c a n Express® C a r d .
But r e m e m b e r , t h e r e ' s o n l y o n e w a y t o get all t h i s — a n d t h a t ' s
It's t h e o n l y c a r d t h a t o f f e r s a n e x c i t i n g n e w travel p r o g r a m
b y g e t t i n g t h e A m e r i c a n E x p r e s s Card. J u s t call u s ( h a v e y o u r b a n k
exclusively for students—including t h r e e r o u n d t r i p certificates on
address and account n u m b e r on hand). What's more,
C o n t i n e n t a l Airlines.
w i t h o u r s p e c i a l s t u d e n t offer, it's e a s i e r t o g e t t h e
J u s t l o o k at t h e m a p a n d p i c k t h e p l a c e you'd like
C a r d n o w w h i l e y o u ' r e still in s c h o o l t h a n it m a y
t o visit. If it's o n y o u r s i d e of t h e Mississippi River, y o u
ever b e again.
c a n u s e a c e r t i f i c a t e t o fly for o n l y $129 r o u n d t r i p . Or,
So get t h e Card. A n d g e t r e a d y t o c o v e r n e w
y o u c a n c r o s s t h e Mississippi for $189 r o u n d t r i p .
t e r r i t o r y o n e i t h e r s i d e of o u r G r e a t C o n t i n e n t a l Divide.
You h a v e y o u r p i c k or m o r e t h a n 150 cities in t h e
Membership Has Its Privileges*

TRAVEL
RELATED
•••••SERVICES
An American Express company

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX
If you're already a Cardmembet; there's no need to call Information about your certificates u ill be arriring soon

CONTINENTAL

Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer w i l l arrive w i t h your certificates Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines performance €> 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

L
0
0
0
1
1

L
0
0
0
1
1

L
0
0
0
1
1

L
0
0
0
0
1

L
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
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Dominguez retains title at RPC Comedy Night
BY HEIDI HUETTNER

T

i>he Rice Program Council
lhe
presented
the second annual
"Funniest Person at Rice"
comedy show Tuesday night at
Willy's Pub, for a sweltering
crowd of about 340. One dollar
admission was charged in spite of
blanket taxes, and Biff and the
Backwater Boys played honkeytonkish (banjo included).
Emcee Ray Garcia, a Houston
comedian, had the audience put
its hands together for the three
judges and thirteen contestants.
The show started off strong,
but tapered off after topics such
as the Rice ratio and the ills of
women had been suficiently
milked.
RPC president Keith Jaasma
said, "I saw the last four
contestants, and definitely in the
future, a screening process might
be necessary...We should limit
the contest in the future to eight
or nine contestants."
Dan Gargiulo said, "I had
more fun getting my last
lobotomy. After the guy with
crutches left, it sucked."
A Baker person, possibly an
alum, identified only as "Everett"
said, "We came, we saw, we
drank."
Jonathon Briggs said, "I
thought the winners were the
funniest people. It was a good
study break."
Dan Cheyette added, "Too bad
we didn't have a gong."
The three judges for the event,
Rice professor of Mathematics
Robin Foreman, Franco, and Don

Jason Wetta plays an amazingly on-key flute/crutch with the help of Julia Farnham.

Learned, all Houston stand-ups,
seemed amused although their
attention, too, withered near the
end (around 12:45).
The judges awarded Manny
Dominguez first place honors, 50
bucks, and an opportunity to
compete in the "Funniest Person
in Houston" contest at the Laff
Stop in March for a second year.
Dominguez wore a Unity
through Diversity Week T-shirt,
and promised not to offend
anyone, in the spirit of diveristy,
even asking whether there were
any KKK members present before
he slammed them.
Dominguez told rappers who
talk about "perpetrating to rap"
to go "perpetrate a dictionary,"
and questioned the beauty of
Prince's chorus phrase "Let's get
rammin'": "That's not the most
romantic phrase I've heard."
He also explained the meaning
of the "Hot" sticker found on a
majority of '77 Cutlasses—there's
no air conditioner and it's really
damn hot.
Wetta braved the hardships of
a broken leg and gGt onstage,

even managing a juggling act. He
also described SE's and academs
visually, via a Spam metaphor
(SE: "It's a blend of pressed
meats," or, on a more creative
day, "It's the quiche of the meat
world." Academ: "It's a
Spaminal, a mixture between a
cow and a pig and a chicken and a
gerbil...Spaminals have no
bones.").
Wetta finished off with a
crowd-pleasing, harmoniously
accurate rendition of Beethoven's
Ninth: "Concerto for Crutch,"
which he played using the holes
in his crutch. Kudos!
Third place in the contest
went to Eric Hahn, who opened
the show with remarks such as
"You know all those envelopes
that say 'Photos: do not bend'?
Yes they do!" and a bit on the
"Hubble Space Paperweight" ("It
has astigmatism!").
Hahn included a couple nice
helicopter sound effects, and
ended with two impersonations,
one of Louis Armstrong with a
cleared throat (high C?), and
another of Elvis Presley, with the

aid of a Delta Airlines lifevest.
Kyle Henry followed Hahn,
focusing on more negative
themes, such as emasculation
(shredded genetalia being fed to a
mini pet kangaroo Pierre) and
malignant carcinomas in Texas
City.
He closed by predicting that
he would get the booby prize—
"you get to be the SA court
jester."
Next up was Ken Stanley,
relating the freshman Rice
experience: "My parents said,
'You're going to find your wife
here'—Yeah right!" He also noted
a possible flaw in the Rice
statistic of 37 percent women and
62 percent men: "This left one
percent..."
Stanley also described a
stressful party interlude: "There's
only three girls at Rice: one of
em's talking to me and I can't
remember who she is," and
reminisced about a surprise visit
by his parents and Uncle Carl and
Aunt Mildred on a Friday night
early first semester.
Stephen Bepko then took over
and noted, in the middle of his
routine, "In one step Bepko has
alienated every female on the
Rice campus." This was possibly
due to such lines as "a formal
with a turtleneck, down to the
floor, buttons all the way down
the back, two zippers, a silent
alarm...," and "She just wasn't
about to give up a free dinner and
a movie once a weekend till she
found a replacement."

Bepko lamented Valentine's
Day: "Nothing like a day once a
year to tell me what a dufus I am
for not having a girlfriend." (This
year may not be an exception.)
Even Garcia noted, at the end
of the routine, "Ladies, Stephen
will be available outside after the
show for a public flogging."
William Blackmon followed
Bepko with a long routine that
many people mentioned deserved
more recognition than it got. Pete
Limperis said, "The guy with the
eraser [Blackmon] got stiffed. He
was awesome."
Blackmon said, "I don't make
anything up and I don't
know...crap about being rude to
women—although I did live with
Jay Yates for a semester."
He also said of people who buy
the "I go to Rice so I must be
smart" bumper stickers, "Y'all
must be the same people who
buy Trojan extra-large condoms."
Lovett freshman Alan Ying
debuted after Blackmon, dwelling
on architecture. He asked,
"What's that yellow ribbon
around Lovett? I don't know— I
was kind of hoping we were gift
wrapping it and giving it away."
He also said, "The building
past Eckerd's: Did the architect
know it looked like 5r pair of tits
when he built it?"
Ying drew boos for giving
away the ending to Presumed
Innocent, but applause for "I
flunked math and now my
parents are trying to pass me off
SEE COMEDY, PAGE 22

Charlatans proscribe to psychedelic
Pioneer T.V. director
speaks at St. Thomas
BY ROSS GRADY

A

part of its continuing
quest for the academically
bizarre, the University of St.
Thomas will present on Thursday, February 21, a speech by Mr.
Murray Golden, a duly appointed
representative of that bastion of
American high culture, the
Director's Guild in Hollywood.
Golden, a veteran of nearly
forty years in the television
industry, will present a
lecture entitled "Television: *
From the Age of Gold to the
The Charlatans UK played at the Tower Theater Sunday night aiong with the Cave Dogs.

BY USL SOLLNER

C

fan we say psychedelic?
The Charlatans UK can. They
scream psychedelic. Happy,
upbeat tunes and bright colors set
the tone of the show this past
Sunday night at the Tower
Theater. Take all the music
segments from the Monkee's
reruns, dub in live versions from
the Charlatan's Some Friendly
album, and give it a funky light
show, and there ypu have it. The
lead singer especially fit the
image with his English accent,
goofy haircut, BRIGHT plaid
pants (...if only they were bellbottoms!) and yes, maracas; he
was Davy Jones, with baby Mick
Jagger Hps.
As for the crowd, they really
got into the show. They found
the Charlatan's bouncy music,
especially their hit song, "The

around. As a result, strange,
Only One I Know," very
undulating forms, moving with
danceable. The one unhappy
the music, projected through the
camper up towards the front was
color filters. Definitely trippin'.
the poor fool who tried a stage
dive. They dropped him.
The Tower Theater was one of
the nicer places I've been for
My favorite part of the show,
shows. A renovated theater, both
however, had to be the light
show. To look at the old guy with the ground floor and the balcony
are filled with little tables and
the astounding array of rickety
chairs or long benches all aimed
overhead projectors on the
at the stage. To those seated,
balcony, you wouldn't have
waiters bring drinks (at somethought he would make the
what inflated prices, of course).
show. But he did. To see what he
There's also an area down front
did with that random setup, you
for dancing.
would swear he'd been doing it
since the sixties; he might have.
Opening for the Charlatans
was the Cave Dogs, a nice college
He projected various images,
band with lots of energy, but not
stars, tigers' eyes, hands, floral
very memorable. The funny thing
prints, through color filters,
was the guitarist who looked like
movingvthe image to the music,
Rice professor Marty Ross and
spinning the filters, or using
• hopped around the stage like he.
multiple projectors to put some
had a weed-eater in his Fruit of
really wild designs up on a white
drape hung behind the band. For a the Loom's. Those looking for
R.E.M. type college music (these
couple of songs he used two
concave transparent prates with a guys had to be from Athens) can
pick up a co'py of their album
mixture of oil and water between
Joyride for Shut-Ins.
them and moved the top plate

Golden wrote and
directed countless episodes of
television classics like Batman,
Get Smart, Mission Impossible,
and Bonanza.
Quest for Gold."
Though details about Murray
Golden's life are hard to come by,
this much, at least, is known.
Golden led a difficult and
tempestuous childhood, during
which he was branded a musical
prodigy.
Golden was sent to study
under composer Bela Bartok, and
eventually forced to complete
some of Bartok's own compositions after the composer's
untimely demise in 1945.
Understandably shaken by this
series of events, Golden left the
overly-cerebral New York

composing scene and went on the
road, leading his own dance band
and hanging out with a bunch of
Abstract Expressionist painters.
It was during this period that
Golden became good friends with
William deKooning, and at the
same time began composing
scores for that still-infant
medium known as television.
Television being what it is, it
was not long before thenunknown director George Roy
Hill (Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid, The Sting) had
introduced Golden to the joys of
directing and then shipped him
off to sunny California, where
Golden began a long and profitable career directing television
shows.
During Golden's most
productive period, the Sixties, he
wrote and directed countless
episodes of such television
classics as Batman, G6t Smart,
Mission Impossible, and Bonanza.
At the same time, Golden
began teaching academic classes
at USC, UCLA, and Loyola
Marymount, where he still
teaches today.
In 1986, Golden's contributions to the medium were
formally recognized when he was
awarded a Fulbright Grant to be
artist-in-residence at the University of Fine and Performing Arts
in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, where it
is entirely possible that his
contributions to Soviet Bloc
television had some part in the
eventual thawing of the Cold
War.
The lecture begins at 7:00 p.m.
in the Cullen Auditorium at the
University of St. Thomas, and is
open to the public. Admission is
free.
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Although not Psycho, Lambs not baaaad...

Silence combines gore and giggles for a thriller
B Y L. E V A N S P I E G L E R

T H E SILENCE OF T H E LAMBS
DIRECTED BY JONATHAN DEMME

It's a suspense thriller, it's a
woman's picture, it's The Silence
of The Lambs, the newest film
from director Jonathan Demme.
Added to his list of films which
includes Talking Heads' Stop
Making Sense, Something Wild
and Married to The Mob, The
Silence of The Lambs makes
Jonathan Demme one of the most
versatile of American directors.
His previous films were
quirky, inventive, even new
wave. This one is conventional
by comparison. It may even turn

provides answers to Clarice's
questions in exchange for details
about her life. They form a
twisted bond that only she and
the audience can understand.
The film is a variation on
Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho and is
loosely inspired by the same
actual case that it was based on.
This fact looms over Lambs
which, though very clever, does
not quite have the depth of
character of Hitchcock's masterpiece. Where he used complex
characters, Demme uses fascinating set designs (by Kristi Zea).
Director Demme has always
been famous for off-the-wall films
that study cartoonish characters
or exaggerated stereotypes. They
are often laced with humor and

Hannibal, nicknamed "Hannibal The
Cannibal" was famous for eating his
victims including a nurse who tried to
give him CFR when he complained of
chest pains. He is cold, psychotic, and
charming.

Jack Crawford (Scott Glenn) and Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster) star in Jonathan Demme's The Silence of the Lambs.

out to be a hit.
The Silence of The Lambs,
adapted from the Thomas Harris
novel by screenwriter Ted Tally,
is the story of an FBI hunt for a
serial killer known as "Buffalo
Bill" because he "skins his
humps." Agent Jack Crawford
(Scott Glenn) gives trainee
Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster)
the job of asking imprisoned
serial killer Dr. Hannibal
Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) to
help the bureau with a profile
of their fledgling killer.
Hannibal, nicknamed
"Hannibal The Cannibal" was
famous for eating his victims,
including a nurse who tried to
give him CPR when he complained of chest pains. He is cold,
psychotic, and charming. He

trainee (Clarice is a "Special
Agent" training at the FBI
academy).
Anthony Heald is especially
slimy as Letter's personal doctor,
a man who tries hitting on
Clarice when they first meet, and
Ted Levine does a respectable
turn as Jame Gumb a.k.a.
"Buffalo Bill" but his character
loses its thrill because he is
shown early on in the film.
It is Anthony Hopkins who is
the real star of the film. His
portrayal of Hannibal Lecter is
spooky and humorous. As the
imprisoned psychiatrist who
finjoys playing with people's
minds he makes a great psycho
who is also endearing. At the
most unlikely moments he is a
sympathetic character. He and
Jodie Foster make a great team.

social commentary. In Something
Wild, his best film to date, the
characters went full circle from
humorous situations to a finale
that was truly frightening. In
Lambs, he has his first ordinary
character, Clarice Starling.
Played by Jodie Foster, Clarice
is an assured woman working
within the confines of a man's
world (the film is hill of images of
her surrounded by men who are
uneasy with her presence). But it
is her insight which ultimately
solves the case. Foster is one
actress to keep an eye on. She just
gets better after efrch role.
Scott Glenn does a nice turn
as Agent Jack Crawford. He is
very paternal to Clarice and is a
boss who, for a change, is
encouraging to his promising

Comedy captures L.A. style
BY SHALA PHILLIPS
L . A . STORY
DIRECTED BY MICK JACKSON

An immense hot dog cruises
through the sky, flirting with the
tops of buildings and palm trees.
Scantily-clad beauties lounging
near swimming pools casually
wave as the hot dog floats by.
Not a typical opening for a love
story, but then again, this is the
brainchild of Steve Martin, a love
story set in L.A., and anything
can happen.
Never underestimate the
importance of setting. Los
Angeles shines as if it were the
top-billed star in the film, not
merely the backdrop for Martin's
amorous trials. Director Mick
Jackson is not satisfied with
filming mere snatches of the city
that hardly serve to identify the
location.
As a foreign-bom director,
Jackson brings a fresh perspective
upon America's most glamorized
city. In fact, the question comes
to mind whether the romance in
L.A. Story is between Harris K.
Telemacher (Steve Martin) and
Sara McDowel (Victoria Tennant)
or Mick Jackson and Los Angeles.
The movie, shot entirely on
location in L.A., treats the viewer
to a unique glimpse of life in L.A.
The team of Jackson and Martin
satirize L.A. without indicting it.
In the beginning of the movie,
Telemacher is suffocated by the
silly proprieties of high society, a
society to which his girlfriend
adheres, but in which
Telemacher has no place. In one
scene, Martin tries to get into
L.A.'s "in-in" eatery, L'Idiot,

where reservations are required
eight weeks -in advance, and is
subjected to a full financial
investigation before being
informed that he will only be
allowed to order the chicken.
When Telemacher finally does
gain admission to L'Idiot, he finds
a floss waiter urging him to floss
his teeth after enjoying his meal.
I will never forget the sight of a
restaurant full of expensively
dressed people all madly flossing
• their teeth. I'd recommend seeing
this movie for that sight alone.

Telemacher, an altruistic
roadsign has taken an interest in
his future. Via digital readout,
Telemacher is informed that the
weather will change his life,
twice, as in fact it does, much to
his delight. [Hmm...Kinda makes
you want to pay more attention
to billboards, no?] Martin soon
realizes just how accurate the
benevolent board was.
He tapes his Saturday weather
report before the weekend even
begins, confidently predicting
"Sun, sun, and more sun," for

Remember him at Oscar time
next year.
The Silence of The Lambs is a
lot of fun (there were lots of
shrieks at the preview I attended).
It does not have the character
depth of other Demme films but
it has an intensity that makes it

work. It is impossible to look
away from even at its scariest
and most violent moments and
there are quite a few of them.
This one's not for the squeamish
but it does have a little bit of
everything. Lamb chops, anybody?

Rodeo dust can't
Kick up drama
BY JOHN S C H W E T M A N
M Y HEROES H A V E ALWAYS
BEEN C O W B O Y S
DIRECTED BY STUART ROSENBERG

Rippling muscles of enormous
beasts permeate both the opening
and closing scenes of this film.
The filling between these two
rodeo sequences consists of
senseless drivel about old age and
cliches about love.
My Heroes Have Always Been
Cowboys is a dull, unoriginal
movie about a rodeo cowboy who
returns home to find out that the
small town he left behind has
changed during his fourteen-year
absence.
Scott Glenn plays the role of
HD, the solitary cowboy who

cannot stay in one place for very
long. He suffers an injury in the
opening rodeo from which he
must recover in time to compete
in the rodeo at the end of the
film.
When he returns to his
hometown in Oklahoma, he
learns that his whiny little sister,
Sheryl, played by Tess Harper,
has thrown his dad (Ben Johnson)
in a nursing home in a plot with
her slick and dishonest husband
Clint (Gary Busey) to get daddy's
land.
At the same time FID'S old
flame, Kate Capshaw, has
married, had children and lost
her husband in a tragic accident.
This means she's (hint) single,
and available.
SEE COWBOYS, PAGE 22

When Telemacherfinallydoes gain admission to an exclusive, restaurant,
L'Idiot, he discovers a restaurant full of
expensively dressed people all madly
flossing their teeth.
The team plays with several
landmarks within Los Angeles in
the course of shooting this film.
Guest appearances are made by
the Hard Rock Cafe, the nowclosed Ambassador Hotel (home
of L'Idiot), the Los Angeles
County Art Museum, the Tail-o'the-Pup hot dog stand, and the
trendy Esprit clothing store on
Santa Monica Boulevard. They
even used a cemetery in downtown Los Angeles to host a quick
parody of Shakespeare.
However important the setting
may be, the actors and plot also
contribute to the success of a
movie.
As Telemacher, L.A.'s wacky
weatherman, ,Martin effectively
portrays a man trapped in a
relationship with a stiff girlfriend
and stuck in a thoroughly
embarrassing job.
But fortunately for*

after all, "This is L.A. What's
going to change?"
Suffice it to say that things
changed and Telemacher was
fired. As if that weren't enough,
Telemacher learns that his stiff
girlfriend has been enjoying notso-stiff relations with his agent.
Devastating, right? Wrong.
Telemacher is overjoyed.
Now he can replace his agent,
find a better job, and pursue that
attractive English journalist he
met over brunch. Enter romance
in the form of Sara McDowel
(Victoria Tannert), who neatly
complements Martin.
Martin's own particular sense
of humor pervades the film. The
hot dog floating across the sky is
only the beginning. This movie
will go down in history as one of
the better study breaks of the
season, even without the mustard.

I

Jesse (Ben Johnson) teaches Jud (Balthazar Getty) the skills necessary to become
a rodeo cowboy in My Heroes Have Always Been Cowboys.
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Sleeping fails to awaken

Best bets off campus

• • •

except as a melodrama

Exhibits
The Museum of Natural Science's Burke Baker Planetarium
presents "Cosmic Docks," an exploration of black holes, pulsars,
and time travel. Showtimes are Monday-Friday at 1,2, and 3 p.m.
and Saturdays and Sundays at 1,1:30,2,230,3, and 330 p.m.
Admission is $2.
An exhibition of Meg Langhorne's sculptures in wood, bronze,
polyester, resin, concrete, and bondo continues at die Art League of
Houston's gallery. The gallery is open Tuesday- Saturday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is free. Call 523-9530formote information.
The Menil Collection presents Jean-Pierre Raynaud through March
10. Call 525-9400 for information.

Music
The Houston Symphony performs a concert of Mussorgsky,
Stravinsky, Bizet, and Wagner. Performances are Saturday and
Monday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30p.m. Tickets are $8-$43, and
$5 student tickets are available 15 minutes before each performance. Call 227-2787 for more information.
The Da Camera Society presents "Well Known Mozart* Saturday at
8 p.m, with a pre-concert symposium at 7 p.m. Tickets are $7-$25,
with half-price student tickets available anytime—call 524-5050 for
tickets and information.

Theatre

Martin Bumey (Patrick Bergin) terrorizes his wife Laura (Julia Roberts) in Sleeping with the Enemy.

Lu Ann Hampton Lcwerty Oberlander continues at The Company on
Stage through February 23. Performances are Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. Call 726-1219 for reservations.

BY S A R A H LEEDY
SLEEPING WITH THE E N E M Y
DIRECTED BY JOSEPH RUBEN

The Ensemble presents Lady Day at Emerson's Bar and Grill, a biomusical about Billie Holiday, blues and jazz singer, through March
10. Performances are Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m. Call 520-0055
for reservations.

Oh, I was really looking
forward to Sleeping With the
Enemy. I have been waiting for a
movie that would prove that Julia
Roberts can act. I happen to think
Blue Devils performs at McGonigel's Mucky Duck Friday at 9 p.m
she can.
The band plays a mix of Mississippi delta blues, early Chicago
Even if Pretty Woman only
boogie, and the Lone Star Texas Hot Box.
required her face and bits of
simpering dialogue (it wasn't
even her body, according to
The Toy Subs and The Kick play at Showbar Saturday night.
Geraldo), some of her scenes in
Admission is $6.
COMPILED BY CHAD CARSONSteel Magnolias really impressed
me. She got a fairly meaty

Clubs

The 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 President's Lecture Series

Amos Tversky
The Psychology

of Risk and Decision

Making

" T h r e a t e n e d by a < Superior„enemy f o r c e , the general faces a dilemma.
His intelligence officers say his soldiers will be caught in an ambush in
which 600 of them will die unless he leads them to safety by one of two
available routes. If he takes the first route, 200 soldiers will be saved. If
he takes the second, t h e r e ' s a one-third chance that 600 soldiers will be
saved and a two-thirds possibility that none will be saved. Which route
should he t a k e ? "
By examining this and other p a r a d o x e s , Amos T v e r s k y , a psychology
professor at S t a n f o r d University, t u r n e d the world on its ear when he
developed his revolutionary theory that we frequently make decisions
and t a k e risks based on how a problem is p h r a s e d r a t h e r than on logical
thought. A dynamic s p e a k e r who has been called "a s h a r p and analytical t h i n k e r with brilliant mathematical skills," Tversky will take you
through the myriad paradoxical problems that perplex us and o u r nation
a n d shed new light on how we might make better decisions in o u r everyday lives. A member of the National Academy of Sciences a n d the American Aeademy of Arts and Sciences, Tversky received the Distinguished
Scientific Contribution Award of the American Psychological Association
in 1982 and the M a c A r t h u r Prize in 1984.

Thursday, February 2 1 , 1 9 9 0
8 o'clock p.m.
1

"
V *

-•

c. 0 •V"

R i c e University M e m o r i a l C e n t e r Grand Hall
Admission: No Charge
S e a t i n g c a p a c i t y is l i m i t e d .
.first served.

T i c k e t s a v a i l a b l e at t h e d o o r . First c o m e ,
j

A,

T h i s L e c t u r e is s p o n s o r e d by t h e P r e s i d e n t o f R i c e U n i v e r s i t y as part o f
t h e P r e s i d e n t ' s L e c t u r e S e r i e s f o r 1 9 9 0 - 9 1 a n d is s u p p o r t e d t h r o u g h t h e
J. N e w t o n Kay/.or F u n d .

character, and she made me
believe in it.
Unfortunately, as Mike (my
movie-reviewing cohort) noted,
she doesn't get the chance to act
in this film. She gets to look very
happy, look scared to death, and
look angry and determined a
couple of times.
But don't think she is being
unfairly treated; nobody else in
this film gets a real character
either.
This doesn't mean that this
movie won't make a ton of
money. It is just that I hope it

adherence to reality.
It helped me to see that the
movie is really a 1990's version of
a melodrama.
The three main characters are
Laura (Roberts' character), her
obsessive (big-ass understatement) husband, and her new love
interest, Ben.
In ^-njelodrama, the bad guy is
so Bad and so scary, and the
damsel so pure and so distressed,
and the good guy so good, that it
is easy to not think and to simply
boo or cheer. On the level of
watching a sporting event, really.

The movie is predictable, waiting for
the husband to start tracking Roberts
down, and then the big scary confrontation in a dark house which she has
failed to equip with a big gun.
doesn't make a lot of money from
people at Rice. I got to see this
during a local radio station's
preview party.
It helped me to see Sleeping
with a lot of people that weren't
terribly concerned with things
like complex plot and dialogue,
character development and

In the past, the bad guy in a
melodrama would tie the damsel
to the railroad tracks, and
occasionally leer at her.
In our world, to be truly evil,
the bad guy is an abusive husband. Early in the film, to make
sure we really hate him, the
SEE SLEEPING, PAGE 22

Sting sets sail for
awards in Cages
W
BY J U D D TAPLEY

[ere you disappointed
with the more conservative,
mature tone of Dream of the Blue
Turtles and ...Nothing like the
Sun7. Have you been waiting and
waiting for Sting to regain the
masterful pop glory of his Police
years? If so, then forget about any
solo singer named Sting and quit
reading this article. Because if
you haven't figured it out yet—
it's not going to happen! For
everyone else still reading this
article with any interest, I have
faith in your ability to recognize a
true genius.
Sting returns with his super-,
star jazz line-up to help out on
the new album. Kenny Kirkland,
Branford Marsalis, and Manu
Katche complement Sting's
vocals and bass line in a way
Stewart Copeland and Andy
Summers could never live up to.
Sting's entire career, in fact,
seems to transcend the Police
legacy,- perhaps no better examplp
of this exists than Soul Cages.
Filled with ship, island, death,
and cage imagery, the album

Album Review

depicts the most reflective,
thoughtful Sting ever presented
to the public. Sting's music has
developed and matured steadily
since his departure from the
Police and Soul Cages bears his
unique brand of charm and
emotion in an incredibly satisfying way.
A cursory glance through the
last couple of Rolling Stones will
offer enough background to
understand the themes and
psychoanalytical source of Sting's
latest project. Suffice to say here
that his childhood, relationship
to his father, feelings for the
Catholic church, and experience
with recent tragedies all manifest
themselves on Soul Cages.
But despite its somber topics
and solemn manner, the album
still comes off as jubilant (yea!
jubilant, that's a good word for it).
SEESTINa, PAGE 22
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Mudd Puppies brew rot-gut rhythm
stores across the southeast.
Of course, being ex-punks,
the Drovers too were doomed to
nothing more than regional
success; there were too many of
them, none of whom could hold
down a steady job, and they
collected money at their gigs in a
ceramic jug with a mouth so
small that any paper money
inserted into the jug's orifice was
nearly impossible to retrieve.

BY ROSS GRADY

w.

latching the Chickasaw
Mudd Puppies at Fitzgerald's last
week, I kept wishing they'd play
"White Lightning," by Roger
Miller, and I felt homesick for the
first time in years.
I didn't feel homesick because
I'm from South Carolina and
there were a couple of rednecks
from Athens, GA, which is just
up the road from my hometown,
up there on the stage singing and
stomping their feet. And I didn't
feel homesick because they had
bug-yellow light bulbs screwed
into automotive trouble lights,
like the one Dean Stockwell sang
into in Blue Velvet, hanging from
their microphones, either. I felt
those wrenching pangs in my gut
because of a harmonica and a fat,
bald guy named Ed Campbell.
When I was in high school I
hung out with a bunch of
unemployed punks who lived in a
big ugly house over near the
university and always seemed to
have some band or another asleep
in their front yard. For years they
took turns working at
McDonalds and stealing WinnDixie bologna, sucking down the
nitrous oxide propellant from the
Redi-Whip and drinking
Robitussin while they waited for
punk to become hip again so that
their band, Next Generation,
could be the Next Big Thing.
But of course, as we know,
punk never did make the comeback it was supposed to, and so
finally Big Ed Campbell, the fat
bald spiritual leader of the band,
decided to take up his harmonica
and return to his true love:
redneck country music.
Next Generation shed their
electric guitars and their leather,
and became the Drovers, an
amorphous group of so-called
brothers and cousins (whose last names, in true Ramones-punk
fashion, were all changed to
Drover), and began playing an
endless stream of sold-out shows
in barbecue joints and country

became the focal point of the
evening's activities, due to the
fact that percussionist/harmonica-ist Brant Slay spent most
of the evening with his butt
planted in it, rocking wildly back
and forth, stomping his feet on
what appeared to be an actual
slab of wood from the Puppies'
own front porch, and which was
in fact rigged with microphones
so that every time Slay's booted

The Mudd Puppies are the only band
I've ever seen to actually take their
front porch on the road with them and
incorporate it into their stage show.
Any time I go home, though,
you can be sure the Drovers are
playing at some sno-cone stand
near my home town. There'll be
about ten of them, playing
everything from banjo to cowbell
to washboard, greasy undershirts
hanging out the sides of their
overalls, and all of them howling
like the smarmy dogs they are.
It's beautiful.
The Chickasaw Mudd Puppies
are like the junior road-show
traveling version of the Drovers,
stripped-down, tightened up, and
ready to roll. They take the
down-home front porch country
gut of every little redneck band
like the Drovers and put wheels
on it, and give it a shove.
The Mudd Puppies are, in fact,
the only band I've ever seen to
actually take their front porch on
the road with them, and to
incorporate it into their stage
show. Being homesick types like
myself, the Mudd Puppies are
apparently unable to play a show
unless they think they're still at
home, and so last Thursday night
the Fitzgerald's stage became a
redneck hill-country shotgun
shack for a couple of hours,
complete with the aforementioned bug lights, a clothesline
hung low witK flannel clothing,
and a rocking chair complete
with a souvenir t-shirt/seat cover
from the American Truck Plaza,
Anderson, SC.
This rocking chair, in fact,

feet slammed down, the
audience's backbones shook and
rumbled as if we were all there on
the porch with him.
The Mudd Puppies play the
sort of pure foot-stomping clatter
that could only come from a
couple of overeducated country
boys. The Mudd Puppies were
compared in Public News to
"the Violent Femmes after being

At Rice this week...
Theatre
Crimes of the Heart continues at Lovett this Friday and Saturday
night Curtainsriseat 8 p.m. Tickets are $3 and are available for
reservations at 630-8522.
A Lie of the Mind is in its last weekend this Friday and Saturday at
Hamman Hall. The Rice Players will perform Sam Shepard's play
at 8 p.m. for $4. Call 527-4040 for reservations.
Jean Anouilh's version of Antigone plays this Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m. at Jones. Tickets are $3 and can be reserved by calling
630-8341.

Gallery Shows
"California Monoprints" showsforits final weekend at the Sewall
Art Gallery. The gallery will be open Friday and Saturday for
viewing. Admission is free.

Comedy
Unity through Diversity Week's Comedy Nighty featuring
Houston comedians, including Rice's Manuel Dominguez, takes
place this Friday night at Farnsworth Pavillion at 9 p.m. Admission is $1.

SEE MUDD, PAGE 23
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This is no lecture on the spread of AIDS. Nor is it false hope and promises in
the face of devastating fear. This is help for people who test HIV positive.
Body Positive is a concerned group of volunteers who understand the
realities of getting tested. We're here to put you in touch with people who can
help, to let you know there is help. There's a chance
for a longer and healthier life with early medical
intervention. There are options for those with the
courage to find out.
J
HOUSTOM
Call us. We'll put you in touch with answers.
Th^re is no sacrifice of rights, confidentiality or
GET TESTED NOW
dignity. Every day counts.

WHEELER

526-6364
6312 W. LITTLE YORK
466-8334
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Comedy
FROM PAGE 18

as white—very pleasant."
Michael Lannutti followed
Dominguez, concentrating on
toys. He worried about the fate of
today's children, who recycle
Baby Alive's "goo plasma crap"
food, and play with Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle sewer
exploration kits.
Lannutti also spoke of the
inequality of driver side air bags:
"Daddy's going to be saved by
this big pillow. Mom and the kids
are going to have to fend for
themselves and that 40 MPH
impact."
Brown junior Scott Sustek
followed, and discussed the
attempts of CCCers to convert
other students. "I think it'd be
strange if majors were like
that...[like the English major who
talks about] 'the inner peace it's
brought me.'"
Adam Goodman was up next,

Sleeping
FROM PAGE 20

husband hauls back and punches
Roberts in the side of the head.
This is where Sleeping lost me.
First of all, it is highly improbable that anyone would be
conscious after such a blow, let
alone able to cry and then smile
weakly and then be able to avoid
puking in bed when the bastard
makes love to her that evening.
But Julia can, of course, because
she is so, so good. Besides, she
doesn't get enough dialogue to be
anything more than a cardboard
damsel.
A Damsel of the Nineties,
however, is allowed to have
spunk. Laura fakes her own death
and runs away to Iowa (I think),
taking on a new identity. She
meets Ben, a drama teacher at the
local college (I imagine Iowa is
the only state that would have
straight drama teachers in a
college.)

but couldn't find southern
sympathy for his jokes about the
metal clips for mittens everyone
wears up north. The mittenholders lead to a childhood catch22: wear them and be a nerd or
don't wear them and risk losing
your mittens and incurring your
mother's wrath.
Taking the Diceman
approach, Chuck Yates started
off: "I'm butt-fucking this Archi
dude, and afterwards he wanted
to cuddle—what a homo!" He
added, "I used to have a weight
problem but then I dumped that
fat bitch."
He also mentioned a Sidget
who was told she had acute
vaginitis and replied, "Thanks."
Yates exited for the final
performer, grad student Bill
Jehnel as Father Throck Mortin.
The audience gave him a hard
time, and was, I think, ready for a
comedy break. SRC freshman
Mardie Oakes said, "The last
guys were doomed before they
I could go on about this
movie, but I really don't think its
worth anyone's time.
The rest of the movie is what
you can guess, waiting for the
husband to figure out what's
happened, start tracking her
down, and then the big scary
confrontation in a dark house
which Roberts has failed to equip
with a big gun.
All that was missing was a car
chase. After I got over my nausea
from the abuse scene (we even
get to see the wound, exposed
skull and everything, later in the
flick), Mike and I just picked out
incongruities and screamed with
everyone else over the scary
parts.
I'm not going to give this
movie the thumbs down, really,
because it could be fun. But it
wasn't great cinema, and I'm still
waiting for Julia. I still have hope
that given the right role, she will
prove to be a true actress, even if
she has aDoalling taste in men.

even got up there." Jehnel seemed
somewhat rushed and jittery, and
said he wanted to discuss
"something normally associated
with sleep and that's religion."
Jehnel's disrobing at the end of
his act (he had been wearing a
clergical robe) signaled a massexit as the Pub cleared out,
leaving only Tuesday night diehards behind after the winners
were announced.
The show seemed pretty good
(I missed the one last year due to
high school); and thirteen very
brave people put their egos on the
line.
The crowd was generally
responsive, especially at the start,
but demanded more as the night
wore on.
The interesting juxtaposition
of Unity Through Diversity week
and Comedy Night (many people
headed directly to the Pub
following the UTD study break at
the library) made me question the
humor of humor based on
stereotypes. How do you do PC
comedy?
A Unity Through Diversity
comedy night featuring Manny
Dominguez and two or three
professional comics was
scheduled for Thursday night at
Hamman Hall.

Sting
FROM PAGE 20

How Sting gets away with
singing about the death of his
father or the demise of the
Catholic church while sounding
as if he's the happiest man alive
surpasses my imagination; but
then again, this album surpasses
the imagination in many ways.
So captive and entrancing are the
lyrics and melodies on Soul
Cages, that prolonged exposure to
the album may cause you to
repeatedly stab yourself in the
thigh with a steak knife.
I hate risking the identity of
songs by lumping them together,

Cowboys
FROM PAGE 19

As if there were no other
possible outcome, HD does win
back his old girlfriend—many
many cliches later—while
fighting for his father's dignity
against the vindictive little sister.
The plot is contrived to allow
him to compete for his father's
land in a rodeo. He also tries to
prove that his father is not the
feeble, doddering old man that
Sheryl makes him out to be.
The dialogue in this movie is
for the most part very bad. Real
people just do not talk that way.
When is the last time you heard a
Dolly Parton joke in a movie? It
seems the filmmakers have little
understanding of what the people
of rural Oklahoma are like and
therefore stick them into the
stereotypes they are comfortable
with. It is a shame, because there
probably is a story worth telling
somewhere about the rodeo
world and the people involved
with it.
The most irritating stereotype
is the training sequence a la
Rocky. I think this genre is truly
worn out. The hero trains himself
to overcome insurmountable
odds in a competition and leams
to make something of himself.
but it seems natural to do so on
Soul Cages because of the
album's cohesiveness and
fluidity. "Island of Souls" (the
opening track) along with "Why
should I Cry for You?", "The
Wild Wild Sea," and "When the
Angels Fall" could be considered
the tranquil, seductive tracks.
"All This Time," "Mad About
You," "Jeremiah Blues," and the
title track, while not diverging
too much from the gloomy
themes, have more optimistic
feels to them and are rather like
(Okay, I'll say it) pop songs. Be
looking for these on MTV. The
instrumental "Saint Agnes and
the Burning Train" is a short
Spanish (Sicilian?) guitar solo that

We've seen this in movies about
boxing, karate, arm-wrestling,
racing. Why not in a movie about
rodeo, too? I'm still waiting to
see a movie of this genre about
curling on the frozen highland
lakes of Scotland.
The plot and characters are
pretty bad, but at least you would
hope to gain some interesting
images of the rodeo circuit. This
movie fails even to get that
right.The director attempted to
make the rodeo sequence more
exciting with a lot of slowmotion and 'dramatic' sound
effects. There are these noises of
asthmatic cattle wheezing so
loudly you would expect to see
flames erupting out of their
nostrils. A bull raises its head,
and we hear the roars of Godzilla.
And the slow motion close-ups of
the actual bull riding with
wincing cowboys and graceful
arcs of saliva soaring from bull
mouths work more to obscure
and deaden the tone of the scene
rather than to make it exciting.
One bright spot this film is
Jeeter, HD's dog. The ugly,
motley creature is the only
character in the whole film that
has avoided the silly exaggerations of the cinematography. Of
course, this is not a movie about
a dog. Maybe it should have been.
will probably win the same award
that "Dream of the Blue Turtles"
won a few years ago. It's a
pleasant interlude (music majors
will like this one!).
Overall, Sting sets sail for new
territory on Soul Cages. If he
hasn't found the "Island of Souls"
yet, he is well on his way. But
whether or not you agree with or
relate to his philosophy, his
music is sure to please. So
everybody go out and buy Soul
Cages right now (if you buy the
CD it comes in a nifty case). Say
my name when you buy it and
you probably won't get any kind
of discount but you'll experience
the divine pleasure of saying
"Judd."
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Mudd
FROM PAGE 21

held hostage in a Faulkner
novel/' but I can't help but think
that the Femmes are perhaps too
frail to survive such an incarceration.
No, to my ear, the Chickasaw
Mudd Puppies are more like an
upcountry backwoods hoedown
whose supply of moonshine sat
just a little too long in the still.
Overly fermented is what they
are. If the Cramps had been
founded in Athens, GA, instead
of in Cleveland or Pittsburgh or
wherever it is they're from,
they'd sound a lot like the Mudd
Puppies. They've got that same
kind of campy nightmare howl
about them.
Of course, if you were like
most of the city of Houston
last Thursday night, you were
unable to attend the Mudd
Puppies show, and you're
probably feeling terrible about it
now. TTiat is, you're feeling

PREPARE FOR:

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
TEST P A E M R A D O N SPECIALISTS S M C E 1938

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

April 13 DAT
exam classes
to begin 2/17, Sun.,
2 pm at 7555 Bellaire
Blvd. #200

CALL 988-4700
F^rmanent Centers In More Than 125 Maior u S Cities & Abroad
For information about otfior canton
OUTSIDE N Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782

terrible unless you went right out
the next day and acquired a copy
of the Mudd Puppies' first major
label record, 8 Track Stomp, in
which case you're careening
around the room in convulsions
of pure joy.
8 Track Stomp is a wriggling
wet dog of a record, climbing up
in your lap and shaking itself
until you're forced to stand up
and brush yourself off.
For all the goings on about
Rock and Roll's debt to the blues,
and to country music, this record
may be the first one I've heard
where blue and country are
actually distilled into that perfect
two-minute pop-song package;
they're dangerously catchy, and if
you can't quite make out the
words, you sure as hell can sing
along to the whoops and hollers.
Of course, I'm not the only
one who sees some potential in
this band; 8 Track Stomp was
produced not only by that semilegendary king of pop Michael
Stipe, but by the really-truly-

legendary bluesman Willie Dixon
as well, and it sounds just like
you'd think it would: clear,
jangly, and packed full of rot-gut
liquor.
The combination is like
nothing I've ever heard; it's like
the Beach Boys would sound if
they were sixty-year-old black
men from Chicago with threeday-old beards and a serious case
of the blues.
And I suppose that's the key to
the Mudd Puppies' success;
small-time bands like the
Drovers, and every other redneck
hoedown band, play music that
hangs in the air for a minute or
two before it flows away, and if
you try to stop it from going away
it falls flat, deflates.
But the Chickasaw Mudd
Puppies are the Maxwell House
of country music: they freeze-dry
that down-home sound to seal in
that just-brewed fresh taste and
that rich, thick aroma. It may
cost a little more, but aren't you
worth it?

Detiir dags att
knyta kontakter.
(It's time to start networking.)
You're about to graduate with a technical
degree. Computer Science, Electrical Engineering,
Telecommunications... no matter what your
specialty, you owe it to yourself to explore
the exciting world of telecommunications.
And when it comes to telecommunications,
only one company really offers world-class
opportunities: Ericsson Network Systems. With
our world headquarters in Sweden, we're one
of the oldest, most technically diverse tele- "
communications companies around. In fact,
Lars Ericsson was working the kinks out of
the telephone in Sweden at the same time
that Alexander Bell was developing the
telephone in the U.S. Jah!
When you network with Ericsson, you'll find
a world of challenge, a world of growth and
international prestige. A world that lets you
be a real part of Ericsson's success.

J o b Fairs
a r e l^ing
?—•» Up all
over Town

Find out more:

Rice University
Thursday, February 21
Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
If you're unable to network with us on
campus, please feel free to write for more
information: Dept. ColAdv, Ericsson Network
Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 833875, Richardson,
Texas 7 5 0 8 3 - 3 8 / 5 .
At Ericsson Network Systems, we'll let you
transform achievement and initiative into
career success. And that message is the same
in any language.

A professionally prepared resume
will give you the competitive edge.

A r e You Ready?
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771-6962
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Resume S e r v i c e

Now you can afford to dream in color.
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh" system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new; affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple® SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
Apple introduces the Macintosh LC.
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Archi Arts 1991: One, two, three!
Simulate this one, baby Misclass
Overheard at the coffeehouse:
"Nietzsche said that all women w h o
are intellectuals have something
wrong w i t h their sexual organs."
BAM!
"Hey! I w o u l d n ' t c a l l y o u a n intellectual!"
Overheard 355 Sid:
"This thing is so big I can't unzip my
pants."
Overheard in somebody's commons:
"I'd like to sit down. W i l l you promise not to molest me?"
Overheard during brunch:
"Disgusting! That's the largest pubic
hair I've ever seen!"
Kisses are only temporary, but the
Thresher lasts forever!
"There is more to life than linear
transformations...Like beer."
— C. Kamberov, M A T H 222
"Money may be the husk of many
things, but not the kernel. It brings
you food, but not appetite; med icine,
but not health; acquaintances, but
not friends; servants, but not loyalty;
days of joy, but not peace or happiness."
— Henrik Ibsen
Chill out.

ticular brand of humor, always a bit
warped, has taken a newly morbid
tone. An oil-worker in Khahran
posted this weather forecast on Last
Outpost (BBS):
'Baghdad w i l l be bright and sunny,
with lows in the mid-40sand highs in
the upper 10,000s. Winds w i l l be
from the south, southeast and southwest at 1,500-1,800 knots. Sunscreen 300 is r e c o m m e n d e d .
Chances of precipitation of molten
objects are 90-99%.'"
"Intercourse is the pure, sterile, formal expression of men's contempt
for women."
— Andrea Dworkin

began. Christopher Columbus was a
great navigator who discovered
American while cursing about the
Atlantic. His ships were called the
Nina, the Pinta, and the Santa Fe.
Later, the Pilgrims crossed the
Ocean, and this was known as Pilgrims Progress. When they landed at
Plymouth Rock, they were greeted
by the Indians, who came d o w n the
hill rolling their ear hoops before
them. The Indian squaws carried
porpoises on their back. Many of the
Indian heroes were killed, alongwith
their cabooses, which proved very
fatal to them. The winterof 1620was
a hard one for the settlers. Many
people died and many babies were
born. Captain John Smith was responsible for all this."

Overheard at Hanszen:
"Swallowing semen helps acne."
— Senior guy
"Maybe I should try that."
— Freshman girl

Overheard at Hanszen:
" O u r spring break is so early that
when I go home, people ask me if I'm
still going to college."

"Archi-Arts theme 'Stimulation City'
modeled after a futuristic city"
— Thresher, Feb. 8, 1 991

Q : What do you get when you cross
a deconstructionist and a Mafioso?
A: An offer you can't understand.

"...I was sitting on the bed in my
underwear trying to figure out what
position to get into..."
— Lovett Female Freshman

Thursday's Diversity Week lunch
was a buffet of Cuban and Ethiopian
foods. What did they serve, sugar
and dirt?

No, didn't spit it out, I just chewed
it.

Overheard at Hanszen:
" D i d I poke you?"
" N o , but I think I'm bleeding...

In the Wall Street Journal on 1/25/91,
there was an article about computers
fi 11 ing the same role among people as
short wave radios did in previous
wars. It mentions the use of BBS's to
spread news, and promote interesting insights by people at the site of
some attack sites/targets.

Overheard at Sammy's, the center of
the VORTEX:
"Why, why, did you ever bring the
FruitSucks into our lives? N o w we'll
never be free!"

'This is a disgusting integral, if that's
not redundant."
— Marty Ross

goabozed when I took it out."
— Seventh floor swimmer

There is scamming ...
Then there is scuding...getting shot
d o w n w h i l e scamming. "
Yates is a pro at this.

A quote:
"As the first days of the war passed,
the computer underground's par-

An excerpt from an undergraduate's
English paper at A & M:
"During the Renaissance America

*UBLIMINA1 M M I A C i i MitMiT MltCLAM OR Oil.
MJKUM1NAI MKSAOMi ftUBMfT MltCLAM OK CM I .

Strike the pose Notes and Notices
THE RICE COUNSELING AND PSYCHIATRIC service offers therapy groups focusing on interpersonal difficulties, on eating
disorders, and on the adult children of
alcoholism. Please call Fran Scott at 5274867 to schedule a confidential appointment for evaluation.
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES for: touch
football, co-ed basketball, women's volleyball & men's soccer teams (who did not
make the playoffs) are available now in
Lisa's office in the H.P. & H.S. dept in the
gym.
FINANCIAL AID FOR 1 9 9 1 - 9 2 . F o r m s
are now available in the financial aid office,
2 0 1 Ijovett Hall. Deadline for filing forms
is J u n e 1, 1 9 9 1 .

THE RICE INTERNATIONAL CLUB will
be having its annual International Festival
on March 16, 1991, Anyone who is interested in performing or presenting an aspect of any culture is requested to contact
Tameeza at 630-8131 or Francois at 6655609.
INTERESTED IN ROLE PLAYING and/or
wargaming? Come meet the Rice War and
Role Playing Club (WARP) and play a game
or two on Friday at 7 p.m. in Sewall Hall

wmM
• If you want to spend
an evening with 30
people - Have a party!
• If you want to raise
your test scores - call
The Princeton Review

688-5500
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!
small classes 'personal attention
COURSES START SOON

207. No experience necessary. Bring your
favorite games.

p.m. in gym classroom "A." Lisa will contact all teams involved.

"STORIES OF CENTRAL AMERICAN
REFUGEES:" Speech by Mark Zwick, director of Casa Juan Diego. 309 Sewall, 8
p.m. Monday, February 18. Sponsored by:
Rice Peace Forum, Rice Amnesty International, Black Student Union, HACER,
RSVP. For more information, call 5270639.

FRIDAY FEB. 22 is the final play results
deadline for men's squash. Report all
scores to Lisa at 527-4058.

THE RICE COUNSELING AND PSYCHIATRIC Service is now offering a special
support group for friends and family
members of the servicemen and women
stationed in the Middle East. Please call
Fran Scott at 527-4867 or campus extension 2526 for more information or if you
have questions.
NEEDED: SOMEONE to program 2
L.E.D. signboards at the gym (usually bimonthly). Call Lisa if interested 5274058.
LOVETT COLLEGE THEATER presents
Crimes of the HeartfayBeth Henley Feb. 79, 14-16 at 8 p.m., Lovett Commons. $3
Rice, $4 non-Rice. Res. 630-8522.
POUND: MAN'S GOLD bracelet and
man's high school ring. Call to identify.
Lost and found. Sandra. 527-4079.
AUTRY HOUSE HOLDS a prayer meeting
at 12 noon and a Bible study at 3:30 p.m.
evety Monday. „ For more information
please call Mary Maris at Lovett, 6308523, or The Rev. Mehrdad Abidari, 5243168.
CAREER SERVICES ANNOUNCEMENTS:
•CAREERS IN INSURANCE, Tues., 2 / 1 9 ,
7 p.m., SH 305. Speaker will be Dave
West, Managed Care and Employee Benefits Operations Manager, The Travelers.
•CAREER PLANNING FOR JUNIORS,
Wed., 2/20, 7 p.m., CSC Conf. Rm. Unsure about what you want to do after
graduation? This workshop will help you
with career decision-making, awareness of
career options, and planning an effective
job search. You'll have a chance to take the
Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory.
•TEXAS JOB FAIR, Wed., 2 / 2 0 , 1 0 a.m.4 p.m., Grand Hall, RMC. Seniors! Meet
with recruiters from 5 0 companies who
are interested in hiring May graduates.
Bring your resume, and dress professionally. For more information, contact Angie
or Christine, Career Services.
KTRU IS IN DESPERATE need of eclectical engineers and tinkerers. If interested
call 527-4098or come by KTRU, 2nd floor
of the RMC, between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on
Mondays. Ask for Jordan.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL PLAYOFF MEETING will be held on Mon. Feb. 18th at4:30

ON SAT. MARCH 2, RICE men's &
women's Schick 3 on 3 Basketball teams
will compete in the regional tournament at
Trinity Univ. in San Antonio, TX. The two
top teams in each division will return &
play at the halftime of the "Spurs" vs.
"Nuggets" game Sat, March 30.
H1LLEL IS HAVING A citywide Shabbat at
the home of Marian Daum, 3218 Cloverdale. 7 p.m., services; 8 p.m., pot luck
daily dinner; 9 p.m., Rabbi Federow continues discussing "Jewish Attitudes toward Sex and Sexuality." For info, direction or rides, call Marsha at 749-2271 or
Eileen at 630-8057.
THE CLUB CHOUETIE OR FRENCH club
is having a study break Monday, February
18th at 9p.m. intheWRCPDR. Come chat
and enjoy delicious French snacks! For
more info call Tania at 523-5270.
ATTEND MOVIE—REVIEWER'S SNEAK
previews, interview live psychic astrologers, visit crime scenes with your very own
press passes—phis a chance to hone your
fiction writing skills at the same time!
KTRU News needs new reporters, fine arts
reviewers, and announcers... Interes ted?
Call Daniel at 630-8247 or drop by the
KTRU studios.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15,1991, the Office
of Academic Advising will sponsor Majors
Day from 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. in the
Grand Hall, RMC. Representatives from all
Rice majors will be available to answer
questions students have with respect to
declaring a major. For more information,
contact Academic Advising at 527-4060.

Friday,
FEB. 15,h

•Sid Rich/Wiess TC
• Baker college nIght
,• Free Jazz concert at Wless.
•ARCHI ARTS (Mardie
strikes her pose).
•Men's basketball vs.
Houston, 7:35 p.m.
•Lie of the Mind, Rice
Players, HH 8 p.m.

Monday,
FEB. 18*

*SA meeting, Wiess 10
p.m.

Tuesday,
FEB. 19th

•Campus wide elections.

Wednesday,
FEB. 20th

•Men's basketball vs.
TCU, 7:35 p.m.
•Wall of Miracles at the
Pub. $1.
•Fill out your CK food
questionnaires

Thursday,
FEB. 21"

*Reel Insight presents
Sex, Lies, ana Videotape.

Well, at least we don't
have to drive
all the way to Galveston
Classified Ads
HELP WANTED
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. Earn
up to $1000 in just one week for your
campus otganization. Plus a chance at
$5000 more! This program works! No
investment needed. Call 1-800-9320528, ext. 50.
MODELS NEEDED FOR ADVANCED
haircutting classes. All work done by licensed hairdressers. Call Herve of Paris,
522-4212, for more information. Ask for
Robert.
WANTED: ARCHITECT FOR DESIGN,
elevations, and basic working drawings for
outside multi-level deck. Approximate
dimensions 4 0 ft. x 50 ft. Please contact
Mark 524-8658. Will pay cash commensurate with work. Terms negotiable.
NEEDED: SECOND ORTHIRD year math
student for tutoring 11th grade student
after school. In West U. Call: 666-7592.
PART-TIME POSITION AS ASSISTANT to
corporation president and wife. Reliable
vehicle required. Hours-10:00 a.m. until ?
at least 2 days a week. $13/hr & mileage.
Call 659-3698. Ask for personnel. (Females only, please.)
PART-TIME POSITION FOR RESPONSIBLE female from 3:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
babysitting 3 yr. old boy/minimal housekeeping; $5.00/hr cash; garage apt available (free) and new car/gas/insurance
provided; Need ASAP; 758-2350.
FAMILY WITH TWO DAUGHTERS looking for a children's companion/family
helper. Part time work starting immediately. Full time in summer with quarters.
Some travel with family..Must drive, have
experience with children and good references. Starting pay $5.00 per hour. 6303672.
SPRING BREAK/SUMMERTIME cruise
ship jobs. Immediate openings, all occupations. 1-800-827-5885 ext. P1295.
SEEKING MATURE INDIVIDUALS OVER
21 for chape rone positions. Dormitory
supervision and transport to studios. June
23-August 2. Experience necessary. Send
resume and references: Houston Ballet
Academy, P.O.B. 130487, Houston, TX
77219-0487 before April 1, 1991.

UNIVERSITY ALLIED PUBLISHERS,
INC., seeks motivated, entrepreneurial
students interested in a campus venture.
Great resume builder, opportunity for very
good money. No capital required. Call
David Cariock at (617) 894-5575.

FOR RENT
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP for nice 2bdrm apt. Reduced rent in exchange for
pet care for travelling professional. Great
study environment. Cat lovers only. 2664965; please leave message.

FOR SALE
'79 SUBARU 2-DOOR, standard transmission. Good running condition. $600.
523-2645.

MISCELLANEOUS
NEED CASH? DO N T LIMIT your earning
potential—own and operate your own
business. (713) 639-3663, 2 4 hr. mesADOPTION. WE'VE BEDTIME STORIES,
rocking chairs and much love, but no
baby...yet Can you help? Call Sue and
Jamie collect about adoption. (802) 2352312.
'BROCHURES, APPLICATIONS AND
scholarship information now available in
the Spanish Dept. Office for the 1991
Summer Program in Spain.
ADOPTION. COLLEGE GRADS happily
married, childless, wish to adopt white
newborn from biithmother with similar
background. College education, a stable
home with an abundance of love is assured. Please help make our dream come
true. All medical and legal expenses are
paid. Confidential. Call collect 305-3415901.
"I AM" ASCENDED Master instruction,
free weekly telephone broadcasts, 5907231.
LADIES: MARINES DESPERATELY
NEED your letter. Photos welcomed but
are not necessary. Please write to: Any Marine-USMC B Co. Wpns. P i t 1st Ba. 3rd
Mor., FPO San Francisco, California
96608.

FOUND. PARKER MECHANICAL pencil
with name inscription. Call x3548 to identify and claim.

FROM THE THRESHER FILES...

MAJORS DAY—Undergraduate advisors
from all Rice majors and departments will
be available for consultation of Friday,
Feb. 15, RMC Grand Hall from 2-4. Sophomores, this is for you!

official, tiie draft is going to be a 'permanentfeature'of American life."

THE CAMPANILE WOULD LIKE TO feature your room in the next book. If you
consider your room to be unique, for
whatever reason, please call 527-8750
x2427 and leave a message with your
name, college, room and phone number
and We'll set a time to visit your boudoir.
Please callfayMarch 8 at 5:00 p.m.

February 13, 1960—"Warm, friendly natives (normally cold, unfriendly
Ricites) will invade Sylvan Beach at 8:30 Saturday, February 20, for the annual
Archi-Arts orgy."
February 14,1974—"It's SA election time, worse luck. Comparedtothis, the
plague « a mere nuisance. But at least it's interesting."
February 17,1977—"Mumble mumble mumble mumble mumble mumble
mum will be on the testble mumble mumble mumble.' —Or. Smallev, Chem
321b; 1/10,1/12,1/14,1/17,1/19,1/21,1/24,1/28,1/31,2/2,2/4."
'o the editors: When I was a fresh
•, the food still sucks...the reall, _ ^
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